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t-" .,: SECTION 1.-0
C- -
.i. : SUMMARY =
r \ =:
-J
- ., 2 - iThe :docking simulator system descri_ea__in this report ils" intended = -:,
.. - for use i,._confirming _the design-.of th_ Apollo probe and drogue dock{ng
_-"" - _ - mecb:an_s_s_under simul_te_d space :conditions.! These tests _ilL investig=gte
1'i,__' "- the-transient dy-_lamics-,which>occur durine. Co_king ¢i_mp_ctand iaCch-uo-; '_
: ":- " '__ This "s'lmu[ator system was designed a_ a re_u!t of'N_t'ional Aeronautics
;_ _ _i: _ r-': and Space Aeministr_tich Manned Spacecraft Center:.s.tudycontract : "-'
'_ " :NAS-_9_371"7. This contract specifies a.- its objective that.theftes
_.-"_ , facii:ity:components shall be_desigr,ed such-that-'-_ :, "
: :.(i_ Component compatibility with" the -re_t o_ the facility is -'
'_ -- -_ " " , assured " _>
2 .i :2 _. - d
_'-, (2) Sufficien£ detail is specified-to_ailow fabrication and-
'-i_ '_ _/:, assembl_,y"of 'the components with minimum desigfi mod-if.,ications, -
" : . and ...... . , :: _ %"
' __z ' --"_ _ .." _,-(3)'- "N_imum accuracy _is_.-obtained, during fac_ litv _p_ra'i ions .... _:
:. ':27.A_ comprehengive ,study wa s eonduccefl-_and the design £bject i0as
_" f_alfilled. _The coficept: developed was deter_mined to be feasible-and
__:- "-" _,ithin.:the cu:crent-state o'f the_,art, =.Significafit chazacteristics of
, _-_ this_,deSign include the fo_lowingk _, '-
- The probe-drog_le: rei_tive degrees off frg'edom have been divided
.... " - such "thai: tl_e" desd-red dynamic performance is ebtained.
_ 2
, ..; - -3 _ , . ,,
'- " - . ' .,6 ' . , ._;'-' ' --
..... _ "s , " " i-i .... - " _ .NSL 64- 360 /-
t) _ _ '_'" _
Y-_='_'_'/,:'_'''-'_L -- :..............." " - - - "...... = .... - ' : ...... _ '
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The structure has ade,.iuatestzength for the purpuse of -_unting
_the docking system mechanisms, drive systems, and inskrumentation. It
7
will allow for ready installation and removal from the,space chamber.
It has been stiffened locali-, such that no setvo control loop e ompen-
7 - ""
sations are necessary_to nuI!ify the effect of structural resonan':es.
This framework is mounted in a _nner such _that minimum vibrational z
ener_, is trihsmitted to NASA's Chamber B. In fact_ all _no:¢n Chamber :
B constraint:s, indluding safety and penetration, have .been investigated
and satisfied. -" ,. "
The drive system also_ has adequate strength, )reouency _cesponse,
: and m:it'ion envelope t 9 .provide six reiative degrees of freedom ;nd
L"h,,-@ssarydisplacement between the probe and .drogue.- : "_ _. _ '-_
+ i'h,emeashre_.ent syste£ senses and' transmits both reladive probe-: -
'-,drogue position and loa_d-moment SignaiLs compatibl_ with-rother sys£em _- :
comp-onents,x_The position measurement s_stem, and the drive system form : :
c
a positive ser_o system. -. _ _ " ;, -_
_i'he servo .control system-is unique in that tl-_eCcIosed (,.nuIti) loop ._- "
over-atI transfer function wilI provide lin_ear perfo£'mance:-. The servo
. ..2,
_ drive system._ill receive motion commands from ah analog computer. The '
computer yields. ;olutions to the rigid body equations of m0tio_n, bending-
mode equations, and fuel slosh 'equations that describe the docking " r_:
vehicles These solu-tions _re Virtually instantaneous r_s-ponses to _.;
measure d forces and moments which-are g_nerated by the impact>of-'the _/ 'i'--
t_
-docking mecha__isms. ' -_
L,
The analog Ldn_puter equations contain all tile required degrees
of'freedc_n, whereiL,the rigid :body dynami:c equations have been
-sin:plified considerably. A unique approach used to dev-elop these
equatigns resulted inca pregra_ whi-ch requires_the minimuu number .of_ --_ "' :
j ....
computer components_' _.... -_ -
f . _j
j - . ,
U o . l
"; I-2 " : ".', _N_,L 6_-360 ',:,,,
4_
, '. ..,'- ,: ..... _ ..... "4" ' " .:.... _,'_" "_'f¢._2, _-'L _ ":"YP_' * ' " ';_'-_¥_*_L,,-_, --
_%
, , ,9L
. :. _._: " . ,, ,., ' ."... . " . .... ' . .: __:,,,o_,,_..."::::! ->_. _"_:-., " :i,_
_..z,,_a._:,_._._.., ........ ,...- &...__.._....._._k._.._._._l_._._..,r..,..._:._._.__.,._ ,_,._:_,._.,_ ,,_,.'-: ..... " • ' ."" , _. • ," : _'._'_:_,• :'_" "_",-_ :'2',-'v _ .- ; , _
] 9650151 ] 7-01 ]
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!
i Several methods of sa_4sfactorily transmitting signals to and frown
the remotely located analog computer were investigated; a 24 circuit
high Ievel analog transmission iine was seIected for a tunnel instaIlation.
Anci!lary equipmcn_ requirements were determined. All design
" criteria can be met by use of standard equipment items or by ct_.rrent
engineering state of the art.
i- Drawings and specifications were<prepared and are incl'uded alongt
_with comprehensive anaIyses and supportir[g data which are presented as -_
: appendices to this report. -.
: Conclus_o._s and recommendations have _been provided to facilitate -_
fabrication and assembiv of the docking simulator system and, to enhance
.,;" complete achievement of all program _]ectives.
L-
_ _ 2 L
, i :. &
L
! -7 ............ _,
( . '- -_ r.
7 _
(
!
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SECTION 2.0
INTRODUCTION
l_e National Aeronautics_and Space Administration's Apollo manned
lunar landing program requires the _erformance of various rendezvous and
docking maneuvers in space by the Command/Service Module and the Lunar
? J
ExcursionModule space vehicles. The mission requires the successful
execution of three docking mane_v:ers, one in @arth-orb_t, one after
_ icsertion into a trans_lunar trajectory, and one in lunar orbit. These
J "- 7
,_aueu_ers will in_01ve several different vehicle configurations each
exhibiting different dynamic characteristics.- The dockzng system,
designed by North American Aviation (N._.), must perform the following
functions-while exposed to the thermal-vacuum environment of space:
" I. Non-destructively dissipate energy due to the relative motion
between the docking spacecraft for all contact conditions
specified in the docking envelope,
2. Contro_ the relative translatory and rotational motions between
i the d0cking spaceczaft winhin acceptable limits during the
%
contact phase of the docking maneuver,
Provide adequate structural integrity at the int. rface between3.
the spacecraft so that final latching may be aLhieved by the
. appropriate crewman,
4. Permit satisfactory separation of the spacecraft, and
I 5. Possess a reusable capability. -
[
1965015117-014
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To verlfy the docking capability of the probe and drogue mechanisms
in the space environment _rior to actual manned space flight tests, they
are to be installed and testzc under various dynanic and environmeltai
conditions on a docking simulator inside NASA/MSC's Space Simdlation
Chamber B, in Houston, Texas.
Theoe mechanisms and the simulat_.r device _i]l be subjected to a
near-space environment inside the chamber at ambient pressures and
temperatures and under 10-5 Torr vacuum and solar radiation conditions.
_.Jo series of tests are proposed. The firsE testing will provide
: f
development data for possible improvement in,he design of the two pieces
involved. The subsequent testing will provide qualification data to
substantiate the estimated reliability of this hardware.
_wo lazge vehicles impacting inspace requires that large changes
in momentvm and kinetic energy be considered. Because the two pieces
. beinB tested are relatively small, the inertia characteristics of the
large :vehicles must be simulated. This requires that the kinetics
_involved be described and a method of obtaining instantaneous solutions
be provided. These solutions must be fed into a po_¢er system which is
capable of duplicatingthe momentum and kinetic energy requSred for
simulation of the large_vehicles. _en this power system drives the
bodies into impact, some means of measuring the forces and momentsreact-
ing on the two test pieces must be devised so that the effect of the
impact can be reflected instantaneously in the kinematic solution and1
driving power system. Alt_ugh several impacts m_y result before the
L'
vehicles latch up, the simulation test can be continued until one of the
resulting motions exceed some specified limit. The latches are then
remotely released and the two test pieces are driven to their initial
positions before starting-the next test run.
2-2 NSL 64-360
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The pertinent data from each run is recorded for analysis later.
'_ Although each run will require less than ten seconds, the elapsed t_me
per 1_n will be three minutes, approximately. Assuming the testing
i proceeds satisfactorily, it might continue for a twenty-four hc_r cycle
before the simulation system is deactivated. After deactivation, a man
! can safely enter the vacuumnized chamber, conduct a detailed inspection
of the test pieces and other equipment, and possibly aid in _ecalibration
i of the equipment. : '
Considerable background data are _required before such a simulator
: system can be designed. If the three space flight cond_ion_ are to be
invest'igated during the development and/or qualification testing, then
complete inertia, elastic mod_ and fuel slosh data iesnecessary for
" correct simulation of these fl_ght conditions. Pertinent data on the
stecic and dynamic characteristics of the vacuum chamber should be
obtained. Procurement, installation_and checkout of a large, quality -.
analog computer and associated equipment are required. The environment
" -of the transmission _ine which connects this computer with the. test
chamber is necessary. Responsible and experienced personne_ should be
assigned and trained. The detailed test program, including objectives,
! variables to be recorued, and methods of analysis, should be ma_e known.
i
I The sections which follow in this report reflect the effort, under-{
_standing and experience which Northrop has applied to develop solutions
{ to these problems-doring the study phase of this project,
The report discusses the design concept and the system elements,
I operation and performance characteristics. Problem areas are discussed.(
The mounting structure, servo control system, transmission line, and
I analog computer network configurations are described. Chamber interface
considerations including wall penetration, contamination, and mechanical
mounting are presented, Installation, remova!, and operational safety
I procedlares and considerations are included. Ancillary equipment, mainte-
J
nance requirements, and shipping plans are described. Specificatioi:s and
I drawings, study conclusions, and have been
recommendat ions prepared.
Technical appendices support the design analysis and the computer program
I. model. '
: 2-3 NSL 64-360I .
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SECTION 3.0
SIMULATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This section presents he description of the simuiat]on system and
includes the discussions pertaining to the overall system development
concept, operation, performance, and other ancillary requirements. The
mounting structure is discussed and the design evolution and character-
istics are presented along with sketches, drawings, and a photograph of
a tenth scale model. Structural dynamics, thermal effects, and ,mounting
probe-drogue mechanisms are dJscussedj
For the purposes of logical discussion, th_ servo control system
is defined to include the actuator drive system, dyI_amic force balance
system, the transmission line, and the analog computer.
The relationships of the system with regard to Ehe space simula-
" tion chamber are discussed in terms of vibration isolation, chamber
penetration, safety, and equipment installation and removal require-
ments. The last portion of this section presents preliminary :specifica-
tions for the purpose of describing all major elements and general
requirements pertaining to the simulation system description.
3-1 NSL 64-360
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3.1 General
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The overall system analysis involved the study of a docking simula-
tor system which would provide the capability to test the Apollo probe
and drogue mechanisms under simulated space environmental conditions.
Problems associated with this study and the developmer_t of a suitable.
design required analysis of data provided by MSC regarding the space
simulation chamber B and the associated analog computer a,- the Houston
Facility. This equipment will be utilized in the te:_ting of the probe-
drogue mechanisms provided by NAA (See Figure 3-1). Other information
and d_ta fron GAEC regarding the LEM and stake of the urt techniques,
process&s, and components also were evaluated.
These analyses indicated the requirement for a relatively large
servo _ystem and associated supporting structure and the development
of mathematical models and computer networks LO allow inclusion of
the analog compute_ as a part of the servo system.
Structural support, chamber isolation and penetration considerations,
along with safety, installation and removal requirements influenced the
development of the basic frame structure, the probe-drogue mounting
structure and the servo actuated carriages. In the course of development
of the servo actuating system the servo performance requirements also
introduced a predoudgate influence on the system design. The force
measuring system, essential to provide the analog computer with the
transient force inputs necessaly to simulate the inertial character-
istics of the Apollo LEM and C/SM, necessitated integration with the
force balances and mounting structures for the probe and the drogue.
3-2 NSL 64-360
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The utilization of the analog computer r uired development of
mathematical models and corresponding analog computer programs. These
provided the necessary signals to operate the servo system acutators
following impact of the probe and drogue. Additionally, the require_nent
that the analog computer be loceted remote]y from the chamber necessi-
tated the analyses and design of compatible transmis_,ion lines. These
problems and the res_Iting constraints defined the overall system concept
and design.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Docking Simulation System is composed of the following elem__nts:
Basic Mountin$ Structure, consisting of the structurst framewo:k,
probe and drogue mounting blocks, hydraulic actuators, force measurement
balances and other feedback sensing devices, hydraulic llnes, and elect_'i-
cal wiring.
Seismic Mass and vibration isolators, by which the mounting struc-
ture is suFported and dynamically isolated from the chamber "lunar plan _''
support base_
Chamber Penetration Seal, through which three hydraulic li_.es and
three electrical cables pass to connect to power a_d control equipment
located outside the chamber.
Actuator Cil Conditioning Unit, located d_rectly outside the chamber
and consisting of electxical motors, hydraulic pumps, temperature and
pressure regulators, ac:_mulators, heat e×changers, filters, and controls
to supply oil to and from the servo valve_.
Vacuum System, located directly outside the_ chamber and providin_,_
vacuum for the hydraulic actuator gravity-feed oii sump drains; consists
of electrical motors, pumps,, regulators, and associated ___.._' .
,_JL_LL__ ...... _,_,_" +'_...._'_ nn_rat_d bv personnel viewing _he simulator
by ¢losed circuit televisic,n, and consisting of the selvo control ampli-
fiers, remote manual contro._3, hydraulic, system controls, voice comr.,,_nl-
cation equipment, and electronic safety system; cantains power supplies,
3-4 NbL 64-360
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:' amplifiers:, detectors; and signal conditioning equipment.associated with
the force measurement system; interconnects the servo control amplifiers
r- - vith" the chamber cabling and differer.t-ial driving and receiving amplifiers
I of the transmission line.
.[ Trat_smission Line, consisting of i4 lines approximately 3000 feet in :
1_ length and interconr_ecting the control console at the cha,nber_.wi-ththe
f- ' remotel_ located-analog computer. :
: Transmission Line Termination Rack, interconnecting_the transmissio_
.F :- lln_wfTh: the analog col,%put'er,and. containing'[diffeYential driving-_nd , :
-:_, .q receivi_:g:amplif£ers,.power and contr_l switches. _ :.
; " :_' : -Analog Comp[itgr_and:"Recorders, prov%ded by"'_SA/MS_;Jto simulat_
- : ' ma6hcmaticallyl.the charadteri-stics'...o_"the Apollo C/S_-and LEM Mo_,-l=s " = - ;!
"t ._ - _ . 7
D - _ -: and t_ cohtrol movement :of th_ sir,alator mechanisms. Th@ computer re- :
.jceives f rces _nd moments in the form of d. .,vo..tageSignals supplied c
.... -: _th_6ugh:the transmlsslon, line_termi{lation-rack, a,d transmi[-s transl-atlen
i
I , ' , _ :"and rotatiena_ rate, displacement, and angular information.b): d.c.'-'voltage
t0 the control .con.-:ole at the-chamber for app!__cation to the actdator " :
servo.- -A-tso, gime correlated outputs and irputs are record'ed grapl_icaIly.
• f
-_- SYSTE_ O,_RA!_ON, P_-OR_ANC._, AND _OUm_IMENIS
. _ : .] 2
m Operation" _ -: _-Syste
,j
_--_ "" Upon comp_letion of system ingtallation ahd_initial- cn_ckbut, the- _ c
' probe-drogue tes_ operations .are relativel:, slmple to 8ccomp]'ish. -v
' L
"_ Essentially, all that i',yequir_d is the act ivati_on of_the electrical
• , _ U -
• ' _ power tc_the"varzous suosystems 5y operation of the _ppr0priate power
swftch.e_1at the .,.'ontrolconsole;-performance of the calibration and
"? _ ,s_If Check process, settiBg' the analog'"computer-potent.iome£ex,s and the'
/ 5 _ ,_:
-_ o '_-initial conditions-to be simuiatedf The control con_sole-o_erator,
_, _, -: remotely oSs-erging the simulator _n the chamber_by mea:,s of clOse'd cir-
ca_t televls_on, ascert_in.S that the syst.em_is ifia ,,go" condition by
-_ . _voiee_elec.ommunication'with the .computer pers0nnel arid.contr01 console "
i . . _c <_ndications. Upon authorfzation _y the tes_ conductor the co_,yold.<oBera-
4 -- __ tour transfers control t'o the computer personnel ,who initiate ,!'test.start." _'
; : C C - _ "-" J '
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Duratica of the test nominally requires less than ten seconds.
Simulation data l_ recorded automatically at the analog computer facility.
The ccnsole operator will continually monitor the chamber television
w;ile power is applied to the simulation system to effect immediate s_.,ut-
down of hydrahlic and electrical power in th_ event of an emergency, not' '
otherwise handled automatically. Upon completion _f a test ran the console
operator resumes control and remotely releases _ the probe !atchup mechanism.
:He resets the simulator to reference cohditions, allowu reset of the
computer and either shuts down or initiates the ner_ test run.
2
Sy_ct_em Performaz_ce = -> = =
The:'.dbject s__mulat0r s'ystem is capable of impacting two bodies :
tc-gether in a prescribed manner by r.,ntrolling the translational and : =
angular relative accelerations of the two-bodies. _t also simul_tes :
the individual inertia and s_ructural elastdc response characteristics _ =
= assigned to these two bodies prior _b and following their impact. The _
values of such characteristics _re dependent upon the simulated and
: actual momentum together with the kinetic energy absorption capacitv ....
of-the object, being impalted. Typical values which can be simulated
'are indicated by theffollowing example. Thd _two impacting Apollo space-
craft vehicles weigh on the order of 32 (Earth) tons each and impact at 2
fps. The impa_t limit capacity exceeds: I0,000 pounds. The simulator
accepts bodies up to 30-inches in diameter and weighing up to 500 pounds
L
_ The -actuator mechanisms p_ovide for <;ix relative degrees o_
f_eedom and allow relative displacements as follows; full axial ._tvoke :,
of 36 inches with lateral and Vertical displacements of -+]4 iDches.
'J : -L '
The r'elati, e angular_displacement capaSi]ity are - 35 degrees ih pitch
and yaw, and__ + 180 degrees.'iff rbll._-The axial, vertical and lateral
velod'ities which can be developed range from zero to two fps. Roll.,'
pitch aL%d yaw angular v41ociti4s are limited to tWO degrees per
secodd The simulator has an acceleration capability greater than 64
feet per seco:id'squared with a frequency response _xtending from zero
through 20 cps with essentially flat response, _ 3 db, with_less
than _,5 degrees of phase lag at 20 cps) and down less_ than 12 db at
•60 cps. _°•
- • 3-6 NSI, 64"_-360
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A functional block diaEram-depictlng the relationships and functional
flow is presented in Figure 3-2. Locations of functional elements are
indicated.
c,
System Requirement s
After initial installation and checko;._t, during normal operational
use, the"system requires electriaal power in tht' following categories
i and capacities i :"
440 V 60 cps 3 phase at ZOO ampere_
_ ' I15 V 400 cps 3 phase at 30 amperes -'
5 9 : " ';
: The'440 volt power is required a_ the chamber facility to power the
i_ _ = -- ' hydraulic.... actuator conditioning unit. The 115 volt, 400 cps power is :
" _ re'_}uiredto powerthe control cor_sole in _he chamber building and the .-,
E:
i '7 transmission line termination rack at the analog computer. Approximately
a - - _ _
' _-_ ._.20 amperes are required by the:console. No 115 volt,_ 60 cps power _g
:_ requirel; it is desirable _to-avoid its:use in the console; transmisb_on:"
.... " line', and "analog computer equipment to minimize st_ray_picku_ of 60 cycles.
[J _ Approximately 80 square feet of/floor space adjacent to the chamber
I_ -' is requlr_d for the hydrau,!,ic actuator conditioning unit and the vacuum
) svste_n_ l_e 440 volt power source is required i.n this area. Approximately
{ "; 50 souare feet of floor space, accessible to a television monitor, and -
I_ 'i.: ir_an are_ suitable_ for Personnel_,_ duringtest,_ runs, is necessary. This_
--¢orisole canbe located on the second floor at the rear of the control
_- room. This equiPment requires L',:00cycle power. - '-
s--
At the analog computer 'facility, rack space_for two standar'd pa_els
t
will be-needed. These panels will connect to the transmission line and ._
• i:he analog computer and require 400 cycle power.
,j t_,
,(
'2-
J _
'- 3-7 _SL 64-360
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3.2 Mounting Structure
1
MECHANIC:%L DESIGN
The basic mechanical design objective was to develop a stru_t,.,re
f -of adequate strength and stiffness to support and drive the dockir_g system
" throughout the performance range requested without vi.o!at[ng chamber B
constraints.
t-
Evolution of Concept
_ The probl}_m was: to obtain the "opti_mm distribution of the minimum
number of degrees.:of freedom between the probe and drogue actuaeien
systems. After many trade-offs were investigated, a final design
_evolved. It incorporates vertical and lateral l'inear translation pI_us
roll angular motion on the probe mechanism, whereas the drogue has axia-i
] -i
", £
translation plus yaw and p._t_h angular motions.
f' There are two primary considerations which dictated the evolution
of our 6oncept- First, the probe and drogue motions mr,st stay within
f• the 5.6 foot diameter _olar radiation pattern.. Second, they must satisfy
! ,
| various performence specifications. The specificatiQ_ _= for the three
_ translational degrees of freedom are essentially the same, whereas the• oil angular degre of reedom requirement is much le s than t-hose for
the Ditch and yaw ran[ions.
i_ AnY rigid body can be censidered as having six degrees of freedom
relative to inertiaI space. Thus, two dccking bodies would have anI
l_ absolute total of twelve degrees of freedom relative to inertial space,
and six degrees of freedom relative to each other. Therefore, only-six
r
__ degrees of freedom are needed to defin_ completely the motion of one
_'rigid body relative to another. Therefore, only six degrees of freedom
- "- are needed to simulate the motion of the probe vehicle relative to the
motion of_the drogue-vehicle,
[
..... 9 NSL 64-360
.( r
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l_e fo]lowing subsections consider the various combinations and _is-
tributions of these six degrees of freedom and indicate the evolution
of our concept. Each subsection hea@ing refers to a possible distribution
of the six degrees of freedom between the probe and drogue vehicles,
Each subsection then discusses the effects of various combinations and
their order of mounting on the actuation system.
Three and Three. This distribution is the one from which our final
design evolved. That is, we selected three degrees of freedom for the
probe actuation and three for the drogue. 7, is interesting to consider
the reasoning used to uetermine which three were appiied to the pL'obe
actuation system and the order in which they are mounted. Putting the
roll motion on the probe required that only the relatively smaller mass
of the roll control actuator had to be accelerated by the remaining two
degrees of freedom. (O_e might infer tb_,_ because the p:robe roll moment
Of inertfa is much s,nalle_.._'hanthat of the drogue_ that this was a con-
sideration --actually, it was not because tbe roll actuation system
inertia predominates.) The remaining two degrees of freedom were
selected so as to minimize cross-cL'u,pling of inertia loads. (Here again
one might infer thah the relative weights of the 80 pound probe or 20
pound drogue were important -- but uhe actuation system weight is several
_thousand oounds.) Hence, the vertical and lateral translation were
selected as the remaining probe degrees of freedom However, there are
many more tra_'e-offs to be discussed and evaluated before the optimiza-
tion of our concept is fully explained and justified.
The optimum separation of the vertical and lat=ral system involved
their relative inertias because these inertias cannot b_ uncoupled.
That is, whether the vertical motion should also carry the inertia of
the lateral actuation system or should the lateral actuator be requi_'ed
to carry the vertical actuation system. Either choi6e would require
that the roll mechanism be moved because it must b,_ mounted on these
_ !
translation systems. The question is resolved because Negators are
3-I0 NSL 64-360
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!
to be used_ Negatols are springs that exert a _onstant vertical force
regardless of their displacement and are used on the vertical Lfanslation
system to nullify the static weight of the total probe actuator system.
!
The Negator selecte8 has a relatively low inertia and a natural frequency
f
above 60 c_s. If the vertical plus Negator mechanism is mounted on the
lateral actuation system, then the inertia of the Negator must be added
to the lateral system and the static weight of the _ole system _ust
be carried by the lateral roJ bearings. A better design concept
results from mounting the roll on the la_:eral and this cembination on
!
the vertica] system and by using a slightly larger Negator to nullify
the static weight of the whole system.
The ,_r,_,e system must provide the remaining three degrees of
freedom Milch are pitch, yaw, and axial translation. We have selected
the pitch system to be carried by the yaw system. This combination is
moved by the axial actuation system.
The trade-off considerations involved here wei:e the detert,[nations
as to which of these three actuator systems should carry the other two
systems. Because the required translation performance is relatively
lower than the angular, the axial qctuator system was selected to carry
the other two. The pitch a_d yaw performance requirements are identical
so the determining factor in the desiga of thi_ gimbal arrangement is
that the drogue cone and pressure seal be kept within the 5.6 foot
diameter solar radiation pattern. That ia, if the yaw system were carried
by the pitch actuation system, a simple Pitch gimbal ring design would
indicate that the pitch ring would cast a shadow at large negative pitch
angles. This shadowing can be prevented by designing a more complicated
pitch support, but this resutts in an increase in the inertia of the
system. Many types of pitch-yaw gimbaling mechanisms were considered.
Our design mounts tLe drogue face i_.the plane of the pitch and yaw
gimbals so that only a minimum of vertical and lateral probe motion is
required to transverse the face of the drogue, regardless of the pitch
3-11 NSL 64-360
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and yaw angles of the drogue. Note then, that the center of the drogue
disk is a fixed Point which can be used as the origin of an orthogonal,
triad set of sirauiator reference axes.
Before discussing another interesti:_g combination of the three
degrees of freedom, another constraint must be mentioned. Consider that
although the simulator moves both the probe and drogue, the governing
equations (being solved instantaneously in the analog computer) specify
the location of one point only on the probe and one point only on the
drogue. This reference point on the probe has been selecr_ed as the base
attach poinu of the probe centerlipe rather than the probe tip. This
is because the actual probe is to be tested and the full scale flight
dynamic response of the pr,-bc is inberent. That is, the actuation system
behind the probe is essentially rigid because the actuator structure
elasticity will be compensated for in ti_e equations. Similar statements
apply to the drogue mounting reference point.
Now consider the probe system having pitch _nd/or yaw degree(s)
_f freedom. If the base of the probe were pitc_,ed and/or yawed, then the
drogue system would have to possess vertical and/or lateral motion.
The required translation motion would be much greater than that used with
our final concept. _haE is, pitching the base of the probe would trans-
late the probe tip through an arc which must be followed by a translational
displacement of the drogue. A logical modification would be to keep the
probe tip centered on a point in space, bu_ this would require that the
probe system also have paired degrees of freedom. For e._:ample,if
pitch were on the probe, then it would also have to have the vertical
translation degree of _reedom. Similarly, yaw would _quire lateral
motion on the probe. Therefore, pitch and/or ya_ on the probe increases
the translation requirements for the drogue or probe. This increase in
translation requirements eventually will reflect itself in a more
expensive system, One more consideration involved the case where the
drogue has vertic_l and/or lateral translation and the probe has the
kORTHROP SPACE LABORATORIES
pitch and/or yaw motion. Additional translation of the drogue is
required because of the compression of the probe tip. This compression
results from tile probe shock absorbing recoil mechanism.
Six and Zero. This is an obvlous, first choice; i.e., ,o consi-
der a±l of the degrees of freedom on either the probe or drogue
mechanisms. An immediate consideration here might be the relative
mass, moments of inertia and products of inertia of the probe and
drogue. Powever, one soon realizes that the inertia of the actuation
sy=_tem predominates, so that the inertia of the probe and drogue is an
insignificant consideration.
Putting all of the six degrees of freedom on the probe (or drogue)
would require a complicated actuation system which wo.ld have needlessly
high inertia, and hen. e, relatively poor frequency response. Th-_r=
would be considerable cross-coupling of the elastic dynamic_ for some
of the motions. However, such a system would warrant more consideration
if the relative inertia of the probe (or drogue) predominated over that
of the six degree of freedom actuator system. Accordingly, this con-
figuration is not considered to be applicable to the present design.
Five and One. This configuration possibility would use five of
the degrees of freedom on one mechanism and the remaining degree of
freedom on the other mechanism. This configuration might have merit
if one of the degrees of freedom required extremely high performancei
relative to the others. However, the present design requirements are
! just the opposite. The three translation requirements are identical,
! two of the three angular requirements are the same and the remaining
(roll) l,,utionrequirements are low. Therefore, this configuration
f
i possibility is not considered to be applicable to the present design.
Four and Two. This configuration was a likely possibility for
detail consideration if t_o of the degrees of freedom required extremely
high response performance. However_ this was not the case for the
I present design requirements so this configuration was not consldered
in detail.
A summary of these trade-offs is presented in Table 3-I.
3-13 NSL 64-360
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TABLE 3-1 OF CONCEPT TRADEOFFS
egrees of Sequence of CouplingFre doms Remarks
Probe Drogue
ote: Asterisk denotes final design concept.
(3 and 3)* Vertical system Minimizes inertia
carries Lateral ' coupling and mass.
system which carriesl
Roll actuator.
(3 and 3) Lateral system Lateral rod bearings
carries Vertical must carry mcre load.
system which carries
Roll actuator.
(3 and 3)* Axial system Minimizes inertia
carries Yaw coupling and mass.
system which
carries Pitch
actuator.
(3 and 3) Axial system Possible shadow on
carries Pitch d_ogue aud/or excess-
system which ive inertia.
carries Ya____w
actuator.
(3 and 3) Pitch arld/or Yew Drogue must then have
] systems. -- excessive lateral and
vertical motions.
(3 and 3) Probe tip fixed Probe supporting
during Probe Pitch structure must trans-
and Yaw. late and rotate.
(6 and O) Probe or Drogue Excessive inertias.
(5 and I) Probe or Drague No one motion needs
high t)erformance.
(4 and 2) Probe or Dco_ze No two motio_s need
high performance.
3-14 NSL 64-630
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De_s_ription of Structure
After having decided upon a design concept, the neyt step was to
lay out (i.e., "frame") the mountinB structure. Figure 3-3 presents a
perspective sketch of the mounting structural 3keleton. Because of _he
obvious simplicity of this illustration, it wii] be used iq the intro-
ductory discussion of the various system cemponents_ A tenth scale model
was also constructed as a vis_al aid, see Figure 3-4. Both the interim
and final configuration are identical in concept to this skeleton.
Note that the probe and its seai are mounted on a cylindE]cal structure
which simulates the forward portion of the tunnel in the cmmmand module.
(At this period _n time, MSC was considering pressurizing the tunnel and
actuating the seal latches. Later, this consideraulon was omitted from
the t-est dcsign requirements.) The cylindrical struct-ure then tapers
down into a small shaft which enters into the larBe hydraul_c actuator
housing. The shaft attaches to the outer case of the force balance.
This balance, which is inside the actuator housing, is tr_en _onnected
to the to!] angle actuation mech_nis,n° Note that this actual:or housing
is suspended on two horizontal bars which provide the probe with the
lateral degree of freedom. The hydraulic actuator cylinders are
(hypothetically) inside the suspension mountings. Next. notice that the
ends of these horizontal rods (i.e., piston rods) are supnorted by an
attachment to vertical rods. The vertical degree of freedom Ks provided
by the hydraulic actuators which are inside these attachment f_ttings.
Again, referring to Figure 3-3, note that the drog_e was te:Ltatively
enclosed in a tapered structure to facilitiate pressurizing the back side
of the drogue cone. MSC has subsequently deleted this consf_raiL,t. The
tapered stractu_e attaches to a shaft which is joined to thc outer case
of the force balance in the same manner used for the probe system. This
b=lence is mounted inside the same cylindrical housing which is attached
! to the pitch gimbal ring, This rin_ is driven by the pitch angle ac-
tuators which are hypothetically housed inside the pitch gimba] r_ng
E
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attachment to the yaw gimbal ring. (External, lineal" actuators are used
in the actual d-esign). The base of the-yaw gimbal is attached to the
~ .
yaw actuator, wf_ich in turn, is supported by a horizc_ta] bar. This
U-shaped horizontal bar i_ supported by bearings which slide on hori-
2
zontal side rods. This U-shaped bar is actually part of a trusswork
which slides axially on the twn horizontal-side rods. The ax'_al motion
is obtained from a hydraulic actuator /-hat is cantilevered from a tripod
support at the end of t_he simulator support truss frame,
The effect of cross-coupling in the probe and drogue actuation
system' is similar. The probe system Will be discussed as it is typical.
In our design, the probe can be rolled relative to the drogue without
introducing, any system cross-coupling. -I-f the probe fs-accelerated
vertically, then the_ roYl_degree of freedom actu:ator system is_als-o
accelerated vertically. The key point here, from.a kinematics point of '
view','is that the roll motion remains uncoupled from the vertical motion. -"
t -'
From a structural loads viewpoint _ the roll actuation system shOiald have
its center of gravity in or near the plane of the v_rtical motion r
actuators in order to minimize bending moment stregses due to the roll "
: i J
system "overhang. : :
From a structural dynamics viewpoint, all of:the actuation systems
will have natural frequencies. For example, consider moving the prcbe
L
up and down sinusoidally throughout i_ two inch 0mplitude and slowIy
":' increasing the frequency of osciilation._ At some frequency, the
actuator p.ower requirements to produce:' the oscillations would diminish
rapidly and this would ind_.cate ex__rimentally the lowest natura'l
frequency of the,,;"ertical degree of freedom._ Because'we l_aVe postulated
a constant amplitude oscillation,-_,c_._m/ un.exDccted happens to the
st)udture or probe motion at_ or near th-is first natural frequency of
the-vertical degree of f,-reedom. However, the power versus frequency
- requirements must be considered (i.e. transfer functions)in ,:he "-"
des_gn oncl cor.trol :of the acttiation-sYstem. In su_di'y then, _each
r j
J
'2
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! of the _ix degrees of motion freedom have (natural) frequencies which
the respective actuation system must control. In general, the systems
were designed with as much stiffness as practical and with minimum1
- inertia so that the lowest natural frequency would have a high value.
i Hence, _here are a minimum number of natural frequencies at which the
i actuation servos must be compensated.
i/ The simulator framework sho%_ in Figure 3-3 appears to sit on.adisc w ich typifies the lunar plane of Chamber B. As discussed i
Section 3.4, the simulator framework is bolted to a large steel plate"
i which acts as a seismic mass_ This plate is supported on large damped
springs which isolate the Chamber B lunar plane from the transient
._ motions of the[seismic mass. "_ "
: T_e_pattern of solar simulation can be enhanced by tilting the
[- "3
: structu_al mounting if this is desired. --
.,
[_ - Our interim simulator design is presented as Figure 3-5. snore that
the probe and drogue _seals are _ac_ed up by cylindri%al structures which
. ! .: Were to have the same elastic characteristics as the flight vehicles. _c Although th various actua or m_ch nisms are b ically the same as those
which were discussed for the skeleton framing configuration, they are
_- _uch more massive. Similarly, the framing structure appears q_ite rigid
because the frame tub_ sizes were s41ected for deflection characteristiCS
_'ii . - rather than s_ress levels. AIso, man)' types and variations of drogueg
gimbal ring mounting were investigated. For example, Figure 3-5A presents
[_ 9ne such proposed design whose X-frame bracing was incorporated in the
fina'l configuratfon. The overall size of this frame is 19 feet long_ ten
feet wide and ten feet high. The estimated weight was 10,000 6ounds.
|._" However, subsequent investigation of the servo system necessitated an
optlmizition of translation requirements which permiated use of an -.
.... actuator having shorter length and higher natural frequency. This also
permitted a more compact and rigid structure which became our final
simulator design as shown in Figure3-6 and the pullout FigUre 3-7. The"
details and structural dynamics of this structur=are discussed:in a
" following section of the report_
v ,' 3-19 ,_ NSL 64-360
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FIGDRE 3-5A PROPOSED DP.OGLTE MOUNTING STRUCTURE
I_ FROM _{ICH OUR FINAL DF,SIGN EVOLVED
J j
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Probe Mounting
The probe assembly is supported by the seal ring as in the actual
vehicle (See Figure 3-8). Eithe= the actua7 Command Module $tructare or
a 3imulated structure will be u_cd for the seal ring. This ring is
attached to the balance adaptor fitting, whic]t is a light weight stainless
steel weldment wlth a journal type attachment to the balance outer case.
The force measurement balance is discussed in section 3.3 of this report.
The inner rod of the balance is attached to a circular housing which is
carried by angular contact anti-friction bearings supported by tbe
lateral translation carriage. These bearings have sufficient preload to
eliminate unwanted backlash. The circulal housing which supports the
balance inner rod is driven by the roll servo motor through a total an-
gular displacement of 360 degrees.
The lateral translation carriage is a minimum weight stainless stee]
weldment which is supported on anti-friction adjustable bore bushings roll-
ing on hardened and ground stainless steel shafts attached to the vertical
trans!acion carriage. Motion is provided by two linear hydraulic actuato_s
whose resu]tant force acts essentially through the center of gravity in
two planes and are in the same vertical plane as the support shafts. T_e
bodies of these actuators are mounted rigidly to the lateral translation
carriage. The piston rods are connected to the vertical translation
carriage thus allowing for a minimum width of the vertical carriage.
Hydraulic fluid will be fed into th_se actuators through the center of
the piston rods to minimize the number of flexible hydraulic lines
i required. Lateral travel of the carriage will be s_opped at the ends
of its travel by fluid metering type shock absorber devices to prevent
i balance damage by excessive d_cel_rative forces.
The vertical translation carriage is a stainless steel weldment of
the "picture frame" _ype which surrounds the lateral translation carriage.
It is guided by anti-friction adjustable bore bushings rolling on hardened
and ground stainless steel shafts which are attached to the external frame.
i
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: IIJORTiiROP SPACE LADORATORIES
Motion is provided by two linear hydraulic actuators which are equally
spaced on either side of the center of gravity of the vertically trans-
lating mass when the lateral carriage is in the center of its travel.
: The wide spacing of the actuators minimizes the percentage of mass
shifted from one actuator to the other as the lateral carriage translates
off of center position The bodies of these actuators are mounted
rigidly to the vertical carriage and the piston rods are connected to
t
! the support frame thus allowing a minimum frame height. Hydraulic fluid
will be fed into these actuators through the center of the piston rods
enabling the servo control Valves for the vertical carriage to be mounted
+-+,
to the support frame, thus reducing the mass of the vertically translating
carriage. The dead weight of the vertical carriage and all. parts
; ,+.
!
." attached to it will be offset by Negator springs, a constant force low
l
, inertia device, which reduces the size of £he vertical actaators
: _ required and provides+equal acceleration of the carriage in born direc-4
" : : tions. Vertical travel of the carriage will be stopped at the ends of :{
!. its travel by fluid metering type shock absorber devices to preventt t,
bal'ance damage by excessive deceierative_ forces.
Drogue Mounting , :
The drogue assembly is supported by a seal rihg as in the actual
! vehicle_-[_ee Figure 3-9). Either the l_nar Excursion Module structure
or a simulated,structure may be used. Th_s seal ring structure is in
turn mounted to one end of a force measurement balance discussed in
section 3.3. ,-
+
The opposite end of the force balance is supported by a rigid
welded stainless steel pitch support structure. The pitch structui-e is
_ 'gimbai-mounted where two hydraulic cylinders each actuating a bell crank
drive it + 35 degrees in the vertical plane. The pitch structure is
f" " supported by a system+_of tandem mounted duplex bearings, These bearings
[
will be preloaded to remove any undesirable backlash.
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NORTHROPSPACE LABORATORIES
"_Ae entire above mentioned pitch assembly structure is in turn
supported by a _ided stainless steel yaw structure, fhe yaw structure
is supported by a system of angular contact duplex bearings mounted i:i
tandem. These bearings are preloaded to remove backlash and will allow
fer structural thermal expansion or contraction. The yaw structure is
moved through igs angular motion _ 35 degrees in the lateral plane by a
bell crank driven _'th a hydraulic cylinder.
The above pitch and yaw mounting assemblies _re supported by a
welded stainless steel csrriage structure. This carriage structure is
suspended from a pair of rails by preioaded ball bushing assemblies.
The carriage structure translates 34 inches axislly. A hydraulic
cylinder supplies the driving force to the carriage.
All structural components of the drogue mounting assembly are
designed for minimum deflections, compact size, apd esse of fabrication.
Support ball bearings in the system will realize medium working loads
i and be lubricated with silicone base
grease.
Thermal Effects
I The problems of temperature induced stress in _he structure and base
plate was investigated and found to be negligible. In addition, the
effect of the structure and base plate thermal radiation upon the simula-
tion of the docking environment is discussed.|
Preliminary studies of the temperature response of the structure
and base plate were performed in order to determine whether or not any
ten_erature related problem areas exist. The simplifying assumption
used in the_udies was that the temperature gradient across the
thicknesses a_ negligible. This assumption closely approximates what
is actually occurring due to the relatively large thermal conductances
in relation to the rates of heat transfer involved. Using this
assumption, it was found that no large temperature gradients will
occur in the base plate and support structure when subjected to a
sudden change from room environment to simulated space environment.
7
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NORTHROPSPACE LABORATORIES
Starting from an initial temperature of 70 degrees F., it was
estimated that the major support structure will cool down to _85 degrees
F., in 94 hours, while the base plate _._i]lcool down to -30 degrees F.
in the same time period. Th_ __ffect of the solar simulatlop beam upon
the temperature gradients in the base plate _as found to be negligible.
It is estimated that these temperature gradients st any instant in time
will be less tha_ 30 degrees F.
The three environments in which docking will be simulated are
earth orbit, translunar and lunar orbit, i_frared and _eflected simulated
solar radiation will impinge upon the docking s_nulator from the rela-
tively warm base plate and support structure thereby degrading the simu-
lation of these environments unless steps are taken to reduce these
effects. The steps to be taken t¢ improve the simulation of the desired
environments are dependent upon the degree of simulation desired. For
example, in order to simulate deep space, a liquid nitrogen curtailJ shield
coated with a non-reflective coating should be placed between the
docking simulator and the base plate. A close approximation to this
can be obtai:_ed by shielding the base plate with a thin shield coated
on the base side with a polished surface to reflect the infrared radia-
tion of the base plate. On the side facing the docking simulator, a
black coating would be used to absorb the solar radiation and emit to
the cold wails of the vacuum chamber.
Shields _ith appropriate coatings can partially simulate tb:
albedo and infrared radiation from Earth and the lunar surfaces. The
design of the structure and base plate and possible modifications to
mo_'e nearly simulate the desired environments should be accounted for
in the NAA design of the probe and drogue.
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STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
General Design .Approach
The philosophy cf the design ol the structure _f the dynamic docking
simulator relative to its structural dynamic characteristics is to maintain
all natural frequencies above 60 cycles/second. This relatively high
f_equency criteria will eliminate, or at least alleviate, many problems
wbich would be incrusted if lower resonant frequencies were alloweJ to
exist:
i. This frequency i_ above the natural frequencies of interest in
the docking bodies and above the fuel sloshing frequencies so
that compensation for simulator frequencies will not be required
in the computer program.
2. The control system response is down about ten db at 60 cycles/
second so the control system analysis which was based on rigid
mass assumptions is valid (See Section 3.3).
3. Since control system response is attepuated abeve 60 cycles/
secono, the vibratory exciting force at the structural resonant
frequencies will be relatively small and material damping will
be sufficient to attenuate the vibratior esponse. No special
structural damping devices wit" 'e _ecessary.
The resonance corres>onding to the mass of the probe or drogue
and their supporting structure on the force balance will probably be
the most critical _esponse in the simulator. The force balance wi]!
measure accelerations imposed by the motion of the simulator as _Ii as
the forces incurred during docking. In the low frequency range of
interest these accelerations will simply be those accelerations which
the dockfng vehicles would actually experience, Ho_ever, near the
resonant frequency of the force balance itself, these acceleration
readings will be vastly in error. Since the measurements at the force
balance are fed through the computer to the control system of the
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NORT_tROPSPACE LABORATORIES
simulator, the high forces at resonance could cause the system to become
unstable. Therefore conslderable care will be tsken to assure that the
force balance resonant freque_,cy is high enough so that the contro]
system characteristics will attenuate the response sufficiently to
maintain stabi]ity.
Every precaution will be taken during the final design of the
simulator to assure that the required dynamic cllaracteristics are
ach_ _ed. This wi]i include a carefu] analysis in which the characteris-
tics of the structure and the control system will 5e combined to ascertain
system response. However, it is recognized that in a system of this
complexity, dnforeseen structural characteristics may appear _hen the
simulator is tested. Therefore provision is made to place accelerometers
at critical points on the structure to provide stabilizing feed back
signals to the control system. This approach has been utilized _ ith
complete success in the Northrop six-degree-of-freedom dynamic flight
simulatcr (Reference i).
In a preliminary _nalysis of the dynamic characteristics of the
_-i_lulatorthe drozue an# probe systems were considered _(Fa_ately.
Simp!ifi_._J¢]ynamic motels were stud;ed ]'n order to ,5_termiP.ethe major
resonant frequencies. The general methods cf a,_a]y_.s ar_ described in
References 2 and 3 . An example of the analysis is shown in Appendix A.
The dynamic modes conajdered, included mou.on c__ nhc pr,_be s}stem
in the Z-axis coupled with pitch; vibration of the drogue system in the
X-axis .oupled with vibration in the Z-axis and pitch; lateral and yaw
vibration of the probe system; and lateral yaw, and rol] vibration 3f
the drogue system.
Typical of the results obtained are the resonant frequencies of
t'Le probe system in the coupled vertical and pitch _,ibration mode.
These frequencies were computed to be 60 cps, 170 eps, 216 cps, and
524 cps. With _he exception of the 60 cps frequancy, which is due to
vibration of the probe on the force balance, all of these frequencies
are well above the 60 cps criterion established fo'" this ._ystem.
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I Dro/_ue System Dynam£c_ --
T'nedrcgue: system. (Figure 3-9) consists of a carriage-which _aoves
[_ -along ;;upportbars in the x-direction, a yaw structure which mounts on
- :the carriage and roLoLes about Lhe z-axi,', and the _itch stracture
I which supports the drogue and is-pivoted or the yaw structure to give
[- " p'itch mc_.ion about "/he y-axis. A feature of the design .is.its_ symmetry
" " • - - i : '
_----:' ,,abouta--vertlcal plane, wh-i-cheffectively U'ncouples:vibration in the.
k_ :_ : x-axis and in pit__h from vibration in .the y-axis and yaw.
two L_lar"e " -
"!-- : ;-" "- Each of the diameter:supportba_s on,which_'the carriage - :
_- -_ _ .. ri_es are supported'at thr_e,._o!nts to the S'mulator frame, qhe_-center
-_........ :support resulr.s in: h_'gh-rlgidify in: the:lateral and vertical- d_r_ctions. =
- If_a more detai!ed dynamic ,ana-_ysis _o be performedCin the lateral U"C i__:
directi-on Shows that r_ore r-igidity in the •present•design is necessary,
-" -then,- cross _embers will be added to the top of theVframe structure
• C: ,. u
:=_ _ = Which supports these- bars, :. ..!,' --
" " " _ Maximu _ rigidity is obt-axned in the .carriage structure throu'gh the
•[.!2._-_: ,2 :.u'seof large diamgter:tubingnrra-nged:" i, .to take advantage_:of the :, "'_
'--- __fundamedt_lly rigid triangular confi_ration.-" Again%additiona_ stiffness::- :t_
o _5 ".can be obtained in £he _lateral direction by the additi,on of cross tle
°' , - J members if-an ysis shows thi-s to be necessary. The -large cross section=
b Of the'_box se'ctions s0pporting the yaw-axis_bearllng houiing provides
_ _ ' . , the.maximum resistance to ,twisting an_ bending deflections from yaw 2 , '':_
structure 10adtng. -,,,c, v . . ._ -
_ 2, -
"i_ '-'" The yaw ff_ructure_of _che drogue system, poses a particularly, difficult
-_ '_design'_problem since is._is_;necessary.to have a highly rigld.,s,tructure t,o
[i 'reduce inertia cou,pling and tO, support the pitch. SYstem an_' st{ll avoid -'
",- .. any structurwl _members passing over the drogoe which would interfere Wit h
},"_ _- simulat6d sunl__ght. In_addition'"_t is desirable _toreduce the-:yaw inertia
/'- -,2 -
r.
_ d
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loading on the axial and pitch servos. These goals are achieved through
the use of a yoke type of structure with maximum stiff,tess designed into.
i
i its members. The yaw structure is supported in large diameter bearings
(on the _rder of 30 inches) in the carriage structure. This large diameter
_r_._d__ the rigidity required at this critical point in the design. A
short coupled box structure joins the yaw axis shaft to the yoke arm3re-
= sultlng in minimum twist_,ng and bending deflections. The yoke arms are
• ?
tapered box beams which provide high rigidity in both torsion and bending#
The pitch structure of the drogue system again is basically a yoke
:' shaped configuration and is built, up of=boxed beam structure to give = ?
rigidity in bending and torsion. This structure furnishes a rigid ._
i
Supp0rt-for the force-balance to"which the drogue is attached.
be S_stem Dy ic ' _ : -
L
Pro ham s = : _ :
- Th@ probe system (F-igure 3-8) consists of a ver{ical carriag4 :,
supported by two vertica! guide_bars secured to the simulator;frame_2Jand
-_ a lateral carriage_ ,su_p°rted_by twQ_horizontal_, guide bars secdred to_ ; 2
t_e vertical_carriage. The roll axis system c°nsisting of a !otary
: _ actuator, the probe and its_supportstructure,-and the force balafic_t is
carried_by the la{eral carriage. :" : :- :
_- cTh@ fixed guide bars supporting the Vertical carriage are mounted
- _n massive structures in the f_ame_so that for analysis_purposes they
G
are considered to be built-in_- The portion'_of these bars passing within:,
- the carriage structure is guided for almost the whole length of the b
-,__ carriage by hal'! bearing b_shings._ Since the motion of the carriage is
l
limited' to approximateIy plus Or minus 13-i/2 inches,'there is only 27
i_c_es of length where bending can take place. Therefore with the large
_, dlameter guide bars which are used,"deflections will be very small_ result-
_ing in high response f_equencies _n the direction of the__:'and=# axis and
in p_tch. The large distance between'the_eJbars also assures high resonant
| _reqdencies in yaw. -_ : :'
, 3_33 NSL 64-360 _ "
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The lateral-carriage is s_pported on horizontal bars which are
essentially identical [o the vertfcal carriage guide bars. Therefore,
since the rigidities are the same, the resonant frequencies will be
even h_gher- since the mass carried is approximately one half ol that
carried by the vertical guide bars. _,e principal difference _ the two
portions o# the system is that the guide bars for the lateral carriage
are much closer together than for the vertical carriage. This'distance
'_ be._weel,the Oars affects the_rigidity in pitch. However, the overhan_ing ":
"" 10ad, which,causes pitching moments, is quite small since the ce[,ter of
gravity of the lateral calriage assembly falls within a few inches of
the plane of the ggide bar_s. Therefore, a high resonant frequenc_ in
: :_ pitch will exist. : :
-The roll axis portion of the prbSe due t.o :the low inertias involve,_
-: and the clos:e coupled construction will have relatively high frequencies
-_ith. the.sexception of the force ba!anee deflections as were previously
discussed. :
'_ Simulator Frame and Support Structure Dynamics,
The simulator fr_e must withstana all reactive forces imposed by
2 C
the_simulator actuators. Therefore, its dynamic characteristics are
equal in importance to the dynamics involved in the moving portions of
L _ .
_the system. High rigidity is obtained'in this design through the use
_ of heavy Wall stainless steel tubing joined' by fusion welding into a
'_singl,e integral frame, The frame -._em_ersare_efficiently arranged in a
3 .. .
_' truss-type of struc "ure to provide the maxi,mlm stiffness, :.-
.f-
C• j -
The reactive loa_s of the actuators which are transmitted to the
• _ frame structure must then be reacted _I the support structure of the
_'simulator'frame. since the environmental simulation chamber in which
. this dyadic simulator is to be mounted could not be-expected 'to withstand
7,
-,-the applied loads, a seismic block'supported on_vibratio_ ",isolators
will'_be utilized_for mounting the simulator. /Details o_ the design for
"- _ _: this, mounting_system are described in section 3.4, Chamber Interfaces.
.... _ _ 3-34 '_ NSL 64-360 -
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3.3 Ser_o Control System
The Servo Control System, which includes the analog compdrer as an
element_ perforlas the necessary control and recording functions for the
docking simulatiou tests. This system positions and moves the probe
and drogue mechanisms in a controlled manner to verify their docking
chpability under various conditions. At the start of a test these move-
_ ments are programmed to the actuator servo system to cause the probe
f
and drogue to come together in a prescribed manner. After initial :
g
contact, these movements are controlled,: hut are unprogrammed, and are
dependent upon the effects of _he actual mechanical contact and the
u
prezset inertial _haracter'istics which were assigned to the mechanisms
by means oF the computer. The computer simulates mathematically the
characteristics of both the Apol.o Conwnand/Service Module to which the
prbb: i5 attached, and the _unar Excursion Module to which the mating
drogue is attached. This sub3titution-for vehicle dynamics results in
' l
separate but appropriate and representative application of forces and
movemerts by the actuators to both the probe and drogue, respectively.
Strain gage-ttqnsduhers sense forces of the impact between the prel)e _!_
and drogue and provide the computer with force and moment data to close
the servo _orce loop. Additionally, recorders associated with the
servo control system provide a graphic record of ail operations and-
movements of the probe and drogue. This data is time correlated to
the analog computer computations and outputs, and denotes forces, moments,4
accelerations, velocities, and positions of the probe-drogue mechanisms
for each docking maneuver.
The six-axis servo control system provides the controlled power
necessaryto reproduce the six degree-of-freedom simulator carriage
motions in direct response to the transformed voltage commands of the
3-35 NSL 64-360
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D.D.S. computer. This response must be accurately maintained with
respect to both time and magnitude over a range cf motion amplitudes and
frecuencies which duplicate the real dynamic inputs at the base of the
[ d,_cking structures. Ft_;ure 3-10 illustrates the interfaces which exist
i between the control system, the simulator cacriages, _he transformed
l
{ input signal commands received from the computer, and the output
motion slgnals provided to the data recorder.
[ The information presented in this section includes: the pre-
liminary control system performance requirements, a description of the
i preliminary syseem design mechanization, a discussion of the _ystem
synthesis and analysis, and a sun_t,aryof the performance achieved.
3.3.1, REQUIRMENTS
i Design values based on information supplied by MSC/SID,. repre_
• senting critical-case requirements for relative forces and motions
between the probe and drogue, in the probe/drogue axis system, are
[ surm_arized below.
Accelerations are:
oo
' X = 0 to 13.7 ft/see 2
eo et 2
[ Z,Y -. 0 to 42 ft/see
! _,:_" = 0 to 3.1 rad/see 2
el
0 not specified by MSC/SID
I The ebove values must be met while simultaneously f_rnishing thei
following loads :
i Longitudinal probe force: 2050-ib
Lateral probe force: 1150 lb
Maximum velocity ranges are:
1 "X, Z, Y = 0 to 2 ft/sec
, _, = 0 to O.i1 rad/sec
= 0 to 0.018 rad/sec
[
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i The following loads at the probe tip approximate maximum loading
conditions:
longitudinal: 3000 Ib
l_teral: 3200 ib
Limit loads for the roll axis are expected to occur during engage-
ment of the tunnei seal interface. Estlmates of this maximum loading,
II based on a friction coefficient of 0.5 between the tunnel sealing sur-
faces and with a probe retracting force of I000 lb., yields a coil
! momen_ for preliminary design purposes of i0,000 inch-lb.
Required response times associated with the rigid body motions
are defined on the basis of the steady rise time for the output
accelerations to change from zero to the maximum values stated above.
[ This rise zime supplied by MSC/SID for preliminary design purposes for
all translational and rotational axes (except roll) is 0.02 seconds.
I The control system dynamic response requirements must also include
consideration of higher frequency elastic modes of the docking vehicle
structures superimposed on the lower frequency fuel slosh and rigid
I
body equations of motion.
Estimated upper limits for the structural bending frequencies are
given as:
First _ending modc= 27 cps
Second bending mode = 49 cps
I The envelope of permissible relative positions between the docking
vehicles, just prior to collision, defines the design range of total
i displacements requiredI
A summary of control system output design values established for
I each D.D.S. carriage ser_o-dri_-e system is given in Table 3-2. Values!
shown encompass the range of rigid body motions defined above; the 2g
I acceleration capability assigned to the thr_e translational axes includes
I_
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TABLE 3-2 DESIGN _TALUE SI/MMARY
I
IACCELERATION LIMIT LOAD DUE TOAXIS DISPLACEMENT VELOCITY
I DOCKING COLLISION
X + 17 inches 24 in/sec 772 in/sec 2 3000 Ib
2
Y + 13.5 inche.( 24 in/sec 772 in/sec 3200 ib
Z + 13.5 inche_ 24 ±n/sec 772 in/sec 2 3200 ib
0 +.O.61 rad O.11 tad/ 3.5 rad/sec2! 40,500 in-lb
sec
I ,i
_ 0.61 rad 0.II rad/ 3.5 rad/sec 2 f+0,500 in-]b
sec
Not
0  3.14rad 0.018 rad Specified I0,000 [n-lb
- sec By MSC/SID
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I a limited margin for simultaneous simulation of vehicle structural bend-
ing modes. Displacements and forces shown agree with the mechanical
arrangement of the D_D.S. simulator carriages.
An exact statement of the minimum acceptable dynamic response
requirements is not po_ble on the basis of existing data supplied by
MSC/SolD. Therefore, it is estimated for preliminary design purposes
i that an acceptable contro] system response, appraised in terms of
- response to a s_nusoidal input, is defined by the following charac-
teristics:
Amplitude: Flat within _ 3 db to 20 cps;
down not more than 12 db at 60 cps.
Phase: Not greater th_n 45 degrees at 20 cps.
It is assumed that the above criteria apply to all control axes.
In order to establish specifications on the control system design,
i in terms of the above performance requirements, it is necessary toI
examine the control system interfaces, i.e. the servo output load imposed
by the si_mlator carriages and the inpLt command signals received from
the cemputer.
Input Co_nand Signals
The signal conditioning amplifiers will be designed to match the
ii D.C. command _ignals t the requirements of the servo control systems;the maxi um voltage lev_l will be _ 5 V.D.C. in o der to avoid ground
reference problems, both sides of each input signal circuit will be
isolated from all ground references.
_i Simulator Carriages
Referring to Figure 3-I0, it is seen that the output m_ions p_dueed
I by the control system must be transmitted by the simulator carriage
structure to the base of the docking hardware. For the precise
| transmission of the control system output motions, it is a necessary
I
I
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requirement on the mechanical design of the carriages that the trans-
missibility of these structures be essentially I over the design rapge
of control forces and frequencies. Therefore, for purposes of the pre-
liminary control systeta design, rigid carriage structures are assumed
within the servo frequency range of interest. This assumption leads a]m_
to a servo output load which may be approximated by a single lumped
mass structure. The validity of this assumption may be examined by
reference to the discussions of the transmissibilities and higher order
elastic equation_ of motion of the carriage structures presented in
Section 3.2 of this report.
Calculations based on the preliminary D.D.S. layout design give the
t
fo]lowing total masses and moments of inertia (including docking tl_:d-
ware) as seen by the output of each servo-drive system:
m = 3673 Ibs.
x
m = 2270 ibs.
Y
m z = 4028 ibs.
2
I0 = 2706 in-lb-sec
I_ = 4440 ir-Ib-sec 2
I_ = 114 in-lb-sec 2
In concluding the statement of control svotem design requirements,
the additional assumption regarding interfaces is made that the servo
actuator on each control axis is backed up by an infinite mass. The
structural implications of this assumption are also discussed in
Section 3.4.
SUMMARY Or RESULTS
This section gives a summary of the results of the Phase I control
system design and a statement of tbe performance achieved. Justifications
cuppo_ting the technical approach have been principally established through
desi-n development and operation of existing Northrop two-degree and six-
3-41 NSL 64-360
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_ 'degree of freedom flight dynamics simulators. Tho analyuical_-_ basis for thei
:,_ results are mathematically :derived in Appendix B of this report. -
-k .. %i'he selec:ted design approach uses s._m<lar.,, elect?o-hydraulic serve
: _ ._echanizations on each of the si_ control ax.es, differiug onl) in tile
_ magnitude of the control _ower r6quired, -Figure 3=11 shows & functional
':blo,c_-diagram i4hich-.represenl-s, any single c'ont'rol a-xis. :_'ie control
. _ ,_
-_" :+ _._ power:isl from a "3000psi common source hy]raulic suFplyt Tabde-3-3 :
su_narlzes'-the adtuato+-sizes and the h#draulic. ;" requirements -for
": [" t ++ % + . _ +,
- + . + . . :
+ ": "--eech .control;;axis based_only on themagn_;tude 6f the output motions and J
2 _-- - > ,load +equi+ement+"+ .estaB+l-ished++in+the,precedlng sectLon." (It'wil-I be . "
--"---_. _.uw-a_.e_-"t---n+D-"-- , that a-_"ustme-'"suj .L ": : - _-o _ <, -+ to++these initial actuitor si;2es _rh
.... , +'-- + _ _ , + : + " "' 0 + • + " •
_+....- o ¢ require-d_due-to-_dynamic fegpon:se -+)requirements. ) In order to minimize "-
"5-"- - +.....- ..-the .inherent o)enaio6p, non-li"near -characterist-ics-of-valve :cant+oIled-
-!i_i_ +;i+:"=-. :_serv0s,-the adtuator si_-es-and_vaive flow,-ra£es arP_ computed +on the <"-• , +,t, - , ":" _ - • - "L,_ ,
+:++_-"--i-,.,-. " + +basis of-6ne-half-t._'e flora-l-sys.tem-s_upply pressure, +.e, the maximum : _ .:,
i._ -' k.- --+forces required_ are iava.il_ble,wit|t one-half: system-p_essure drop "across - -
:' ":> the actuator --'+ '+" ind the maxi"mum veloci'£1es required are avail'able with one-
_ ": half syste_ p'ressure drop a_ross" the valve.- Ah"e×amihation 6f the _ :
. _ _ requi_ed _outpat +force's shows th'at-'the '!foz<ces for_the: 2g acceleration "of "+'
e: _ -'the carriages are _be dominant factor in.-determining the_ac_tuator-<sizes _:'5' _
:h_; ._. -in the:three'translational _axes _hile the deslgfl force due to the_- '_
+;%_..+,. .-- + - + .
- Ln the
-.__- +_- dockingr.collision-(+or engagement c the tunnel: seal) p_edominates '_
-_--:->- ++'_ --three rotational axes. "- " :
--" - ' "+ For-si_us,,fda-i-output-m0tJor,.s,_Figure 3-12 shows the motion envelope
i .: _ ¢,"J--i . " 3-3+ _ -_ + .._defined by TaL , for the _hree £'ranslatlonal axes_ witb respect +• _ _, ,_ -. ++, _ ., ,_ - :
o +,, ,:-7_:__+ a_7_ilable',,putput:dfsplacement-'amplit,udes versus frequency. The- 3'-
. - -., : z thre-e__-r6tationalaxe,_ encounter only .velocity. limitations up to a- +
ti mdhh +-.._her+zfre_u_ncy because the ,force available in t,._s'_axes is
_I?i -_>%__sed on the collision forces requireu. : + _ o,.(,:' _ -_ + . +-+ ..
,+ ,o ,. _ - = _, +
- ., +- ., J. - ,_ + , _ ... Qj
/, J "" J+ ,-+_ _. _s J+_
+ "+ ,, -. , Dj - + +;%_ --- -, u ., ,. J -
:-'+[; ", .+ > _:"+...., " " _. , + . +-;." , ++-' '. . • .- 3 :,+2 _ . ,_," '-' + NSL., 64"_+360 +
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For hydraulic servo systems, with output loads which are princi-
pally due to inertia forces, the ultimate limit on obtainable dynamic
response is related to the natural frequency of the hydraulic actuator
and its load inertia. This frequency is given by:
i _n =_m--
where[ = undamped natural frequency (rad/sec)n
i_ K° = hydraulic spring rate due to the compliance of the
_ hydraulic fluid trapped in the actuator with the valve
ports dlcsed (Ibs/inch)
• m = mass of the ioad (lb-sec2/inch) -'
I_ The type of servo actuators selected to supply the control power
for each control axis (except roll) are double-acting hydraulic cylinders;
I_ the pitch and yaw axes usebell-crank connected cylinders to obtain thelimited angular displacements (T 35 degrees) required. Therefore, the
actuator hydraulic spring rate of each servo drive axis, except roll, may
i be computed with tile actuator sizes (volumetric di§placements and total
displacements) given in Table 3-3 because the total- trapped fluid volume
i is approximately equal to the total internal volume of the actuator.t"
The fluid spring rate is _hen given by
o f
where
• _ D = volumetric displacemeut of the actuator (in 3/in)
for translation; (in 3/tad) for rotations
: N = adiabatic bulk mouulus of the hydraulic fluid _(Ibs/in 2)
[ _ = 1/2 the peak to peak displacement of the actuator (inches
for translaticn; radians for rotations.
[
,[
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Using a desi_ value of 200,000 ibs/in 2 for the fluid bulk
modulus and using the load inertia and actuator parameters of Table 3-3,
the following tabulation gives the characteristic frequency of each
servo axis (except roll).
X Y Z 0
K 1.12 x 105 8.99 x 104 1.59 x 105 1.77 x 107 !1.7/ × I07
O
Ibs/in ]bs/in ibs/in in-lb/rad in-lb/rad
109 rad/sec 123 rad/sec 123 rad/sec 81.0 rad/sec 63.2 rad/
n sec
!
Because of the larger angular displacement required in the roll axis
(_ 180 degrees), the type of rotary hydraulic actuator selected to drive
this axis operates in the manner of a hydraulic motor. Therefore the total
trapped fluid volume in the roll actuator is much smaller than the volume
of fluid displaced over the total travel. This factor when combined with
the low load inertia of the roll axis is expected LC produce a charac-
teristic frequency which is higher than thee of the other servo-drive
systems. Also, the rotating actuator has a low moment of inertia.
An examination of the characteristic actuator and load frequencies
tabulated above, reveals that only the Z or Y axis, with servo actuator
sizes based only on considerations of the required magnitudes of output
forces and motions, present a possibility for also satisfying the
dynamic response requirements established in Section 3.3, i.e.a
system amplitude response which is approximately flat to 20 cps. There-
fore, attention has been concentrated on the design synthesis of the
Z-axis control syste m . This approach was selected with the intent that
if satisfactory results were possible with the 123 rad/sec, Z-axis
characteristic actuator-load frequency then an appropriate increase in
the size of the other axis actuators would produce equivalent charac-
teristic frequencies and;therefore equivalent dynamic performance.
3-47 NSL _4-360
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f One of the principal results of the Phase I servo design study is
the successful analytical mechanization of this Z-axis servo with an
I* a_signed actuator-load frequency of 123 rad/sec. The final system
mechanization is shown in Figure ? 13. Analytical evaluation of the per-
" formance achieved agrees well with all requirements established in
Section 3.3. The valve and actuator sizes used in this Z-axis mech-
- anization agree with those tabulated for the Z-axis in Table 3-3.Values assigned to other loop components are typical of available com-
mercial hardware. It should be noted that the Z-axis carriage design
!i requires _natched, tandem hydraulic cylinders in order that the resultant
total actuating force pass througb the c.g. of the carriage. Therefore,
the mechanization shown represents either of the matched pair of Z-axis
servo drives. In each, the total Z-axis load inertia, hydraulic flow
I" requirement, hydraulic spring rate, and cylinder size are halved. The
ultimate performance available, as limited by the restrictive 123 rad/sec
il actuator-load frequency, however, is unaffected.A servo block diagram representation of theZ-axis servo is shown
in Figure 3-14. Much of the work in establishing optimum loop compensations
i and gains was performed using an analog computer similation of this
multi-loop system. A diagram showing the equivalent computer mechaniza-
tion is given in Figure 3-15.
The following comments will serve to describe the essential
} operating characteristics of the servo:
Overall Servo Transfer Functions
Ii The closed.loop transfer function relating the input voltage Vv.
i
to the output velocity, Vo, is given by
V 0.27 S (S + I00) (S + 250) in/sec
_o= ( I00 )( 250 ) volt
• VV i IS2 + 64S + 160211S2+ 420S + 4402_S + 980_Is +I_._.__81 Is +7819
16_r- 4402 980 18 78
t
t
[
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,o.,-i,oT_ _o_-_o-_-._-_.,,_..,i._0o_1
I I -F, / L_____
I _ _,_ / _,L _° I °_
+_'_¢
-_,_ /
i -_ +_-_
I
FIGURE 3-I_= VERTICAL CARRIAGE CONTROL SYSTEM
(.01 X REAL TIME SCALE)
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_e complete analytical d,_rivation of this system transfer function
is presented in Appendix B of this report.
An examinatl, . of this transfer function, in terms of response to
sinusoidal ir _ voltage commands, shows that below 18 rad/sec the se_c
behaves " a _ositional se_o; above 18 rad/sec and up to the ep¢ond order
la_ 160 rac/sec, the behavior clo_e,y approximates an ideal velocity
I _ervoo _e necessary input co_and voltage, generated by the D.D.S.
cot_uter amplifiers, therefcre; must be of the form:
Velocity Command
volts in _ Voltage Command
Position Co_mnd
I volts in
An input of this form provides input col_ensation _ich may be e_p_essed
as
Voltage supplied to se_o = (S _ 18)
Computer Velocity Command (volts) ( S )
_e overall servo velocity _esponse includin_ the above specified
form of the input, therefore becomes
(S + i00) (S + 2_ in/seev° : 5 _ _o-o ? 2s0 ) v--_iT-
Vv i IS 2 + 6&S + 1602 ) (S2 + 420S + (S-__../.,_i01(S + 78)4402 )
( _02 ) ( 4402 ) ( 9_'._) ( 78 )
and a constant closed Ioo,, _ail, with respect to output ve]0, t_,_is main-
tained from zero frequenc F _'_ to the second o_:der lag at _,',_tad/see.
The specified form of _he inpu_ voltage may be {_ ,'eted
as _ requirement for both velocl_y a1_d position corn,,_,",
voltages where the position command voltage level, expressed
I is 18 times the velocity command voltage level
volts
in in---ch--'
I.
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volts
expressed in inch/sec' In the mechanization shown on Figure 3-13, this
voltage level adjustment has been provided by the choice of the input
resistors at the servo summing junction such that the voltage level
of both the command velocity and posi. ion signals required from the
volts volt
D.D.S. computer are approximately 0.2 in/sec and 0.2 _nc_ '
The time response of the se_vo to a step input voltage commaHd,
'_ith both velocity an5 position voltage components as specified above,
is shown in Figure 3-16. This response trace was obtained from the
analog competer simulation of the final Z-axis servo mechanization.
Performance Characteristicb
A frequency plot of the amplitude and phase response of the
everallZ-axis servo is given in Figure 3-!7. The close a_reement as
shown by £i_ure 3-17, between the analytically derived phase and ampli-
tude frequency characteristics and the frequency response characteristics
measured from the analog computer simulation, serves as a check on th,
validity o# both the simulation setup and the mathematical computations
of the servo analysis.
The system dynamic response shown by Figure 3-17, is considered to
represent the best compromise between stability and dynamic response.
An adjustment of loop gains could provide a decrease in the magnitude
of the resonant peak at a sacrifice in dynamic response. The principal
damping of the actuator-load resonance is provided by the action of the
pressure feedback control loop. The sigllificant effect of this loop
closure may be seen by reference to the root locus plot of Figure B-IO
in Appendix B.
Listed below is a summary of the Z-axis servo performance. The
analytical derivation of all performance characteristics is presented in
Appendix B.
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I _= 0.2 (ratio of actual damping to critical d_mping of the
dominant system resonance)
_ = 25.5 cps (undamped natural frequency of the dominant
resonance of the "ystem)
i T = 0.125 sec. (settling time required for the error response to
s
a unit step function to arrive at and stay within
I two percent of the final value)
i_
in/sec (Steady state velocity error due to a unit
(ess) step = 0 in/sec
velocity input)
(ess) ramp = 0.0225 in/se.___.._c(Steady state velocity error due to a
in/sec2 unit acceleration input)
Phase lag = 40 degrees at 20 cps.
• Gain margin = 5 :
The above steady state error coefficients show that the system
re3Donds to steady velocity inputs with a zero output velocity error.
This characteristic results from the integrating opecationa] auplifier
i _ich is mechanized in the forward loop of th: servo.i
Information furnished by _C/SID gives expected critical-case serx,o
i drive d_amic requir_nents based on rigid-body motions which occurk
due to docking dynamics in lunar orbit. The approximate character of
I the_e dynamics referenced to rel_tive motions probebetween the atld
drogue, in the probe/drogue axis system is sketched below for the
i Z- axis motions.
f 500 ....... 8 ---- --
- .(t./s_c2) 200 ) 10
-- 100
.'IL , , .
1- .02..04 ,06 .08 .02 .04 .06 .08
Time Time
(See) (See)
I- Note: Areas A and B must be equal because probe penetzat_on
must equal zero when acceleration returns to zero.
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The accuracy with which the Z-axis ser_o can reproduce t_ _ critieal_
case dy_amics defined above, represents an ultimate ba_is foc appraising
the performance achieved. The outp-t response of the Z-axis ser_.o, to
the specific input command sketched above, has been measured using the
Z-axi_ servo analog computer simu!atien described previo,,_ly. A plot
of the time response recorded from this test is presented in Figure 3-18
The total collision force between the probe and drogue structures
are related to the values of spring compliance and damping which
have been designed into the probe assemb,y. This total force may be
expressed by the following reiationship.
F _T'.V + KX
T o o
where
FT = total force on collision
= probe damping coefficient (not a constant)
V = relative velocity between probe and drogue
o
K = probe spring rate tnot a constant)
X = relative position between drogue and probe, i.e., penetrationo
Referring to Figure 3-i8, it may be seen that integration of the error
between the commanded and actual velocities (difference of lhe areas
under the velocity curves) defines tl,e time history of the error on
position. T"ne combined errors then, cn rosition and velocity, _ccording
to the auove expression, define the overall accuracy acllieved in the
reproduction of the actual collision over the time interval of contact
between the probe and drogue. These errors in the reproduction of the
true (ideal) motions of V and X when combined with the probe hard-
0 0
ware design values of B and K would yield a solution for the accuracy
in the reproduction of the true (ideal) time history of the total
colllsiot, force.
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Servo Noise Sensitivity
The noise sensitivity to unwanted signals in the control system are
tabulated ir _able B-I of Appendix B. This table indicates that the
control system will be sensitive to 60 cps noise but will be insensitive
to noise much above 60 cps. The sensitivity to 60 cps signals justifies
the requirement that all D.C. power, which is applied to the control
system, will be obtained from 400 cps power supplies. Any 800 cps ripple
on the D.C. would be attenuated to a point where it would not affect the
control system.
Table B-I of the appendix also indicates that noise frequencies below
60 cps will also affect the servo. This noise will he reduced to a
minimum 5y employing transducer cables which are twisted shielded pairs
feeding into both active inputs of an operational amplifier at the servo
summing junction such that all common mode pickup will be rejected.
Since, in a different amplifier, both inputs and the output are isolated
from one another, this arrangement will also avoid ground reference pro-
blems between the servo system components located on the simulato." carr-
iages within the vacuum chamber, and the servo electronic components
located in the control console. It is expected that signal wires
connecting the servo components within the chamber and the componelts
within the censole will require approximately 75 feet of electrical
cable.
Servo Stiffness
The sensiti_,ity of theZ-axis servo position (or velocity) to forces
applied to the output has been analyzed in Appendix B. High servo stiff-
ness is essential not only with regard to the ability of the servo to
duplioa=e velocity commands received from the D.D.S. computer but also
in regard to the ability of the servo to resist load disturbances caused
by forces generated in the other servo-drive axes.
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Flow control valves will be used in all servo-drive axes because the
extremely high pressure gain of this type of control valve #rovides a
high level of inherent stiffness in the servo. _le dynamic be_ -ior of
both the position and velocity feedback loops also contribute to the
stiffness of the overall system. Because of the dynamic behavior of
the feedback, the overall system exhibits a complex stiffness charac-
i teristic, i.e. the stiffness is frequency dependent. Figure 3-!9 i_ a
frequency plot showing the overall system compliance, exoressed in
inches/lb, to sinusoidal loads applied to the servo output. This plot
is expressed by equation #25 of the appendix.
Discussion of Servo Mechanization
The accuracy of the servo system in reproducing precise output
motion commands is essentially dependent only upon the accuracy of
I
{; the position and velocity feedback signals. Sufficient open loop gain
has been provided to make the servo behavior independent of small non-
i linearities in the forward loop. The ultimate accuracy of the feedback
signals are in turn determined by the velocity and position feedback
sensors (tachometer and potentiometer).
The type of velocity sensor selected is a precision A.C. computi.g
tachometer equipped with a thermal sensing bridge and integral heaters
which virtually eliminate errors introduced as a result of temperature
i variations. The heater is excited by a magnetic or equivalent amplifier.The tachometer excitation is 400 cps. The A.C. output signal is amplified
before demodulation. It is expected that sufficient filtering of the
800 cps ripple will be provided by the forward loop integrating amplifier.
Drive linkages on the translational axes will be designed to provide
I dynamically accurate conversion from linear to rotary motion.
The position signal is obtained from a lO-turn precision potentio-
I meter. The type selected provides iufinite resolution ideally suited
for a high resolution servo. Thereforc, problems due to small dis-
I continuities common to conventional wire wound potentiometers _re
I
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eliminated. Temperature control will be provided by integral heaters
and compensation.
The hydraulic valves are proportional, single-stage, electro-hydraulic
flow control valves. The type of valve selected was developed specifically
for use in high-flow, high performance hydraulic dynamic simulators.
T"e valve spool is driven directly by an electromagnetic driver. A
i motion feedback loop, closed around the valve spool, provides the high
dynamic performance required. The overall valve and driver will be
designed to provide a response, equivalent to the 600 rad/sec time constant
used in the Z-axis servo analysis. The valve amplifier will supply
approximately 40 watts of control power. As illustrated on the
mechanization diagram, Figure i-13, a current feedback loop closed around
the valve amplifier and driver, will eliminate changes in the valve
gain due to temperature induced resistance variations in the drive coil.
This current feedback loop also eliminates the electrical time constant
which would otherwise result from the valve coil impedence. Provisions
for integral heaters will also be provided for temperature control of
the valve. The valve design will handle flow rates of up to 40 G.P.M.
at 1500 psi pressure drop.
Since the design response range of the servo extends above 60 cps,
it is essential that all D.C. electrical power for servo operation be
derived from 400 cps A.C. power sources. This requirement as discussed
previously is necessary in order to avoid 60 cps noise.
Servo control loops, equivalent to the mechanization diagram showr
on Figure 3-13, will be closed around each hydlaulic actuator in those
_ [ axes (Y, Z, @) using dual actuators. This approach insures dynamic
I synchronization between the tandem cylinders.
i
/
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Hydraulic Servo Actuators
All of the servo-¢_rive axes, except roll, use hydraulic actuating
cyl_nders of tie-rod construction fabricated from 300 series stainless
steel. Instead of piston seals the piston is lapped to the cylinder
bore with sufficient c_learance to provide a hydraulic bearing to
virtually eliminate breakaway friction. The cylindez ends are con-
structed to provide similar hydraulic bearing supporting the rod and
also providing a labyrinth seal. A method of scavenging the hydraulic
bearing discharge and preventing excessive leakage into the vaouun_
chamber will be provided.
The rotary servo actuator for the roll axis drive has been developed
for high performance servo applications with large inertia loads. The
actuator is a servo adaptation of the hydraulic gear-motor principle
and will incorporate features to minimize starting friction. The
angular shaft travel will be _ 180 degrees.
Servo System Electronics
The mechanization diagram of Figure 3-13 shows several DC amplifiers.
The amplifiers used for lead compensation will be of standard solid-state
operational differential design. The forward loop of Figure 3-13 shows
a sur_ning integrator. The amplifier for this integration will be an
extremely low drift and low noise all_silicon solid-state plug-in
chopper stabilized device.
The hydraulic servo _ontroller, for the valve control, will consist
of a 50 watt DC transistorized power amplifier with built-in power
supplies.
Other Servo-Drive Axes
In concluding a statement of design requirements for the other
servo-drive axes, it is necessary to correct the design parameter
tabulation of Table 3-3 in order to bring the characteristic frequency
o_ the load-actuator resonance of th_ other servo-drive systems up to
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the 123 rad/sec used in the mechanizationfrequency
of the Z _a_is
system. _Lis final tabulation is given in Table 3-4. Corresponding
: adjustments are included with respect to the flow required in each a×_s
in order to satisfy the original output velocity requirements. Actuator
! and valve sizes shown are again based on the condition that a pressure
I drop of not more than one-half of the system supply pressure, across
either the valve or the actuator, is necessary to produce the required
In output motions specified.
HYDRAULIC FLUID SELECTION
Statement of Problem
Selection is required for a hydraulic fluid to function in a high
performance hydraulic serv, system designed to operate the docking
simulator mechanism. The simulator will be located within the NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center Space Chamber B, pumped down to a chamber
pressure as low as 10-5 to 10-6 torr. The hydraulic control equipment
is primarily a closed loop system, environmentally external to the vacuum
chamber. A significant aapect which will influence the selecti>n of
fluid is the direct exposure of some quantity of the fluid to the space
chamber. This is expected to occur on actuator rod surfaces, exposing
a viscous fluid film layer, since iluid is constantly pumped into the
system within the vacuum chamber. _o keep the simulator and Chamber B
i clean, the effects of limited fluid exposure are to be minimized to anacceDtable condition by selecting a fluid with a vapor pressure lower
than 10-5 tort at the ambient chamber temperature. The very low vapor
pressure of the _elected hydraulic oil is maintained through the removal
of unwanted gases and contaminants by imposing a vacuum on the low
I side of the including the hydraulic reservoir.pressure hydraulic
system
For this purpose, a separate vacuum system is included in the ancillary
equipment. To provide the maximum system safety with respect to toxicity,
fire and explosive hazazd, fluid characteristics of low vapor pressure,
i fire resistance and nontoxicity will be prime considerations.
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I" Operational proce_dures will include-techniques for minimizing
_-- ' pressure unbalances between the hydraulic system low "5_essure side and
• t-he ambient pressure external to the servo system.
TO achieve the desired velocities and frequency response in the
I. servo system, a high-spring constant-is required for the system-including
-the flrid and system lines and cbmponelts. System performance requires
[ ' ' operation at frequencies up to 60 cycles per se:ond with large n_.sses
involved. Accordingly, to achieve a rapid response, liquids wl_.u'_"high
"':f-i : bulk mJdulus (low c_mpres_ibility) must be used. 4,5 A bulk modulus
_.... _ reouirement for hydraulic fluid, to be Jsed at 151"/0 to 3000 psi and a
f'_._'_._'_ : -fiominal -_mbicnt temperature _(70° _""_o ._,- _u ;:), has been determined to he
:} __ . " ?_i00;-000, psi minimum in :order to Provide an effective system bulk modulus
-' _- : _.,:in-excess of- 200,000 psi-. System modulus derating is based on expected
"--L[: :-(_ : latin_ude in"operating conditions and re:.:'lectse_perience with working
......, _' _,_t.ems based on analysis-of a given system to determine expected
-,i ..... _ _. 'vaiues_and ex'per_.mental_measurement" of an actual system behavior.
5 .:._:_,, '_ ..l_ne_operat.ional requirements (Appendix_ C) of the_ servomechanism
-:i--, System are-_such.as to require a hydraulic fluid with a low vapor
-- pressure and. low evaporation rate, .a h',,hl,,., bulk modulus, viscosity which
:" -_-- .satfsffes lub}icitv and response ch_racteristics, _.nd which is fire
., -- resistant_and non-toxic. -Further requirements are a low particulate
O
;'J ii_ contamination level in the-fluid_and minimum air, nitrogen, or water
_" -b --. va_or entrainme'nt to minimize viscosity and modulus changes in _he
fluid.
___ Fluid Selection J _"
i[), [ " _ _ _" _e _asis for the selection of the_ serv_._ydraulic fluid depends on
_ ._ '_the characteristics needed fo_ funct'io_al 'requirements and compatibility
r_' " Wigh_ the environmental., and operational conditions in chamber B. A
-_2 _ stable, rbom •temper.ature,"fire-resistant servo fluid will operate in a
L J .
! _ .... slightiy-warm loop external to the vacuum and will provide an interface
.....
_. , • c
,'-'J J " i " "
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with the surroundings within the chamLer. Examination. of the properties
of all chemical type_ of useful hydraulic fluids leads to the selection
of a phosphate ester as a most likely candidate because of the combina-
tiol, of high bulk modulus (Appendix D) and high sFontaneous ignition
temperature, and Icw vapor pressure. A discussion on the significance of
fire-resistant tests for _hosphate esters appears in Appendix E.
Specific phosphate ester fluids with excellent overall properties are
Pydraul 60 (Monsanto Chemical Co.) and Cellubes 90 _T._ 150 (Celanese
Chemical Co.). These fluids possess excellent lubricity, fire resistance,
and fluid stability. A summary of the properties of these fluids appears
in Table 3-5. O_ the basis of fire resistance, low vapcr pressure, and
viscosity-temperature relationships, Ce!lulube 90 appears to be superior
to the others and will be utilized subject to confirming tests.
Cleanliness of the simul_tor and space chamber will be favored by
the use of a functional fluid with a minimal evaporation rate under the
vacuum conditions. Ceilulube 30 is an excellent fluid in this respect
Extrapolation of vapor pressure data gives an estimated vapor pressure
of 5 x 10-7 ram Hg. at 80°F. Calculation, using the Langmuir equation
2
(u _=evaporation rate, gram/cm /sec= 5.833 x 10-2 P (M/T) gives the
2
low evaporation rate of 3.143 x 10-9 gram/cm /sec. at 80°F.
The vapor pressure of the fluid controls the mass transfer rate;
therefore, the contribution to chamber pressure is expected to be
negligible. The limited absorption, which may occur on chamber walls,
especially at cryogenic panels, should be acceptable, and can be
further reduced by use of cooling shields.
The survey of chemical classes included phosphate, silicate and
dibasLc acid esters, disiloxanes, silicones, fluorosilicones, polyphenyl
etheTs and superrefined hydrocarbons. A d_scussion of the characteris-
tics of these chemical types appears in Appendix E. Fluids of particular
interest, but possessing some property limitations, are Oronite HTHF 70
(disiloxane), used in the B-70, Oronite HTHF 7277B (disiloxane), developed
for Dyna-Soar, and 0S-124 (polyphenyl ether). The_e fluids are
compared with Pydraul 60 and the Cellulubes in Appendix F.
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SERVO CONTROL CONSOLE
All control and monitoring functions during operation of the simulator
will be performed from a single location within the Space Environment
Simulation Laboratory. The general concept and arrangement of the co,ltrol
console is illustrated in Figure 3-20. The control console will house
all equipment related to control, prograrsrling, monitoring and coramunications.
A separate equipment rack adjacent to the control console will house all
stationary control system electronic co_@onents and all _ignal condition-
ing amplifiers which resolve the transmission line interface
MEASUREMENT SUBSYSTEM
Dynamic Force Measurement
The collision forces between the probe and drogue assembly will be
measured by six component internal strain Mage balances of the floating-
frame type. See Figure 3-21. The floating-frame balance was selected
as the dynamic force measurement transducers for the _mulator. This
type of balance is a well-proven device which has been in use for man>
years in both static and dynamic force measurement. The most favorable
advantage is its exceptionally low deflections which result in the high
na_ral frequencies required o_ the docking simulator.
The primary frame consists of n i_mer rod, which fastens to the
roll servo actuator for the probe and the pitch gimbal structure for
the drogue, and a cylindrical outer case, which is inserted into and
attaches to the adaptor structure supporting either the probe or drogue.
Forces and mements are r=sisted by indiridually removable elements,
employing flexure pivots, connected between the inner rod and outer
case of the balance.
The six force and moment sensing components of the balance consist
9f two normal force elements for determination of normal force and
pitching moment, two side force elements Zor determination of side
force and yawing moment, a dual axial force element, and a dual roll
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element. All of the force elements are designed so as to produce
natural frequencies of the support system above the frequencies of
interest in the docking simulation.
The normal and side force elements are equipped _:i_h relaxation
members at either end and are arranged to act in roll as a set of
crossed ribbon flexures. Similar relaxation members provide compli-
ance in the axial force d_r=c_ion. The rolling moment elements are
provided with flexure pivots at either end which are designed to trans-
mit pure roll moment to the gage section. The dual axial force element
is located inside the dual roll element and transmits axial force from
the outer case to the inner rod.
The balances will be pro%,ided with thermal conditioning jackets
oz sleeves to maintain operating temperature between 60° F and 180° F.
An alternating-current bridge excitation is employed. The strain
gage bridge output is first augmented in an a-c amplifier, demodulated,
and fed to the differential dr_ving amplifier of che transmission line.
TRANSMISSION LINE
The accuracy and response of computer controlled systems are criti-
cally dependent on the method used to connect remote sensors with their
_u_,puter. The system employed in the docking simulator application
i requires that _he control system be connected to an analog computer by24 transmission lines, 5000 feet long, which must transmit analog signals
j in the frequency range of 0 to 600 _ps.Several methods are available to transmit this information. These
include: phase modulation, frequency modulation, and direct analog.
Modulation transmission is ideal and can be leased from local telephone
service organizations, but is not necessary for transmission lines of
this length. The direct analog method provides an adequate and reliable
means to connect the servo to the cemputer, and because of its economic
I and other advantages will be utilized.
1,
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Problems of interest include: phase lag, attenuation, ground
problems, electrostatic pickup, electromagnetic pickup, and cross-talk.
In direct analog transmission, the phase lag due to the dis-
tributed shunt capacitance and series resistance is found to be in-
6
significant for a frequency range up through 600 cps Also, for this
frequency range, the attenuation due to leakage, copper, and dielectric
losses is constant.
Interference due to electrostatic, electromagnetic, cross-talk,
and ground problems require _ignal ccnditioning at both the receiver
and transmitter. Pickup an_ cross-coupling are reduced to a minimum
by transmitting high level (5 volts) signals and employing driving
amplifiers with a very low output impedance (IQ or less). The low
output impedance of the driving an:plifier will shunt any high impedance
interference to ground. To further reduce the effect of pickup and
coupling, the driving and receiving amplifiers are of the difference
type such that any common mode coupling will be rejected at the
receiver. To further reduce pickup, all transmission lines will be
twisted pairs.
In a different amplifier, both inputs and output are isolated from
one another, accordingly, ground problems will not exist between the
two ends of the transmission line.
All transmission lines for this system will be loaded at their
receiving end with the characteristic impedance of the line such that
current traveling along the llne will not _ reflected at the load,
resulting in current traveling back towards the transmitter. Temperature
effects on th_s impedance are negligible.
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A typical transmission line from the cemputer to the control
system will contain the equipment shown in Figure 3-22. The differential
driving and receiving amplifiers at the chamber end of the line are
off-the-shelf solid state devices having excellent reliability and high
stability characteristics. The driving amplifiers are wideband differ-
i ential DC types featuring high input impedance over wide gain ranges.The receiving amplifiers are sta dard o r tional units exh biting low
noise, drift-free, service proven capabilities. The signals at the
simulator end of the line are at the 5 volt level. All signals oa the
transmission line will be at this level. The receiving amplifiers at
the analog computer end of the line are _ocated in the transmission
line termination rack and convert the 5 volt le-el signals from the
simulator up to the i00 volt level. These I00 volt receiv_Llg amplifiers
utilize standard vacuum tube circuitry. The driving amplifiers returning
computer co,hands to the simulator servo system transform the I00 volt
computer output to the 5 volt level accepted by the transmission line,
ANALOG COMPUTER
Computer Program
The analog comouter must substitute for the vehicle dyc_amics and
co_nand the motions of the simulator elements accordingly. Basically,
the computer accepts as inputs the three forces and three moments
i developed by the simulator force balance for each vehicle for a total
of twelve inputs.
The dc voltage levels at which these varlabies come from the trans-
mission line converters are first adjusted to the levels required for
i compuLation. These signals as forcing functions, are used by the
computer to solve the equations of motion for some point on the drogue
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and some point on the probe, which will be called points of interest.
The motions of the two points of interest are then resolved into motions,
both angular and translational, relative to simulator space.
The simulator servos are essentially velocity servos requiring
correctional displacement signals to eliminate displacement errors due
to velocity errors encountered during acceleration; therefore, both
rate and displacement signals are generated. The computer returns ]2
signals to the transmission equipment.
In addition to this work, the computer must provide for graphic
outputs indicating not only the commanded motion of the simulator
equipment, but also any auxiliary information which will be required.
Furthermore_ all initial conditions of position and angular and trans-
lational rates are established in the computer. It appears desirable
to have automatic cut-offs built into the computer circuitry to stop
the computation (and the simulator) under certain conditions, as when
forces become too large. The wiring diagrams include such provisions.
/ The analog computer will supply the graphic results of each run.
No customer requirement has been set for these, but the logical minimal
requirement would include the recording of inputs and o:itputs, requiring
24 channels. If the motion of the center of gravity of each vehicle in
fixed space were also required, another 24 channels would be necessary.
In addition, there are the angular and translational rates of the c.g.'s
1 along rigid vehicle axes, requiring another twelve channels. Thus,
from 24 to 60 channels of recording will be needed, depending on the
ultimate requirements of the customer.
One problem that arises is the starting transient. When computation
is started, the acceleration of the simulator probe and drogue will
j cause forces and moments to appear on the balances. The simple solution
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to this problem was to provide for computation of the torque and force
impulses required to produce the required motion and .djust the initial
conditions accordingly.
The concept of preposed computer setup is to use analog elements
to solve the basic dynamic problems and produce the required outputs.
Digital computing elements will be used to calculate constant coefficient
settings and initial conditions. Logic elements will he used primarily
for control purposes, although there are points in the computation
process and in coefficient and initial condition setting where they
may be utilized for sign changing. The general plan is to devise the
elements such that the inertial properties, c.g. locatiotLs, and initial
conditions as required are each entered once by the operator and all
the coefficients are set accordingly by automatic process. FLgure 3-23
shows the block diagram of the analog computer portion of the simulator.
Appropriate equipment for noise-free conversion of the dc analog
outputs to transmission line signals, and for conversion of uhe trans-
mission line signals from the simulator to noise-free dc voltages for
the computer will be required, along with appropriate cabling and
junctions for 24 signals. Such equipment is envisioned as having dc
voltage levels co_nensurate with the use of available solid-state
convert r, except for the voltage level adjusting. This vacuum tube
e_ ent is located in the transmission line tez_ination r_ck where
th_ volt signals from the line are raised to I00 volt level.
Computer Equations
The problem discussed here carries the equ_tions of motion and the
study of vehicle dynamics to a new height of complexity. Previous
studies (Reference 7, 8, 9, I0) have not been so sophisticated.
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The _nathematical development of the basic equations of motion
required for simulation is contained in Appendices G through L. The
effort was to reduce as much as possible the amount of computing
equipment required for solving t|.e basic simulation problem. Information
in addition to that required for operation of the simulator will then
require additional equipment if "on-line" results are desired.
Fundamental to a clear understanding of the equations is the axis
system used. The axis system used is discussed in Reference 11, 12 and
13. Simulator axis a;e oriented in the same general direction as the
vehicle axes so thet if the vehicles are not displaced in any angle, or
in any direction except x, the three x axes wc_id fall on a single line.
Simulator axes are illustrated in Figure 3-24 as well as the angular
translational displacements.
For each vehicle, there is an _ngular (Euler) rotatio_ with respect
to an arbitrary reference space which ossists in understanding the
development. Referring to Figure 3-25, the vehicle is pr_s'_"r,ed to rotate
first through the angle _ then through the angle @, then through the
angle _. The relationships are the same in Figure 3-24 except that the
simulator x-axis remains parallel to the probe vehicle x-axis so that
@p and _p are zero, and rolls such that @d is zero.
For convenience, the vehicle axes are presumed to pass through the
center of gravity. H_wever, the axes of simulator i_,terest are such
that they are parallel to the vehicle axes, but with the x-axes passing
along the centerline of the probe or drogue, as the case may be. The
latter are parallel to and the x-axis coincides with, the design axes.
The arrangement is illustrated generally in Figure 3-26. The terms x, y,
and z on the diagram appear as coefficients in the equations of motion,
but given center of gcavity (that is, c.g.) data are in terms of
Xcg' Ycg' and Zcg.
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FIGURE 3-25 EULER ANGLE NOMENCLATURE
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A_ in all simulations (Reference 14 and t0), the basic problem
of the analog computer is to calculate the effects of force and moment
in?uts to each vehicle on the vehicle motion and to transform vehicle
motion into s_mulator motion. The fundamental solution is for rigid
bodies. This solution is then modified to incorporate other effects.
In setting up the computer solution equations, the rigid body
case was developed first (Appendix G). Then fuel slosh (Appendix H)
and structural flexure (Appendix I) were treated as added effects to be
su_n_ed into ehe rigid body solution with minimum modification of the
basic development.
The decision to reduce a twelve degree of freedom fo_ two bodies
to six relative degrees of freedom to reduce complexity and cost of
simulation equipment also reduces the complexity of equipment required
for the basic solution for rigid bodies. Rather than reducing th:
motions of each vehicle t¢ an inertially fixed reference space, a non-
inertial reference corresponding to the _ctual simulator was chosen.
This space mathematically pitches and yaws with the probe vehicle and
rolls with the drogue vehicle. Thus the simulator probe does not pitch
and yaw, and the simulator drogue does not roll. The origin of this
reference space remains in the y-z plane containin_ _he probe point of
interest, so the simulator probe does not translate in the x direction.
The x-axis of the reference space passes through the drogue vehicle
point of interest, so that the simulator drogue does not translate in
y and z.
Wh_1= the direct relationship with the simulator space developed
in Appendix G simplifies the computations associated with simulation,
and this increases the reliability and response of the computer in the
vital loop, it also contains the information required to develop the
motions of each vehicle with respect to an inertially fixed reference.
This is conceived as an auxiliary calculation which may be performed
through processes indicated in Appendix G.
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The forces and moments obtained from the simulator balance_ to
excite the vehicles nmy be modified by internal effects. One such is
fuel sloshing. Although the presumption is made that fuel slosh may
be represented by a point mass suspended in the tank by a spring and
damper (Appendix H), this i_ only a crude representation. In a space
vehicle, globules of fuel. will be floating loose in the tank, and will
i collect in one concentrated .mass onlv during certain intervals of time,
However, the assumption allows a convenient analysis which is arranged
to modify the forces and moments to the rigid, non-sloshing vehicle by
simple addition.
i Structural flexure introduces deflections of the points of interest
!
in y and z from the rigid axes and angular deflections about all axes.
In Appendix I the problem is treated by finding the 4e_!ection rate in¢
! each mode and summing them to produce total deiiecticn rates. Due to
the fact that mode data are uncoupled, t_pse rates are with respect
! to the rigid axes.
The axes of interest are deflect- in this c_se, however, and
i the [actions must be transformed to t_ leflec,_d axes. _tly in this
manner will the drogue cone and the probe Lit be ?* _._rly pcsitioned
I in the simulator. Appendix I uses small-angle _h=_._F tc_ _ir0,_]_fythe
calculations. Again, inclusion of this effect is done i_ such a way
i that the basic computation set-up will be modified only minimally_
The prime effect is to add equipment.
Forces and moments will be presented to the computer in the form
of the basic strain gauge readings. There is a calibration for each
I force (there are 12) and the calibration nmy be non-linear. The
readings are then brought to zero by opposing dc voltages and =o_ined
to produce the final forces and moments. Preliminary resolution willproduce forces and moments at the point of interest so that force and
moment resolution will be independent of variations in c.g. location.l_
t
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Two items of force and moment that are not generated by the simu-
lator are the forces and moments due to controls _nd gravity. Although
the vehicle attitude control tra sfer functions have not been made
available, it has been presumed t_,at each axis will be cotm_mn(,edby an
on-off system with the usual dead-band and a minimum on-time. These
devices are readily simulated by logic and analog hybrid circuits.
The forces and moments due to gravity are treated briefly in Appendix
J. The results to be obtained by their inclusion are of dubious value.
The only ite_.s of significance are due to gravity gradient effects which
affect the differential translation of the two vehicles and their rotations.
These small motions reouire determin1_ the position and attitude
orientation of each vehicle in a rotating axis system with its x-z plane
coplanar with the nominal orbit. A large nu_)er of resolvers and multi-
pliers are needed, and the maximum voltage level at which the siBnals
appear in the computer are around 7 microvolts in translational acceler-
ation and 150 microvolts in rotational acceleration. The abbreviated
discussion in Appe_dix J is included as a basis of mechanization, but
it would appear te be of insufficient and questionable value to carry
the burden of the extra mechanization.
Appendix K contains a discussion of the computer simulation of the
probe-drogue interaction. The development is complete for three-di-
mensional simulation, but the complexity is sufficient to make simpli-
fication desirable. Such a mechanization is desirable for checking cut
the computer set-up, and the equations are developed in detail for this
purpose. Much of _he complexit_ is lost by considering the coplanar
motions in either the x-y or x-z planes. The development in the appendix
is for the x-y plane. Simplifications result irom the coplanar approach
partly through the fact that simple logic circuits can replace complex
arrays of multipliers and amplifiers.
The analog computer program with wiring diagrams is presented in
Appendix L.
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Typical Program Results
Figure 3-27 shows the results of a sample run made on Northrop's
AD256 computer (See Figure 3-28). The run was started with the probe
tip 2 feet in the x direction from the cone apex (channel i) and one
foot above it (channel 2). Neither vehicle was rotating (channel 6),
and there was no initial angle. Closing velocity (all in x direction)
was i ft/second (channel 4). The start of the run is indicated when
the curve of x distance in channel I suddenly slopes toward zero.
Not quite .9 seconds later, the sudden change in velocity in the x
direction (channel 4) and z direction (channel 5) and the sharp rise
1 in the z (channel 7) and x (channel 8) forces on the drogue vehiclel
signal the start of contact. The roughness in channels 7 and 8 is due
( to some amplifier noise. At the same time, a sharp rise in pitch rate
_- to .036 rad/sec eccurs (channel 6). This just about _ccounts for the
i .675 ft/sec change in vertical velocity (channel 5).
The recordings are made of simulator motions, so that the motions
are actually combinations of the motions of two vehicles.
The variation in vertical velocity and pitch rate between "bumps"
are due to vehicle rotations about the x and z axes due to c.g. mis-
alignment and to product of inertia effects. The maximum pitch angle
experienced in this run was .054 radians (channel 3). In none of the
i runs made was small angle theory exceeded.
It is interesting that the probe bumped the same side of the
I drogue three times and never rattled from side to side. The final
bump was interrupted by the automatic run termination. At that point,
I the probe tip was retracted about 3.5 inches.
A slight drift is apparent in the vertical velocity and pitch
I rate channels (5 and 6). The elements from which the forces and moments
are derived come through multipliers which tend to have some zero offset.
Also_ miDcc imbalances Jn amplifiers be critical, The problem
may
t
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1 Operators Shown at AD-256 Console and Plug Board During Investigation
of T,.-ansientsResulting from Simul_ted Docl,ing Impact.
{
_ z _. . _ _ _ _
. Plug Board ar.d Control Panels of AD-256 Computer, Board is wired for
Simulation of Docking Impact to Confirm Cant_nuity of the equatlon_ ofMotion for Transient Response.
FIGURE 3-28 NORTHROP AD-256 ANALOG COMPUTER
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would not exist on the simulator as the terms would not come through
multipliers and the sources would be very carefully zeroed: This
problem might acise in checkout, however.
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3.4 Chamber InterFaces
This section discusses those factors relating to the interfacing
_-- of the simulator with the space simulation chamber. Discussions on£
vibration isolation, chamber penetration, installation and removal andr -
:- _!. safety are provided.
: VIBRATION ISOLATION
"- : In accelerating the large masses within the simulator, high
#-- : reactive forces from the hydraulic actuators are imposed on the sire-
L- ulator structure. These forces are then transmitted to the structure
= on which the simulator is mounted. It is imperativ_ that these forces
_: -- - _ are not transmitted tc the chamber structure, particularly at the natural
frequencies' of this structure, or catastrophic damage to the chamber
=. f.-
I!  ouldoccur.5 -
_ TO prevent these large forces fror_ reaching _.he chamber structure,
't- i • a vibration isolator system will be utilized. The design of this system
: is largely governed by the stn, ctural impedanre characteristics of th_
: _ 1 chamber which: have not been evaluated in detail by MSC at this time.l-
"" ' However, conclusions pertaining to the required system have beer. made
q
f {"- based on the simulator forces which are applied.
-. L - "
--_ The forces ._esulting from translatior.al motions within the
t-_ _ simu lator g6vern"the design of the isolator system since the rotatlona[
[- ceactions wilt be sigrificantly lower. These translational forces are
• [- " plotted as a function o][ frequency in Figure 3-29• As seen from these
curves, the magnitude of the forces decreases rapidly with decreasing
:. freq ",cy. Therefore, it appears advantageous to choose an isolator
L. ' _' freq_ ncy as low as possible in order to secure maximum _t.tenuation of
_ _he larger forces which occur at higher frequencies.
i
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FIGURE 3-29 TRANSLATIONAL FORCES PRODUCED IN SIMULATOR
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i The attenuation obtained with various isolation frequencies is
L
shown in Figure 3-30. These curves have been plotted assuming a damping
ratio of 0.17. (Adequate dampers will be included in the isolation
system design). Extremely low isoletion frequencies will atte_.uate
the apmlied forces to a negligible level; however, the development of
such a low frequency system would pose desig,_ problems well beyond
the state of the art in conventional isolator design. For example,
r
a conventional spring isolator would require over eighty feet of static
deflection to achieve a 0.I cps system. Alternatively, the one or
two-cps systems are relatively simple design problems. The final choi_'e
of the isolation system must be based on the structural impedance
characteristics of the chamber. When these characteristics are fully
J
known, trade-offs wil.1 be made to achieve an optimum design.
In addition to the forces transmitted to the chambec structure,
the amplitude of the motion of the simulator and seismic mass mounted
on the isolators is a major consideration in the design of the isolation
system. It is desirable to keep the amplitude as low as pc:sible for
the following reasons:
]) To reduce flexibility requirements for hydraulic lines and
electrical cables going to the simulator, an(]
2) To reduce the accelerations of the simulator structure which
otherwise could require extensive correction for extraneous
force balance outputs.
For any given isolator natural frequency the amplitude of motion
" is inversely proportional to the weight of the isolated mass. Therefore,
to achieve these lower amplitudes, the simulator will be mounted on a
large seismic mass which in turn wil] be mounted through the isolationl
system to the lunar plane. This seismic mass_ while being as large
• } as possible (on the order of 50,000 pounds), still maintains the total
loa.d on the lunar plane within its design limits. It consists of a
carbon steel block of sufficient area to support the simulator and has
a thickness (about 8 inches) which results in the desired mass.
u
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The use of the seismic f0ass, in addition to reducing amplitudes
of simulator motion, yields another major advantage in isolating the
simulator fro], the lunar plane. Due to the weight ratio of the mass
and the simulator structure, the center of gravity of the simulator-
seismic mass combination is moved downward to a point near the Diane
of the isolators. Th[s results t;_a very stable isolation system
which would be difficult to achieve if the simulator alone was isolated
i
I without the seismic block. Cross-coupling between the translational!
motion and rotary mcdes of oscill_tlon on the isolators will be
virtually eliminated.
Attachment fittings on the seismic mass will allow for thermal
expansion differences between the carbon steel block and the stainlessi
steel mounting stnlcture.
CHAMBER PENETRATION
All chamber penetrating lines, both electrical and hydraulic will
i pass through a single stainless steel flange which seals the chamber
port. The supply, retur,n, and drair, hydraulic lines will connect to
i steel couplings welded into the removable flange. This allows for ease
in installing and in disconnecting lines both inside and outside the
( chamber. This permits rapid removal of the flange for reinstailing the
L
solid port seal for other testing. All hydraulic lines inside the cham-
{ bet will be stainl_ss type, with flexible couplings minimized. Electri-
I
cal lines will penetrate through multiple pin plugs sealed into the feed-
through flange. This design is illustrated on the installation drawing
• i and by Figure 3-31. The total leakage into the chamber for all penetra-
irons (3 electrical and 3 hydraulic) should be less than 10-6 torr liters
I per second and will be verified by test with a helium leak detector. The
electrical cabling inside the chamber will utilize insulating materials
I which do not contribute any large cutgassing loads, either because of
composition or due to multilayers which constit,te large virtual leaks.
,1
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Flange bolts to outside of]ch mb r mort VSI04
3 Cannon Hermetically Sealed
Electrical Connector
i_" thick 2" Square
12 holes 7/8" dia,
faced equally spaced
a_ound flange I
f
19" dia
½" dia pipe welded to flange
All pipe ends flared (both ends) Pipes and comlectors
for "B" nut AN connector within a 12 dia.
FIGURE 3-31 C_h%MBER PORT PENETRATI)N FLANGE
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1 INSTALLATIONAND REMOVAL
The simulator structure is designed to require a minimum amount
i of time for installation and removal The seismic mass is providedi
with lift points and is installed as a unit with the vibration isolators.
i The isolators _re bol_ed to the radial beams of the lunar plane support.
;" The simulator mechanism is the_ lowered into the chamber as a complete
i assembly and attached to the seismic mass. Initial installation of the
• isolators to the lunar plane beams will require drilling and tapping;
these operations will be conducted under strict precautions to minimize
contamination of the chamber.
All penetrations of the chamber ate made through Port VS-104. The
hydraulic lines and electrical cabling are routed through the umbilical
tunnel in the pedestal and through an opening in the seismic mass to
the simulator mechanisms. A hydraulic manifold block with manual valves
is used at the simulator so that only three corrections are required:
i supply pressure, system retucn, scavenging return.I) 2_ and 3) The
electrical leads are three continuous cables from the simulator to the
connectors in the port flange.
SAFETY
General
As with any potentially dangerous device, either to personnel or
t . •
facilities, safety must be designed into the system. Mechanical and
electronic systems must be designed with sufficient safety f_ctors
I to provide high reliability.
Due to the high structural rigidity required for the simulator,
i it is obvious that the stress levels exceeding low.
result_ ng are
g_ing targe factors of safety for the simulator structure. The
I complete hydraulic syster.,will be pressure tested to two times the
operating" pressure as a p_oof test.
Lock-out pins are provided on all actuation mechanisms so that
mechar_isms may be fixed ;,hile the simulator is being installed or removed
[
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from the chamber. These lock-out devices will resist the full driving
force of the actuators permitting these devices to be used as safeties
against accidental pressurization of the system.
Tc preven= loss of control which might be experienced due to
electrical power failure, a system of parallel nickle-cadmium battery
supplies is u=ilized. _hese batteries are automatically charded when
the system is functioning properly.
The control console was designed using proven human factors
engineering methods to obtai_ safe and efficient manual or automatic
control.
Cleanliness
All items placed in the chamber will be cleaned and degreased
: prior to installation. The interior hydraulic system will be
previously leak-checked to assure no accumulation of oil will occur in
the chamber. Where hydraulic piston rods are exposed for proper
operation, those rods are kept cool by radiation shielding positioned
to reduce migration of vapors. Prior to removal, all chamber hydraulic
lines will be purged of oi_ by suction. Removable gravity head pans
w_ll be uti)ized to collect inadvertantly discharged oil. The system
is designed to close off pressure and oil flow in a fail-safe manner
to prevent contamination of the chamber. Points used on surfaces to
achieve thermal control and which are exposed to the chamber vacuum
: should be cured epoxies. All operations which create dust or other
litter within the space chamber will be avoided. These factors are
discussed in more detail in Appendix C.
!
i Explosion
!
i The oil selected for use in the simulator hydraulic system has a
very low vapor pressure and reduces oil migration by evaporation.
The very low vapor pressure of the selected hydraulic oil _s main-
tained through the removal of unwanted gases aud contaminants by imposing
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a vacuum on the low pressure side of the hydraulic system. For this
purpose, a separate vacuum system is included in the ancillary equip-
ment
Operational procedures will include techniques for minimizing
i pressure unbalances between the hydraulic system low pressur_ side and
the ar_ient pressure external to the servo system. By this accomplish-
ment_ no hazard cf explosion due to oil vapor will exist, even in an
i oxygen-rich atmosphere. The vapor pressure of this oil is too low to
establish an explosive mixture under any conditions. Should any oill
vapors mix with the diffusion pump oil, no hazard will exist because of
the very small quantities which can be encountered and because the
selective refration occur_ng in the pump will purge the higher vapor
pressure constituants on through the system. Should any ol] originally
emanating from the hydraulic system eventually collect in the mechanical
vacuum pumps, there would still be no explosion hazard because of its
low vapor pressure. Further, it should cause no impairmen_ in pump per-
I formance. These factors are discussed in more detail in Appendix C, E,
i and F.
Fail-Safe Loop Closure
i The electronic circuits and their components of the servo control
system are designed for a maximum of reliability. However, in the
I unlikely event of a component failure during a test, a stable loop
closure is still retained. If the loop failure results in a loss or
I diminished control of the mechanism which produces excess forces on
the probe or drogue assemblies, the axial servo is immediately withdrawn
to eliminate contact. Excessive forces are sensed by an automaticI
f
I mon_torlng of the force balance outputs by "go, no-go" provision voltage
comparators. The comparator is fail-safe: component failure, or loss
zt power will always result in a no-go condition. The voltage comparator
activates the final safe manifold which supplies hydraulic pressure to
I the servo valve. The lack of an electrical command signal initiates
%
[.
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operation of the manifold driving the actuator to its fully retarded
position° The operation of the manifo[d is completely independent of
cormmand to the servo valve or servo valve failure. In fail-safe opera-
tion, the manifold isolates the servo valve output and assumes direct
corsnand of the actuator.
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3.5 Specifications, Ancillary Equipment and Requiremen_'s
The following prelir_ina_y specifications for the ancillary elements
! and requirements of the Docking Simulator System have been developed,
as complete as possible at the present stage of hardware design. As
the desig_ of th_ elements of the system are completed these prelimi-
nary specifications shall be modified into final specifications.
Spcn i00 Basic Mo'Inting Structure
Spcn 200 Seismic Mass
Spcn 300 Chamber Penetration Seal
Spcn 400 Actuator Oil Conditioning Unit
Spcn 500 Vacuum System
Spcn 600 Control Console
Spcn 760 Transmission Line
Spcn 80C Transmission Line Terminal Racks
Spcn 900 Electcical Requirements
Spcn i000 Spare_
_ Spcn i200 Shipl_ing
! I Spcn 1300 Operations and Maintenance Manual
I
I
!
!
l_
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTE_
SPEC. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTSNO.
i00 BASIC MOt_TING STRUCTURE
This preliminary specification describes the Basic Mounting
Structure which holds the Docking Simulator System and instru-
mentation devices during test runs. The components specified
below comprise the complete structure+
SPECIFICATIONS
Structural Framework
Material Stainless steel tubing
Size 6" O.D. x 1/2 wall
Construction Welded
Conformation Per Figure
Probe and Drogue Adapters
Material Stainless steel, 300-series
Construction Welded
Probe adapter,
cc_formation Per Figure 3-8
mating To Apollo Command Module seal
ring (GFE) and to force balance.
Drogue _dapter,
conlormation Per Figure 3-9
_ting To LEM tu_mel (GFE) and force
balance.
Force Measurement Balances
Type 6+-c.mponent internal strain gage
balance, _loating frame.
Sensing components 2-normal force and pitchln_ momen +
2-side force and yawing moment.
Dual axial force and _olling
moment.
Performance accuracy ,_IIpoints from any series of
loadlngs of a single element pro-
duce data within ±0.25 (one-
quarter) percent of maximL_ load
or ±0+5 (one-half) percent of
applied load when compared w_th
the best straight line fit. This
, accuracy is inclusive of all scat.
ter, hysteresis+ and non-llnearit
, fer _oth plus and minus loads,__
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PREI.I_NA, _ SPECIFICATION
-APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM :
SPFC j DESCriPTiON AND R_QUIREMENTS- _0.:
t_ tUO : Interactions Percentage intera_:tions on any
- gage member caused by the appli-
: . , -_cation of full design load on any
: other gage member will fall with-
: : in the following_values:_ Seventy
percent of the possible first
order interactions will be less
than or equal to one-half (0.5) "
"' _ percent.- _enty percent of the
i"" : _'_ : remaining first order interact£on
I ' . :' _ .will be _less than or equal to one _
" :'- - (i.0) percent. The remaining ten
perceny of tP_e possible first :
[" : ' order interactions will be less
(- than or equal to three (3.0) per-
-'_ : : " cent. All interactions in excess
of one (i.0) percent will be
linear within plus or minus ten
: (I0.O) pdrcent of the interaction
output.
-The 'percentage Values of the first
order interactions may change
slightly if specifications require
a small diameter balance or aver _
-: _ light or very heavy load range..
_ Thermal effects _ Transient temperature.errors in
any gage element do not_exceed
I I (one) percent of fdll load out-
| put when the sting temperature is-
.... constant or changing and the outez
{ case temperature is changing at a
-' rate of 5 degrees F per minute be-
.: tween 60 _ and i80°F.
At stabilized temperatures_ the
error in any gage _lement does
I not exceed 0.5 (one'half) percent
_- i- '" of full load output between 60°F
:, and 180°F.
i Sensitivity Full load output of any gage mem-
• ber is approximately I (one)
millivolt per voltfmput.[
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
SPEC, i DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTSNO.-
!00 Cage characteristics Bridge resistance is 120 ohms for
-. normal and side force elements.
The basic bridge resistance of
the follin_ moment and chord
force elements-is 120 ohms. How-
: _ ever, these components each oper-
: ate:with 'two full bridges wired
_ in paralle_.' Thus the_esistance
is 60 o_s.
I_ ,_ Operating vb_tage of each element
"- _s 6 volts. Lower vo]tage is
- reco_ended for ba!aDFes 0.75
inches diameter or less.
Hydrauli_ Servo Valves2
Valve type i stage voice coil/permanent "
magnet
Material Stainless steel, 300-series
Natural frequency Above 600 cps
Flow'rate 40 gallons per minute at 1500 psi
Operating pressure 3000 psi
Coil power 40 watts peak
FEEDBACK SENSING DEVICES
POSITION POTENTIOMETERS
Function Linear
Resistance I.SK ohms
Resistance per turn 150 ohms
Temperature coefficient
of resistance wire 20 ppm per °C
Resolution Infinite
Linearity independent 0.005%
Turns i0 turns
Noise 50 ohms max ENR per MIL-R-12934B
Power rating i watt
Torque starting I oz inch max
Torque running 0.6 oz inch max
Stop strength I00 oz inch i
Service llfe 5 x 105 revolutions i
Operating speed 500 rpm max
3-103 NSL 64-360
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
NO. / DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
I00 Hydraulic Flexible Lines
Material Stainless steel, series 300
Construction Helical corruBated core rein-
_'- _ forced with wire braid.
J Fittings MS standard attached by inert gas
shielded-arc welding.
_, Maxim_nworking
! pressure 3,500 psi
Maximmn test pressure 7,000 psi
i Electrical Wiring
:: Lengths Minimmr. consistent with good de-
sign practice.
,. _ Specification MIL-W-16878C
Type (#eedback signals) Twisted, shitlded pairs
Shock Absorbers
Material Stainless s[-el
Bore 4 inches
Stroke 4 inches
Mating To Docking £imulator System
i
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PRELIMINAi_Y SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
SPEC. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIRE/4ENT.cNO.
200 SEISMIC MASS
This preliminary specification described a seismic mass to be
used to hold a basic mounting structure for the Docking Simu-
lator System during test.
SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions, Thickness 8 inches
Width 15 feet_
Length i0 feet
Material Low carbon steel (single piece)
Fizlish : Completely sandblasted, painted
with Catalac epoxy paint
AttacPmlents .Moving rings, shock absorber
attach fitC_ings, and support
skids as requized per print
(Figures 3-7).
3-105 NS_. 64-360
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PRELIMINARYSPECIFICATION
APOLLO DECKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
-_PEC. DESCRIPTION AND REC)UIRFMEN'IS
,,...NO.
300 CHAMBER PENETRATION SEA1,
This preliminary specification describes a seal to be installed
at the Chamber B wall Lo carry hydraulic oil and instrumentation
to the Docking Simulator System.
SPECIFICATIONS
Flan_e Installation "
_ Maximum leakage I x 10-6 torr liters/second
i Seal materials Elastomer
El_trical Lines
[
i Number 3
I Receptacles Hermetically sealed with O-ring
mo1_nt
I
i Hydraulic Lines
Number 3 (System pressure, system return
and scavenBer return)
', Material Stainless steel
Reference: Figure 3-31, Chamber Port Penetration Flange
[
I
I
I
i
J
I
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICAT|ON
i
J"_S_C APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
• DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
400 ACTUATOR OIL CONDITIONING UNIT
This preliminary specification describes an actuator oil condi-
tioning unit used to condition and circulate hydraulic oil
through the Docking Simulator System installed in the test cham-
ber during test or quiescent'runs. The unit shall be located
adjacent to the test chamber.
SPECIFICATIONS
Oil pressuze 3000 psiG
Oil temperature regulation 50 ± IO°F
Heater 30 KW
Heat e:;changer i00 HP
Rate of flow 80 gallons/minute
Input to system 2-inch socket weld flange
System return 3-inch threaded pipe
Controls Loeai and remote from control
console
Operating power 440 volts, 60 cps, 3-phase at
500 amperes
E%ectrical motor 150 horsepower
Full flow filters
Outlet Nominal - 5 microns
Low pressure Nominal - 20 microns
Supercharging pt_p 70 PSIG, 80 gallons/minute
3-107 NSL 64-360
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
SPEC. i DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
NO.
500 VAC trU-MSYSTEM
The vacuum system supplies balance pressure, within selected
portions of the hydraulic sysc.em, equivalent to that simulated
within the Chamber B test space to operate the hydraulic oil
scave,lge return from the selvo valves.
SPF_CIFICATIONS
Vacuum capability i micron
Operating cycle I0 minutes to reach I mic:ron,
and m_ipta_n for test run
Main valve leak rate i x I0 TM torr liter/seconds
max imum
Controls and instrumentation I) Remote and local control
2) Remote and local monitors
3) Fail-safe and shutdown
4) Interlocking on-off control
with Actuator Oil Condition-
ing Unit
Operating power 115 volts, 60 cps
3-108 NSL 64-360
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOq SYSTEM
NO. DESCRiPT'ON AND REQUIREMENTS
600 CONTROL CONSOLE
This preliminary specification describes the control console
used to program_ control and monitor Docking Simulator System
test and status.
SPECIFICATION
Hydraulic Servo Controller
Hydraulic Servo Controller is a servo power amplifier assembly
having all functions neceszary to close and equalize a high per-
formance electro-hydraulic control loop.
Output
Power 100W max
Voltage ±20 volts
Current ±6 amperes
Input 115v, 400 cps, 400 watts
Response -3db, 5Kc at gain of i0
Drift 2mv/°C at gain of I0
Nolse O.iv rms at gain of I0
Inputs Input command, _eedback signals,
and function generator
Controls Off/On switch, amplifier null
balance, meter range
Feedback Sensin G Devices
Velocity (Rate) Sensor
Excitation 115 volts, 400 cps, 0.160 ampere
Output 2 volts at I000 rpm
Liuearity 0.02% 0 to 36 rpm
Rotor Moment of Inertia 31 gm/cm 2
Ambient Temperature -25 ° to +75°C
Pressure Transducer
Excitation 10v dc or ac rms, 0-20kc
Input Resistance 330 ohms minimum
Output 350 ± 3.5 ohms
Sensitivity ±40 millivolts at +20 -10% open
circuit
Resolution Infinite
3-109 NSL 64-360
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFIC/, lION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
_ "1 DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTSNO.
600 Full Range Output 80 miliivolts (nomiNal)
Operable Temperature Range -65°F to +275°F
Combined Nonlinearity and
Hypteresis 0.5% maximum at full range
independently determined for
positive and negative pressure.
Signal Conditioning Circuits
Tb,e Signal Conditioning Circuits apply input signals from the
transmission line to the servo control system and conditions
signals between the strain gauge amplifiers and _he transmis-
sion line.
Control Console Conditioning Amplifiers
Type Wideband differential dc (solid
state)
N_=nber Required 12 (one per chan_el)
Input Range ±5 volts from computer
Output Range ±5 volts to Transmission Line
Drift Rate Less than +I microvolt referred
to the input and ±0.005 percent
of full scale, ove_ 40 hours of
operation
Noise Level Less than 2 microvolts rms re-
ferred to the input and 250 micro,
volts referred to the output from
0.05 cps to )0 kc
Output Impedance Less than i ohm
i Common Mode Reje lion 160 db at dc, 120 db to 120 cps
! Power Requiremente 115 volts, 400 cps, 14 watts
Control Console Input Conditioning Amplifiers
Type Wideband differential de (solid
state)
Number 12 (I per channel)
Input Range ±5 volts from transmis !on llne
Output Range ±5 volts to servo controller
; Co_m_on Mode Re_eetion Maximum e_ror less than ±20 mv
Power Requirements +15 volts 24 ma
A
i 3-110 NSL 64-360
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APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION AND REQUIRE,_ENTS
NO.__.____
600 Control Console Input Conditioning Amplifier Power Supply
Operating Power ].15 volts 400 cps
Output +15 and -15 volts at 0-300ma
Stability Preset to ± 0.01% at 25°C
Regulatien Within 250 microvolts over 115
volts ± 10%
Noise and Ripple Less than 250 microvolts p-p
Temperature Range -25°C to 85°C
Electronic Safety System
The Electronic Safety System comprises fail-safe and interlock
manifolds for servo valves and sensors to prevent operation
under unsafe conditions°
Voltage Comparator
Accuracy I millivolc maximum,
0.3 millivolt typical
Repeatability 50 microvolts
Response Time 20 miliisoconds
Input Voltage Range • 50 volts dc
Maximum Difference Voltage _ I0 volts dc
Operating Power ]15 volts at 400 cps o
Fail-Safe Interlock Manifold
Modes of Operation I) Fail in last position
2) Fail to one end
3) Float
Control Local or remote
C£erating Pressure To 3000 psi
Flow Rate To 60 gpm
Temperature Range -60°F to 180°F
Operating Power 28 vui:.s dc
Force Measurement Syste m
Force Measurement _ystem comprises an oscillator, amplifier, and
demodulator combination us,' for excitation of the Force Measure-
ment _alance Transducers and to amplify the output of the trans- il
ducers to the transmission line input amplifiers.
3-111 NSL 64-360
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_ PRELIMINARYSPECIFICATION
j. APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
- sPEc. I' DESCR!PTION AND REQUIREMENTSI No. I
-: : 60; TransducerOutputAmplifie:
:- Type Carrier amplifier (with a bridgei :balancing uuit and phase sensi-:-" . tire demodulation)
D
.: Number -_ ;. 12 (i per ,zhannel)
_ Frequeney_Response : Unif61nnwithin ±2% from 0 to
::-- - 600 cps '_ -
! Sensitivity I millivolt rms input (unattEnu-
i7 _ _ - " i {" L ated) p_oduces full s_le output;
....|L , i volt rms input fully attenuated
: ,_. _ _ produces full scale output.
f-_ "' _, -InPUt Attenuator i to i00 in 20 steps 5ridge.
_,_. - ,Required Controls- ." Zero-center meter for initial '
?7 _ _ Balance, ana percentage ol full
-_ .._ scale output; tranoducer ahd
..... : cabling resistive and reactive
__ > . , balancing out centrols; attenu-
-'" ator _,elector; smooth initial
i: - balance control adjustment at
. -- maximum sensitivity.
- _ Oscillator - Power S,,ppl_
.... J Input ' '- 115 volts 400 dps
.;- _ Carrier Oscillator Output 3kc at I0 volts (nomin_l)
Control and-Monitoring Dis21ays
_.. Controls i) Controls and interlocks to
,-_ transfer manual cent£ol of
r individual system operato_
I for checkout and maintenance.
,t 2) Emergency stop (see Electroni_
Safety System).
i 3) Master stop for normal shut!
_- down.
-, Monitoring Displays i) Appropriate meter inaieators
f for parameter.
1 2) Operational status
3) Test environment
• 4) Closed circuit television
,_ ., (GFE)
/
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
SPEC. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTSNO.
600 Voice Communication System
Modes of Operation individual station, conference,
hot-mike hands off.
Ambient Acoustical Levels
for 100% Sentence
Intelligibillty i20 db
Compatibi!ities To existing SESL voice communi--
cation and PA systems, RF, digi-
tal, sound ale_ , co._ercial
telephone systems,
Area of Coverage _ n_ 'e._ro_ control panel to remote
areas approximately I mile away. I
Power Requirements 28v dc central pcwer supply, auto_
matic Battery supply for emergenc$.
Stations Required Control Console - 2 u
Computer - 3
Actuator Oil Conducting Unic- 1
Vacuum Pumping Unit - i
Chamber B Operator Station - 1
lest Program Director Station - 1
Reference: Figure 3-20, Control Console
I
I
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
_PEC. DESCRIPTIOM AND REQUIREMENTSNO.
700 TRANSMISSION LINE
This preliminary specification describes a Transmission Line
connecting the control console and the computer. The
Transmission Line consists of two cables, one cable carrying
signals from the computer to the control console. The second
carrie_ force balance signals from the control console to the
computer. The following specifications apply to each cable.
SPECIFICATIONS
Number of pairs 24
Wire type Shielded twisted pairs, 20 gauge
Connectors To MIL-C-5015 at each end
3-114 NSL 64-360
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIOH
APULLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
s-_.
J DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTSNO.
800 TRANSMISSION LINE TERMINATION RACK
This preliminary specification describes a Transmission Li_e
Termination Rack located in the vicinity of the computer. The
Termination Rack contains amplifiers (and one power supply)
used to condition signals between the Control Console and the
computer.
SPECIFICATIONS
Computer Output Sisal Amplifi@r _
Type I,ideband differential dc
_solid state)
Number _-eouired 12 (i per channel)
Input range _ in0 volts from computer
Output range + 5 volts to Transmission Line
Drift rate Less than + i microvelt referred
to the input and -_ 0,005 percent
of full scale, over 40 hours of
opecation.
Noise Level Less than 2 microvolts rms from
0.05 cps to I0 kc.
Output impedance Less than I ohm
Common mode rejection 160 db _t dc, 120 db to 120 cps
Power requirements 115 volts, 400 cps, 14 watts
Computer Input Conditioning Amplifiers
Type Wideband, dif#erential dc
(vacuum tube)
Number required 12 per channel
Input range + 5 volts from Transmission Line
Output range q_ I00 volts to computer
Gain 20
Noise Less than 20 microvolts
Power requirements +300 and -300 volts at II ma and
6.3 volts ac at 920 ma
3-I15 NSL 64-360
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PRELIM!NARYSPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
-F_P'-_'_.J,_O. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
800 Computer Input Signal Amplifier Power Suppl X
Input 115 volts, 400 cps
Output +30n and -300 volts at 300 ma
Stability 0.003% at 115 to 125 volts
Hum and Noise +i00 millivolts dc (0.03%)
i
3-116 NSL 64-360
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
SPEC. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTSNO.
900 ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENTS
This preliminary specification establishes the electrical power
ireqLirements for testing the Docking Simulator System test £ro-
gram.
SPECIFICATIONS
Power 115 volts, 40_ cps, 3_phase
at 30 amperes
Distribution Control console, 20 amperes
Transmission Line Termination
Rack, I0 amperes
Power 440 volts, 60 cps 3-phase
at 500 amperes
Distribution At the Actuating 0ii Condi-
tioning Unit
Restrictions No 60-cps power at control
console
Power Wiring To Ele_trical Code of
National Board of Fire Under-
writers
12 _auge minimum power wiring
14 gauge minimum control wicing
3-117 NSL 64-360
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PRELIMINARYSPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
SPEC. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREME.NTSNO.
I000 SPARES
This preliminary specification establishes the philosophy of
spares provisioning for the Docking Simulator System. It shall
be a de.3ign _ _Igoe_ to achieve maximum reliability to reduce
requirements for spares. After _urther analysis indicates the
need for spares, long-lead items will be identified for pro-
curement within the prescribed time.
Present analysis indicates that the following items may be
required as sp_res.
I complete hydraulic servo controller plug in unit
(cor_non to all systems)
1 servo valve (common to all systems)
2 amplifiers; transmission line driver amplifier and
transmission line receiver amplifier
i
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKIN3 SIMULATOR SYSTEM
'SPEC. J DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTSNO. I1200SHIP___PIN_!G
IThis preliminary specification established shipping requirements
for the Docking Simulator System and ancillary equipment to
NASA/MSC. All components have been designed for easy disassembly
and hand]ing and reassemb!y.
SPECIFICATIONS
Docking Simulator System Dimensions 9 x 14 x [0 feet
and Basic Mounting Structure Weight i0 tons
Suitable for standard truck
or railroad flatcar
Seismic mass Local procurement in Houston9
Texas
Chamber Penetration Seal Suitable for conventional
Actuator Oil Conditioning Unit truck or railroad shipment
Vacuum System
Control Console
Transmission Line
Transmission Line Terminaticn Rack
3-119 NSL 64-360
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PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION
APOLLO DOCKING SIMULATOR SYSTEM
SPEC. J DESCRIPTICN AND REQUIREMENTS
 °oj130 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL
il_nis preliminary specification establishes the requirement for
an Operation and Maintenance Manual for the Docking Simulator
System and ancillary equipment.
CONTENTS
Component identification Drawing, specification or
m_nufacturer's model number as
app licmble
Operation All components
Installation All components
Maintenance All components
Adjustment All components
Calibration All components
Equipment layout All components
Block diagrams All components
I 3-120 NSL 64-360
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SECTION 4.0
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the performance of this study a,d the conceptual
development necessary for evolving the design, several conclusions have
been reached, These include the followiug:
i. The study clearly indicated that the concupt is feasible and
that the resultant design is sound and practical to construcL.
All requested specifications were met or exceeded. The device
can be easily installed and removed from the chamber. The
testing can be safely co_ducted _Jithout damage to the
chamber. Thermal and vacuum operation conditions have beetL
included in the design concept. Chamber penetration through
the pr,rt will not adversetv _.i_e_ cha'_ber operation.
2. The proposed configuratio_ c_,_ _ssily b_ converted to a
more _eneral purpose r,imulator because of the large _v,tion
and solar radiet_on aL-ea available, a,4 due to the f]e.,;_ble
I
performance capab![ity,
I 3. The analytic appr_:_ch to the servo loop closure i_d!_.a
that the specifiec] p,,rformance can be met or exceeded:
4. A unique approach in 'eveloping the rigid body equ _,.J re-
sulted in a computer pr_,_ram which requires th_ if,,.,,Lm number
I of analog computer component_ _:, s_Ive t:h__ e, ,-, • of motion;
I however, MSC must order more m-a\o_ co,npu_er _ _ _'_uents than
i presently planned to accommodate inclusion ,f the mo_al response
_ 4-i NSL 64-360
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of the vehicles and the relere_ice of vehicle motion with respect
to fixed space and the inclusion of differential gravitation
effects.
5. The accuracy of the docking test will not be a_versely affected
by the resonant characteristics of the simulato:.
6. Chamber B can be modified structurally to allow its use for
the tests.
7. Structural dynamics analysi performed by digital computer
confirmed .-hat the simulator structural stiffness is s_tis-
factory, and therefore, serve c_mpensation will not )e required.
8. The transmission line problem l,_nds itself to conv__iona!
solutions.
9. Oil selection has been made and _ill meet ell requirements.
i0. Anci]lary equipment requirements can be satisfied by staL_.dard
equipment or by current engineering _tate of the art.
4-2 NSL 64-36N
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_ECTION 5.0
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recon_nendations to the Manned Spacecraft Center are provided here
to facilitate the fabrication and assembly of the docking simu!at_r
system and to enhance complete achievement of all program objectives.
I. Provide for remote release of the probe latches following a test
run so that a ma_ is not required ta enter the chamber.
2. The resonant frequencies of Chamber B should be increased by
methods such as employment of cross bracing of the legs o[ other stif-
fening of the Structure.
3. Conduct impedance vibration tests on Chamber B to substaz_tiate the
dynamic analysis.
4. Lease the transmission line system from Southwestern Bell
Telephone. This would very possibly result in a lower total cost for
the program, and should be investigated lo:ally.
5. In order to insure against avoidable schedule slippages, the four
tests recommended in Northrop's ul_solicited proposal should be under-
taken immediately.
6. Consider at this time other NASA programs and applications for the
subject simulator (which can be modified by minor design chEnges) to
produce a research and development test t._ol rather than a special
purpose simulator.
7. Pursue the possibility of powering the analog computer with 400
¢ps A,C. rather than 60 cps A.C. to minir_ize simulator noise problems.
5-1 NSL 64-360
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7. Review last year's RFI and EMI tests of the transmission line
tunnel and possibly re-run tests at this time to determine current condi-
tions and all interface requirements if l_.ne leasing is not utilized.
8. Provide the following configuration data at the earliest possible
date:
a. LEM and C/SM elastic mode and fuel slush data.
b. Pzoduct of inertia data.
¢. Parametezs for earth-orbit flight condition.
9. Procure additional amplifiers, multipliers, resolvers, _nd poten-
tion_ters for the analog computer to satisfy the programming "_fthe
required equations.
I0. Include requirements for preparation of a comprehensive operations
and maintena_:ce m_nual which can be effectively utilized by operating
personnel.
ii. Include provision for the continuation of the analog computer
program optimization upon availability of all pertinent elastic mode,
fuel _losh, and attitude control data.
5-2 NSL 64-36_
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APPENDIX A
ELASTIC STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS DEVELOPMENT
The approach used il; this preliminary dynamics analysis was to
form a mathematical model of the system under consideration, set up
the dynamic equations of motion _or the mode[, and to determine the
resonant frequencies from these equations. These equatio-_s, _:ith the
additisn of damping terms, are applicable in the more advanced sta_es
of des_o,n for determining the entire frequency response of the structure.
In forming the mathematical model, the principal masses of interest ere
considered as rigid bodies acted upon by [{near sprinRs. The mimUld[or
fra_._ in all cases is considered to be infinitely rigid.
The equations of motion are derived by determinin_ the kinetic
energy, T, of the system, the potential energy, V, and writing the
Lagrangian,
L = T-V. (1
The equations of motion are then obtained bv the familiar relations:_m,
( )d " 0L 8L = 0 (2)
d--t--(------r-)
( 8q ) 8q
where q denotes any one of the generalized coordinates of _e system,
and _ denotes the derivative of the coordinate in respect to time.
From these equations, a mass matrix, M, and a spring matrix, K, are fcrmed
from which the resonant frequencies are obtained by the following
equ::tion:
A-I NSL 64-360
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After substitutin_ the proper ,,_assand spring constant vah, es in the
matrix equation, a computer is used to solve the equation for [he
resonant frequencies, 4.
PROBE STRUCTURE_ VERTICAL AND PITCH VIBRATION
Figure A-I illustrates the mathematical model of p_obe structure
for vertical and pitch motion.
Kinetic Energ X
= - M1 "I >12 >13 X3 + II O_ + 12 O2 _3
Potential Energy
I d 2 (02 0) 2 + K2 (X 3 + b2 03 X.) 2 9_ 2 I_ 03-02 + I_3 ev = _ KI I
I
(5)
Since four coordinates, in addition to the forcing function ceordinate,
Xo, are sufficient to completely describe motion in this svstem, we
eliminate XI and X3 from the energy equations by the followinR re!ation-
ships:
X1 = X2 + bI O2 + aI 01 (6_
X3 = X0 + (a 3 - d 3) 03 (7;
Rewriting the equations for kinetic aqd potential e,_er_y
!I+M 13'o_IO°a i _ M3_ (a3 _ d3_ .2
T 11'8½ (X2 bl 2 "P+ 12 2 (8)
V = ½ /K1 d2l(01 - 02)2 + K2 IX 2 - X0 - a 3 - d 3 + b2) 03- a2 021 2
+ KT2 02 - 03)z + KT30 (q|
The Lagrangian then becomes
• 2 + M3 XO d3) 03L =_ _l (x2*bl;2 $_)2+M2X2
•2 "2 + 13 "2 KI 2 (01 02 _2 K2 I X2 - XO "+ I 1 O] + 12 0 03 d 1 - - !
2 _ (10)
(a 3 d 3 + b 2) 83 - a 2 02]2 - KT2(O 3 - 02 )2 - KT3 83 /
A-2 NSL 64-J60
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M 1 = Drogue and drogue support lass
M2 = Lateral carriage mass
M3 = Vertical carriage mass
!I = Drogue and drogue support mass moment of inertia about its c.g.
12 = Lateral carriage mass moment of inertia about its c.g.
13 = Vertical carriage mass moment of inertia about its c.g.
KI = Lateral spring constant of force balance
K2 = Vertical spring constant of lateral carriage support bars
I KT2 = Torsional spring constant of lateral carriage support bars
KT3 = Torsional spring constant of vertical carriage support bars
t
! F = Applied vertical actuator force
!
FIGURE A-I MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PROBE STRUCTURE
!
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The equations of ,notion can now be written usln_ _he relationship
given in equation (2):
>t2 X2 + M! (_{'2 + bl 92 + al _1) + K2 lX2 - XO -f_3 - d_ + b 2)
- a2 02[= O (it)e3
°' (X2 02 "' 2 (g - 02 ) = 0 (t2)I] O1_ + MI "11 + bI + aL gl) + KI dl I
•, 2
126 2 + M1 bI (_'X"2 I O2 + a] 01) KI dl (_I 02) K2 a2
iX2 - XO - (a3 - d3 _ b2) 03 - a2 02] + FT2 (02 03 )
O (13)
II X2 - X0 - (a 3 d 3 + b 2) 03 - a 2 02]- KT2 (02 - 0^;3 + KT3 03 = 0
(14)
These equations can be written in matrix _orm
iN] {k') + ['q {X I = {F I
where [M] is a square matrix of the coeff[ents for X2' "@I' 02 and 03"
[K] is a square matrix of the coeffients [or X2, 01 , 0 2 and 0_.
{X'Iis a column matrix {X2, @I' _2' '_31
{X1 is a column matrix {X 2 0[, 02, 83}
{F} ks a column matrix consisting of all term.s containin_
and X'O including the coefficients transposed to theX0
right side of the equation. (Forcing funct:ion matrix)
M1 + M2 M 1 a I M 1 bI 0
I I +M a_ M] aI bI 0
M = M I a I I1 1
2
M] bI M] a I bI 12 + HI bI O
O O 0 13 + M3 (a3 - d3)
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MI _ M2 MI _I M1 bI 02 1 a 1 b I OM1 aI I1 + ;, a I[M]=
MI bI M1 a bI 12 + MI b2 a, 1
2
0 0 0 13 + M3 (a 3 - d 3)
3
K 2 0 -K2 a2 -K2 (a3 d3 + b2)
2
0 K1 d21 -K 1 d 1 0
FI
2 2 + K2 a22 +
-K2 a2 -KI dI KI dI KT2 K2a 2 (a3 d 3 + b2)
-K
T2
K2(a 3 - d 3 + b 2) O K2 a2(a3-d3+b2) K 2 (a 3 d 3 + b2 )2
+ KT2 + KT3
_2 Xo
0
I"K2 a2 X0M3 (a3 " d3) XO - K2 (a3 d3 + b2) XO
For computation of resonant frequencies only the M and K matrices
are required. The physical constants are simply substituted in these
matrices and a standard Northrop Computer Program is used to solve
equation (3) for the resonant frequencies and mode shapes. Computer
sheets showing the results for this problem are shown in Figure A-2.
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APPENDIX B
SERVOICONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
1.1 SERVO SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
The generalized block diagram for the Z-axis control system is
shown in Figure B-l, which shows all three feedback control loops.
i For ease in analysis, the blocks have been assigned numbers from 1
through 7.
The analysis starts by deriving the mathematical expression for
15
the hydromechanical system , blocks 3 and 4.
! The follewing parameters all referred to he actuator pisto_,
are involved.
q = _otal flow rate from the valve into t;,e actuator ports - in_/sec.
qo = flow rate which results in actuator motion - in3/sec.
=
qc flow rste which results in compression of fluid in_/sec.
I "• ql = flow rate which leaks past piston - in°/sec.
B = damping of actuator and load.
L = coefficient of piston leakage - in3/sec
i" ib/in2 _ecC = flow coefficient of valve with respect to pressure - "--
P ib/in 2
I C = flow coefficient of valve with respect in3/sec
to coil voltage
e volti
g = relative velocity between actuator and p_ston - inches/set.
2
A = effective piston area - in •
I
I
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(
: PL = load induced pressure ib/in 2
i M _--mass of load in/sec 2
v = ":alve time c_nstand - sec.
v
{ K --hydr_u! _ spring rate !b/in
: F = load induced force on piston - ib
e = valve co':l voi.tage -voIts
•}'-| _{i = Laplace transf°rm
]'-: S = Laplace operator
_3 _ "_ :. The basic equation involved _.my be expres.=ed as:
:' :;- -: :q- qo _ qc + ql " (l)
..l -.. . .
__ : _ Further : _'
i
._ C e
"_ _ --_- . eT-S--_I CpP L =
. .-- _ q = r - "J (2)
v
.... . z{£} -= ;(-_ , -- : " qo As A d 6: (3)
c : ..... : A2 _: PL
.... _ '- : -" _c K dt (4)f
/ • (: ": o
L. -" -'
.: ' __ 41=..-,LeL (5) _:
_ _Combihing these relationships: _'
Ir -, c.o _ _2- _, - _
e e = A6 + s+ (Ci + L p. -(6)
Ts+t
V "'
Ill" = -_ PA. F "L
The ,load dynamics may be expressed as :' YL = :" _-r- (7)
_' 6 6 .
.J
C. _'i _
"il- LI
• ' - _ ' ., B-3 NSL_ 64-360-
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Equation._ 6 and 7 m-_y be combined to yield:
C e • A2
e _ =A6 + tC
_- s + , P + L) 6 YL (8)r s+l o A
V
Rearranging thc above will give:
g C/Ae
Equation 9 may be rep-_'esented by the foIlowing block diagram,
Figure B-2. The probiem no_ becomes one of the amittance, YL' of the
load in Block 4. As statea in paragraph 3.3, the Z carriage may be
-represented by a single spring mass system° The spring K will be that
of the piston rod. A mechanical model for the Z carriage is shown in
Figure B-3.
From the model in Figure B-3, the amittance may be derived
F _ SMK + BK _j'lO_YL
s2M+ Bs + K
The transmissib_lity of Block 5 m_y also be found:
V
O
- K (II)
g 2_s . #Bs+K
T e generalized block diagram of Figure B-I may now be redrawn
to show the specific form of the transfer functions involved, Figure B-4.
With the aid of block diagram _Igebra, the point at which the
Force is obtained for the pressure feedback may be moved to the outpdt
velocity (Vo) by adding in series a block which contains the transfer
function: ( s2 )
YL • M + Bs + K (12)
K
The generalized block diagram of Figure B-4 may now be redrawn
and combined with the use of equations i0, ii, and 12. See Figure B-5.
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Ce/A 6
V
s + CA-_ _ YLKo
1
PL _ A
!
i- FIGURE B-2 DIAGRAM OF EQUATION 9
K
_ V_,
f
_" FIGURE B-3 MECHANICAL MODEL _OR THE Z CARRIAGE
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Tile problem n_ becomas one of assigning reasonably accurate
values to all the system parameters. The most elusive are c and c
p e'
which are nc_l-linear except cver a small operating range.
Figure B-6 and B-7 show typical operating characteristics of flow
control valves 16. An examination of these characteristics reveals the in-
herent non-linear behavior of a hydraulic servo value. In selecting valve
and actuator sizes for the mechanization of the Z-axis servo, a performance
envelope has been s_ecified which limits PL' the load induces pressure, so
that it does not exceed ½ Ps' where Ps is the system operating pressure.
Further, the valve has been selected such that the maximum required flow
rate is available with only ½ P across the valve. These linearizing re-s
strictions on the operating range required of the valve are sh_n on FiBure
B-6 and B-7. The values of C and C are defined is follows:
e p
PL = constant (131
and
e = co;_stant (14)
where C i_ the valve flow coefficient with respect to input voltage
e
C is the valve flow coefficient with respect to load pressure
Q is the flow rate through the cylinder parts (in3/sec)
is the load induced pressure
e is the valve coil voltage
For the analysis then, values of these valve coefficients are
measured at the operating points indicated. The rated valve flow
requirements specified in Table 3-4, are 64 in3/sec at PL = ½ PS
for each Z axis servo,
B-8 NSL 64-360
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,_, _ =
" PL load induced pressure (_si)
= P = supply ,_re_sure (p'.:i)
_-_ _ S
.__ e = valve coil voltage
,_ Q = flow rate (inJ/se._)
C;
O_erating Point
-5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 i 2 3 4 5
Coil Voltage (e)
FIGURE B-6 TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FLOW CONTROL VALVES
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PL = load induced pressure (psi)
P = system supply pressure (psi)s
e = input drive voltage to valve
Q - flow rate (in3/sec)
Operating Envelope
e 4 Cp kOpL /
e -- const.
il
D.6, e= 3
o Operating Point
•_ 0o4, e - 2
C.)
N
,-4
0.2 = i
Z
|
, I I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
PL/Ps
FIGURE B-7 TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FLOW CONTROL VALVES
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At these requirements,
C = 12.8 in3/sec/volt
C = 4.98 x i0-3 in3/sec/psi
P
The remaining Z servo parameters, some of which have been de-
termined in the body of the report, are shown bel_:. It should be
noted that some of the parameters are affected by the fact that the
Z-axis servo is mechanized with dual actuators.
2
M = 5.21 ib-sec (_ Z carriage mass)
in
K = 5.3 x 106 Ibs/in (2" steel rod 27" total length)
B = 20.8 Ib/in/sec. (for assumed damping ratio of 0.002)
A = 2.68 in2 ( volumetric displacement)
I< = 7.95 x 104 ib/in ( hydraulic spring rate)
O
T = 0.0016 sec.
V
1--3 in3/sec/psL = ]..04 x i computed for a piston with 0.0017 in
clearance and hydraulic fluid (skydrol) at IO0OF.
The block diagram of figure B-5 may be redrawn with the above
system parameters inserted, Figure B-8.
1.2 SERVO SYSTEMLOOP CLOSURE
The control system as shown in Figure B-8 is analyzed by the
root-locus method 17. The procedure will be to close each feedback
loop one at a time until the entire system can be represented by a
single transfer function. Rate loop closure is shown oelo._.
100 _ + _ + 64.4 s + 1232s + 580 _ [s 600} s2
580 _ 600 "/ 1232
B-II NSL 64_360
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The lead shown in the first block of the open loop transfer
function is picked to increase the natural frequency of the system.
The close loop transfer function for the rate loop is:
(_-_+ I001
Vo = 4.7 G \ i00 /
,, ,,
(15)
A root-locus plot of Vo/R Ks shown in Figure B-9. The gain is
picked such that the natural frequency of the dominant roo_s are raised
to 200 radians/sec. Picking a gain of 0.2 volt/in.sec, for G2 the valu_
of GI becomes 287 volt/volt. The closed loop transfer function may now
be written in factored form.
s+ I00)V__q_o= 5 I00 (16)
R 2 _ 9Os + 2052 s- + 1270s + 6552 s + "78
2052 6552 78
To bring the locus back into the left-half s plane, a pressure
feedback loop is closed. The forward loop transfer function ks the
closed loop transfer function of V /R.O
s + 100
5\ 19o ) Vo.,,.
s _ 90s + 2052 + 1270s s +
2052 6552 I 78
i l-T6- i,_1 " ,- 20.a_,___T__/
{
{
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f-: ": The lead.compensation shown in the feedback loop is picked to
draw the locus into the left-hand of the complex s plane. The closed
loop_ transfer function for the pres-sure loop is:
! --- = 5 \ i00- / 250, /
- - 6552 s + 78/S+ 250 5 C3(20,8)90_ ="205 s2 + 1270s + *_
fi : " 2052 ' _- 6552.,: 2.68
'i:: , Yo8 / - 7)
: " : Aroot-locus plot of Vo/R" is---_o_ in Figure B-IO. -The gain is
.t
g
• : p Atf-___ : icked.at 2.44 x-lO -3 such that maximum damping may be realized.
" :.-.¢- --,this gain G3 becomes 6.3 x 10-5 vol-ts/psi. The f_ctored form of V /R_
--- L; - . ," .
"5
r- -:. _ - may now be-written _
! _ - :. v _ + 100 + 2_50
{. ' _o- ,-- - 5 i00 250 / : (18)
r" :-_ "" v -+84S + i05 "+ 390S + 427 + 980 S 82
• _; _ "' : _" : 1'652 -_' 4272 9.:'10
- • ': T_,give complex stiffness to the system and a method of setting
i[ pgsit-ion, a poslt,ion ioop:is closed. The open loop transfer function
of.Vo/R" is the closed l,oop transfer function of Vo/R.
_;- - 1652 " - "/_ -- 4272 980 '__82
It-
I-; , .. ,,
:" .-:'5 :>_ , "_" , t' _- . :
I_:
_ _ - o , B-15 NSL 64-360
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The closed loop transfer function of Vo/R" is
s + 84s + 1652 ? + 390 s +_4272 + 980_ S + 82 ._+ 5 G4
165_ _27_ ,_--_I \T/ (tg)
10u /, T5_/
, The root-locus plet of Vo/R" is shown in Figure B-ll. A low gain
of 17.5 is picked such that the complex dominant roots do not move far
! from their original position. At this gain G4 becomes 3.5 volt/in.
The factored form of Vo/R" is:
(o0)(! s I00 s + 250_i Vo _ 0.27S I 250 / (20)
f! R" (s2 + 64__ss+ 1602)(s2 + _20s _ 4402)(s + 980.)(s + 18)s+___78)
J 1602 4402 980 18 7_
|
l To keep the system_ a velocity servo in which the second order
complex poles domihate and yet has complex stiffness at the load, open
[ loop compensation will be used to remove the unwanted zero _t S and pole
atCS + 18_.\-_T--/!
om eow o
/s+l\f
N_ .
i
With this compensation the total system may be represented by a single
{ transfer function:
i
Vo 5 I00 /= ?50 / (21)
_v__ '°_''_°1,oo_(_+_o_+_o_)_o_(-_o)_'_°(_., )t
I.
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1.3 CONTROL STIFFNESS
To determine the complex control stiffness, the transfer function
relating a force on the load to a disph_cement of the load w_ll be
found. From Figure B-f_ the force in the pressure feedback loop is
related to R" by:
i (22)
2.68 /s J 7
\l
Values for G , cz , and _ were detemined in the ser-o loop
closure. The tra_sf@r function between the output velocity and the
i
force may now be written in the following fozln:
o = 2.3_ x 10-5 _6 'o (23)
F R"
Substituting equation 20 into equation 23
V = k_ 0 (24)O
--F ( 2S -160264s + 1602) (s2 + 420s4402 + 4402 ) is +980_980)_ (L_#_)<_).
Integrating Equation 24 yields the desired transfer function:
_o 16 ' / (25)
F (s2 + 64s + 1602)(s2 + 420s + 4402). (s + 980_[s + 18_ (s__7878)1602 4402 980 ]k 18 J
1.4 NOISE SENSITIVITY
I Any noise introduced by feedback transducers or line pickup
can be represented in a block diagram by an additional input which is
{ summed with the transducer output. By referring to F_gure 3-].3, any
I
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noise (N _ applied st the output of the position transducer will be
P
related to tbe system output V as shown below:
O
V V R" ( 26)
__o = __£°__
'_ R" V
._ P
, _LI t
P
where A.7 is the gain between the transducer and R".
From equations 26 and 27,
v (4. To5 25o 1 (28)_2o = (0.27) 7)
,.( )( )( )p S2 + 64s + 1602 + 420s + 440 2 s + 980 s + 18 S__+ 78_F /160- 440 2 980 lB 78
If all the noise, ",p,i_troduced i-to the system is _reater than
18 radians/sec (2.86 cps) equation 28 becomes
v : (5) (a.7) To_ -I T56 _29_
,q 2 + 64s + 1602 S * 420s + 4402
p
1602 4402 ' q80 78
Equation 29 is of the same form as equation 2!, the transfer
function of the total system.
A Bode plot o[ V /v is sho_n in Figure 3-17. From this
°v i
figure it may be seen that V /N is down II db at 60 cps and attenuating
o p
at a rate of I00 db/decade. Zero db corresponds to 25.5 in/sec/volt.
The same procedure is used to evaluate the effect of noise applied
at the output of the demodulator in the rate loop (N) and the noiser
applied at the output of the pressure transducer (_p).
B-20 NSL 64-360
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A tabulation of the results for noise injected into critical
points in the servo is shown in Table B-I.
1.5 STEADY STATE VELOCITY ERRORS
For the servo svstem of this report the output velocity of the Z
carriage is V , The desired output velocity is 5 times the inputo
command since the velocity feedback gain is 0.2. The error E between
the desired velocity and the actual velocity is:
E = 5 v = V (30_
V. o
I
V i
V
o is the system transfer function of equation 21. If t_,_ _ervo
v
V
I
is commanded with the unit step in velocity, v = I the _rror bec_,.mes
E = 1 5 - 5 i00 /
+ 64s + 1602 + 420 s + 4: s + o,80 (s + ,8_j (33)
1602 4402 vSo 78
18
from the final, value theorem
(ess) = lim s E (34)
s-_o
[( +oo+2,0>
)
i
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(e ) _ -= 0 (36)
ss seep
This means that the output velocity will follow the input command
with zero steady state error.
If the servo is commanded with a unit acceleration input
Vv. : I (37)
z S2
equation 31 becomes:
(s+lO0 ( s+250E = !_.l 5 - I00 _ 250
s . + 645 + 1602 + 420__ss+ A402 s _ 980 s + 78
1602 4402 9SO " 7_ "
(38)
and the steady state value from equation 34 becomes:f
r
i (e ) = 0.0225 in/sec.
ss camp [n/sec 2 (39)
i
[
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APPENDIX C
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING
HYDRAULIC FLUID SELECTION
The total behavior of the hydraulic fluid will depend on operational
conditio:_s prevailing in the servo svstem and in the space chamber.
Principsl operational factors which affect the fluid include the
following:
SERVO SYSTEM
I. Temperature - Near ambient of 70°F, regulated to a nominal
+ lO°F.
2. Pressure 15OO - 3000 psi.
3. Frequency
Response - Zero to 60 cps; influences bulk modulus and
viscositv requiremeT_ts.
4. Duty Cycles - Each on-test cycle up to 3 mi=,utes; 24 hour dwell
with either of actuator rods under hydraulic
pressure and chamber vacuum.
5. Checkout o Precheck-out of system in air, then checkout
inside chamber.
6. Lubricity - Hydrodynamic" lubrication of actuator pistons,
pumps, and valves.
7. Gas Ent raDment
and Foaming Require minimal entrained air, nitrogen, and
water vapor.
C-I NSL 64-360
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1
8. Clearances - Nominal .O03 inch clearance for actuator rod.
9. Cleanliness - Pre-use filtration of fluid and system cleanup.
Use of low micro rating filters to protect valves
and pump.
IO. Seals Fluid used with compatible materials,
II, leakage - Suction return of fluid from actuator rod surfaces;
cer,trol of manufacturing and maintenance procedures:
ctr,se fits, smooth and passive surface finishes.
12. Safety - Fluid inert to oxygen gas from 5 psia oxygen
pressurized chamber.
13. Materials Metal alloys to be 300 series stainless steels
and passive.
SPACE CHAMBER
i. Temperature Hydraulic Fluid on actuator rods in appro×imate
ambient range of +70°F to -IOO°F; Cmav have net
I heat _:ransfer out of fluid to chamber); cryopanels
as low as -250°F.
i 2. Vacuum 10 -5 torr level or less; pump capacity 250,000
liters per second; non-condensible outgassing
I load minimized to order of 0.25 tort liter/second.
3. Tests - Solar radiation simulation tests with UV collimated
I beam on specimens (fluid not in path of UV light).
4. Safety - Emergency repressurization by flooding with
I oxygen to 5 p_,ia.
I
I
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APPENDIX D
BULK MODULUS DEFINITIONS AND FACTORS iNVOLVED
1. BULK MODULUS
i.i General Bulk modulus, or reciprocal of the compressibility
hydraulic fluid is one of the critical design parameters
affecting the performance of hydraulic servomechanisms.
1.2 ASTM Definitions 9 These have been standardized as follows:
1.2.1 Secant Bulk Modulus (also "mean or average" bulk modulus) is
defined as the total change in fluid pressure divided by the
total chsnge in fluid volume per unit initial volume unde_
pressure.
1.2.1.1 Secant Isothermal Bulk Modulus ("Static" precess) is
BT = [ A_V (i)/VI T
1.2.1.2 Secant Isentropic Bulk Modulus "dynamic", constant entropy is
1.2.2 Tangent Bulk Modulus is defined as the product of fluid volume
under compresion m,d the paxtial derivative of fluid pres-
sure with respect to volume.
D'_ NSL 64"360
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r--
: i 1.2.2.i Isothermal Tan%ent Bulk :!odulus (for a specified quiescent
_ressure and temperatare) is
'_ -=.P]: BT = V Fa (3)
T
2 .
L_ 1.2.2.2 IsentroDic Tangent Bdlk Modulus (also "adiabatic:' bulk modulus,
at constant ent:opy) isI
L
[,.- Bs = v aP] (4)
L-5_J
!.... s
•iO ,
C The adiabatic bulk modulus provides instantaneous value_ for
9
"- - : _. dynamic or transient conditions. Sonic bulk modulus i_ an
.£ _-_ ,- . isentropic dynamic bulk laodulus t_,at is defined as the pro-
- duct of the mass fluid density and the squared value of the
" ":"-' _ : "_ _o/gV2
; . " = Speed of sound. _The expression-is: BS = pV _ or
p_
c
"@nen calculatingthe volumetric relationship of pumps or
$; .
._ _:_. _.";]J: . actuators, the a-.erage bulk dulus may be used Jf tempera-
r - --- . . ture is essentially cofistant. :
" " -'k_er.,epressure var.iations are small at the g':ven pres-
i _-}_ :'- : ": sure, i_e.,, in a "servo valve circuit application the _.,-
:_:-"-": "- - " therma]: tangent bulk mnduius may be used.
t .,
-: r: "-":-o-i'- "'_- _,:"..' 20,21 = "
.! :_' : + :_ ._ ,1.2.4 Relatienships ' :
- L Z
:: - %he isother.nal and adiabatic bulk modulus are related througil
_ '-{_[ BS)Bt CP/C; _the expression = V whez_ 3t = the ratio
-- _k, . u' V
_r '. [ --;; , of specific heats. For most liQ_id_, y ranges from i.I to
I;
_[_ ;; -' _.
,..,,: " _ 1.2.5:-Meas' :ments v Two tyDe_ of measurements account for modulus
_- ; elves: _ pressure-volu_ne-temperature (P-V-T) and ultrasonic
_- =" _ velocity measurements. P-V-T is used mostly under isothecmal:;f-,. (-- _ l ....
i t ': --' -t - --J :, --" "-
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conditions, giving B_, whereas the ultrasonic velocity meth-
ods yields the bulk modulus directly.
1.3 Effect of Pressure and Temperature on Bulk Modulus
The effect of pressure and temoe_ature on isotherma] secane and
tangent bulk mod,,!'_sva.ues of silicone, si]oxane, silane, ester,
polyphenyi ether and hydrocarbon fluids has been reported in modulus
22
cuz_es The temperature data shows a progressive increase in
modulus with a decrease in temperature with the rate of increase
greaLer at the lower temperatures. (Thus, for MLO 59-692, psi
(phenoxy phenoxy) benzene, BT (isothermal) values are 415,000,
320,000, and 250,000 psi at 100°F, 200°F, and 300°F, respectively).
Pressure
The effect of pressure increase is an increase in the bulk modulus
value. In the pressure range of I000 psi to 3000 psi the increase
in modulus is frequently of tl_e order to I0,000 to 20_000 psi.
1.4 Effect of Entrained Gas cn Buzk Modulus 23'5
Fntrainment of air or nitrogen o_ other gases can have an adverse
effect on the bulk'_Jcdulus of the hydraulic fluid. _'.suspension _
of air could be produced by agitetLon of fluid in contact with air,
by a leak in the suction line to a pump, or by the reduction of
pressure in a fluid containing aiz in solution. At pressures less
than 1500 psi_ the pressure of suspended air has a marked influence
upon the elasticztv of the fluid. (The mass of air dissolved per
unit vol,sm& of the fluid increases linearly with press,._re.) For
Standard hydraulic fluids, the percentage volume of dissolved air
lies between 5 and 12 percent, but the main effect on modulus is
from the free air volume. Foaming is caused by the entrained gas
in the form of bubbles attempting to leave the liquid and may : ._
occur when the pressure is.reduced as the gas in solution will then
leave the i_quid and be entrained or suspended in the fluid.
-. 7D-3 -, .NSL 64-360 i-
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Minimization of the effects of air entrainment or foaming is Pest
accomplished by choice of a low-foaming fluid and by preventive
methods_ such as, by reducing extent of gas contact with the fluid,
by providing a reservoir adequate to facilitate gas-liquid separa-
tion, or by use of an airless leservoir and by keeping return lines
well below liquid levels.
)
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APPENDIX E
CLASSES OF HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
1.0 CLASSESOF HYDRAULICFLUIDS
i.I Chemical Classes of fluids for hydraulic uses:
Esters: phosphates, _ilicates, dibas__c acid type, disiloxanes.
Ethers: polyphenyl ethers
H\-drocarbons: super-refined (deep - dewaxed)
Silicones: s_licones, fluorosilicones
].2 Classes with Limitations
1.2.1 Silicates: Poor stability to hydrolysis (forming gels or silica),
high vapor pressure, and low bulk modulus, moderate fire resistance.
1.2.2 Dibasic acid esters: Susceptible to hydrolysis, high vapor' pres-
sure, poor fire resistance.
1.2.3 Disiloxanes: Bulk modulus in range of 250,000 - 300,000 psi,
auto-ignition temperature and--flash point le:er than for phosphates.
1.2.4 Polyphenyl ethers; Viscosity extremely high for a high modulus
and low vapor pressure compounJ. " _
1.2.5 _Super-refined Hydrocarbons: £oor fire-resistance, bulk modulus
(iso-thermal secant) less than 250,000 psi, cost near $100/gallon.
(Example: Oronite HTHF 6294).
1.2_6 Silicon&s: Low bulk modulus of order of 150,000 p_i, vapor pres-
sure slightly hfgb. (Example: Versilube F-5U. General Electric).
1.2.7 Fluorosilieones: Low bulk modulus, high vapor pressure,
-- E-1 NSL 64-3.60, _' _,
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i 2.0 FLUID PERFORMANCE AND FLUID PERMANENCE
Performance and permanence characteristics rel_tive to the oper-
! ational conditions for the overall servo and space chamber system
will guide the hydraulic fluid selection. A property check
! list follows here. Also see Appendix F, Comparison Chart For
Specific Properties of Fluids for Selection).
2.1 Governing Properties Check List Fluid Perfor_.,ance
I. Modu lus
, 2. Viscosity: Temperature, pressure effects
3. Fire Resistance
4. Foamingf
i 5. Lubricity
6. Corrosion Resistance
(
i
i Fluid Permal;ence
I. Shear Stab ility
i
2. Chemical Stability: hydrolytic, oxidation, thermal, corrosion
3. Volatility: v_por pressure, evaporation rate in chamber
J
i 4. Service Life: low maintenance (low aeration, low evaporation,
conventional contamination control)
z
, 24
! 3.0 PHOSPATE ESTERSChemistry and Fire Resistance
3.] Chemistry - Phosphate esters find uses in the hydraulic-fluid and
I lubricant fields as either undiluted phosphate esters (e.g.,
Cellulubes), or as phosphate ester base fluids to which chlorinated
hydrocarbon diluents may be added. Structurally, they may be
triaryl phosphate esters (Cellulube 90 is the latter type). The
_ undiluted esters have inherent properties of excellent lubricity,
fire-resistance, and fluid stability, and i_ence do not normally
-i 'require additives to enhance them.
-, <
[
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3.2 Fire-Resistance - Fire resistant hydraulic fluids combine resistance
ignition and flame propagation with required hydraulic character-
sties. An outstanding characteristic of the phosphate esters is
their ability to resist ignition. Although phosphate esters have
flash points as high as 500°F, and would be mis-names as "_on-
inflammable," these flash point_ ar_ _iot generally considered to
he a true measure of fire resistance, but are more a measure of
volatility and thermal stability. The fire points are from 200-
300°F above the flash point and this property is again a measure
of thermal instability. The spontaneous or autogenous ignition
temperature which may range to 1200°F is considered a better mea-
8
sure of the flammability characteristics of the phosphate esters.
Specifications which define fire resistance tests in terms of fluid
performance are AMS-3150B and MIL-F-7100. Such tests as "High
Pressure Spray Test," "Low Fressure Spray Test", and "Hot Hanifold
'rest" are designed to simulate conditions resulting from a broken
line spraying hydraulic fluid into a source of ignition, such as
a flame or a hot surimce. Phosphate esters which excel in .uch
tests may be considered to possess significant fire-resistance
characteristics and are of practical value in many hazardous
applications.
Phosphate esters of very low pressure (e.g._ Cellulubes and some
Pydfauls) show ._utoignition in air or oxygen atmospheres only at
elevated temperature. It is not expected that vacuum pump
operations will exhibit detonation ?henomena in the presence of
this fluid class. For example, one phosphate ester, Pydraul 150
(whoe vapor pressure is appreciably higher than Pydraul 60 or
Cellulube 90_ is used in gears of LOX pumps located in oxygen-r_ch
atmospheres at missile-fueling sites. 25
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4.0 vIsCOSITY CHARACTERISTICS5,26
4. i General
Viscosity characteristics of the hydraulic fluid should meet the
desired hydrodynamic lubricity necessary for smooth wear-free
i operation and _rovide uniform performance over the (limited)
temperature of operation and not be subjected to critical changes
i due to fricticn. Viscosity over changing conditions of temperature
! and pressure and flo_ should be within the limits required for
pump lubricity and operation of servo controis and valves. The
hydraulic line external to the chamber will be provided with a
heat exchang system so as to regulate the fluid in the slightly
warm hydraulic loop to ± 10=F. During down time in the space
chamber, the temperature of the fluid on exposed actuator rods is
expected to be 70°F or less. Therefore, the fluid should possess
viscosity-temperature properties compatible with these considera-
tions.
4.2 Viscosity-Temperature Relationships
Viscosity-temperature values in the range of expected operation
are presented for several condidate phosphate esters. Values
given are for atmospheric pressure. Viscosity values will increase
_t higher pressures (See 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Characteristics for Pump Lubricity
Assume operation at temperatures where the viscosity is less
i; than 70 SUS, Saybolt viscosity. (Note: The values in the table indicate
maximum temperature for a value< 70 SUS).
(.
!
[;
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.emper ..... Temperature Temperature
Fluid for SUS = 70 for SUS = 60 For SUS = 40
Ce!lulube 90 II7°F 122°F 190°F
Cellulube 150 136°F 148°F 72000F
Pydraul 60 90°F IO0°F 140°F
The values indicate approximate maximum temperature limits to
meet a desired viscosity. Actual values will be higher under
pressure loading (See 4.2.3).
4.2.2 Characteristics for Servo Response
A lower viscosity is generally preferred in the servo system,
especially in view. of the high frequency response and operation
within a vacuum chamLer at low temperature. Although an ultimate
limit of 200 centistoke3 might be accommodatedby the equipment,
the viscosity-temperature values of the phosphate esters appear
to be in a suitable range, e_'tending to below 70°F.
Kinematic Viscosity at Temperature
Fluid IO0°F _O°F 50°F
Cellulube 90 19.2 cs -- 99.8
Cellulube 125 32.1 cs -- 260.4
Pydraul 60 11.7 cs 30 cs /20
5
L_.2.3 Viscosity- Pressure Relationships
For Cellulube phosphate esters, the absolute viscosity in centi-
27
poise has been plotted as a semi-log function of pressur_
Isothermal curves for fluid temperatures of lO0, 150, and 2000F
demonstrate an increasing film strength (viscosity) with increasing
pressure. Data for Cellulube 220 indicates an approximate vis-
cosity increase of 20-40% at the 15-50 cps level when increasing
the pressure from 0 to 1500 psi.
E-5 NSL 64-360
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4.2.4 Other V_scosity Effects
I. Foaming. High viscosity fluids are more apt to foam since
air bubbles take more time to disengage. Higher temperatures
lower the vi:_cosity, and favor more rapid foam collapse. The
viscosity effect on foaming is not critical with most phosphate
fluids because of inherent low or nonfoaming characteristics.
2. Leakage. Lower leakage through a clearance gaps and from seals
and exposed surfaces will be favored by higher viscosity.
One potential source of leakage is from actuator rod surfaces
located inside the vacuu_ chamber. The temperature effect
due to the relatively cool chamber surrouniings will favorably
reduce the viscosity of the hydraulic fluid on actuator rods.
I
" Li " 4
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APPENDIX G
" SIMULATION OF TWO RIGID BODIES}
All studies of a rigid vehicle motion necessarily involve the
,,ution of some point cn the vehicle with respect to inertial space
(reference 35, 36). If the velocity of the center of gravity (that
is c.g.) of the vehicle is N and the point whose motion is to be
measured is located at dl_tance _ from. the c.g., the velocity _ of
the point with respect to inertial space will be:
where _ is the rate of _otation of the vehicle axes. The v_lues
I of _ are obtained from:
% .
= _ + [ _ dt (2)
• _. _.
= _ _. (4)
IT, I
where _i is the acceleration in _ due to mode i . For completely
rigi8 bodies, _ and _ are zerc, and _ equals f_o"l The net unopposed force acting on the vehicle causes ,an acceleration
of the center of gravity such _hat:
1 f'-_ (_'+= _ V) (5)
I '--" Z. -_-" x_" (6)
Ft= m
= N_ +,_ _ dt (7)
(
(,
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A moment acting on a vehicle creates a rate of change in the
moment of momentum:
aM = dh + _ x dh (8)
where :
d_= q x (_x -_')dm = [q2_.(-_.-_ q ] dm (9)
thus, M = [{q2 __ {_._)-_ + qZ{_'x-_) _ {_.-_){_,/_)} dm
= j [D 2 g'- ($o-q')-_- (_',_)(_'x_l) ]dm (i0)
These equations .may be expanded to Cartesian form and must be
mechanized for each vehicle. For either vehicle, the expanded forms
are :
t (_ v) dt (ii)
=
uc u + J'o - _ (,o+ _zY
v =v +fet(F )c o _,y - _zU + WxW dt (12)m
= rt (Fz Wx_ P _OyU) dt (ii)
W W _"
c o J_ \m
u= u +w Z - (1_)
c y " _zY
v = ,, + _ x _-w z (15)
C Z X
w = w +w Y - _ X (16)
c g y
M I l I I
_ + xz " _ 3.Yx + xz + xy _ -- _ o_ _ _0
"°x I 'i"'-Wz I y I x y I x z
XX XX XX XX XX
F - Wz + (17)+ y yy zz w
xx I ' y z
XX
- NOITU'HROP:SPACE1L.AI_OMATORIES•
_- {-
2% .-: " --
- _ --_ + _ + _ +_y_z- yZ_x_.
:_ _ Y I I x I z I I
( ;_1 yy .._vy )-y yy
" I (CO2 2) .._ZZ XX _) '-_ _(]_)
5 I ._ :" I -
z xz
.YY YY
M I I:" I " I
• _ "=_..._z+ x__/z_ + :vz _ + __ - xz c_ _ ;
t-- _ .--z ..I-- I x ----i Y I x v. --I -,.vz
.". ., _ zz : zz _'-z zz- zz"
- " "' Ii /_ - ) _.i_- I : = :/r-,:- " _ +_ --: -' _. + "_ _'_-"
- ; -.'n_ -(19)
__ ... _z_: Y Izz -'x y
L '. L 2
" : t dt -- (20)
"- L_: X X 0
! _ D - :
• ..-- o ..
-, - - u, f-
w' = w + &_ co _dE (21)- "--" : v y -.V
_ °
[i - "co = "" + g" coz'dt (22)
-, Z coZ 0
2 -
The development of the_actu,1 attitudg orientation is based on
the as._umFtion that the veliicie s,arts _lith its axes coincident with
£hose of the refezence axes. It first rotates about its z-axis (yaw)
through the_angle _ Next, it-pit'hes about its y-axis _through the
f,,
'I angle O. La,st, it rolls _th'rough the _ngie. _) about its x-axis. The
.... -positive sense of ell rotations is according to the right-hand rule.
:' [i, Thus' far( the., motions., have been devLloped-sueh, that the rate vect:ors
exist-in a system of axes fixed in reference Space and instantaneousIy
['[ , coincident w_th _he vehicle.in,,,., question. ,I _ reference_ _pa_e is inert_l,
- "._ the rates of change of _-, O,\_nd @ may be vritten:
t, \ "*
• . J
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0 = w cos _ -_ sin 0 (2_)
y z
0 = (_ sin @ + _ cos _)/ cos 0 (24)y z
: _ = _ + _"sin 0 (25)
X
0 = 0 + _ot0 dt " (26)-0 "
2
-'L " e "
-' O
= ._ + I.t _ dt (28) '0 -" )
: _
-A vector. _i' where i denotes an_ axis _(i foi" x, 2 for y, " for z), _n
vehicle space transforms to the vector q. in reference space through
2. ] -
i
_. the formula: :' :.
nj = i_l 5 ,i.gi (29)..
where - :
"fl = cos O' cos %D (30) "_
fl,2 _ sin @ sin Q cos _[ - cos !_ sin_ (31)
fl,3": cose sin 0 cos $'+ sin 0 sin_ (32) ._'
• f2,1 = cos 0 sin_ ; (33)
f2,2 = sin _ sin Q sin_ _ + cos-_ cos_ . _-- (34)
_ ,.. f2,3 = cos _ sin Q sin _ - sin I__cos_ (35)
J
f3,1 = - sin 0 ". _'(36)
'_ f3,2 = sin _ cos 0 : (37)f
" _ f3,3 = cos _ cos 0 - '_ (38)
i
•j _j
I" '-' '!
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J
( TILe reverse transformation is obtained through the equation:
3
( _i= j_=:l _"$i -qJ [39)..
In the problem at hand: the simulator concept is that c{ i-educing
{ the twelve degrees of freedom of the two vehicles to six degrees divided
z
as follows :
_ . - _. The simulator probe wii1 translate in the y and z directions
"7-
: and.will rotate in roll.
7( :
. __-. 2._ The simulator drogue wiiI transIate in x and rotate in yaw :
.. "J i
and pitch.
By this concept, the probe x-axis wili maintain a fixed attitude
orie-ttatioli with respect to:the simulator. We co,_ceive, therefore, -
_ of sin._,latorreference, axes from which the probe-does not develoo any
yaw or t.iteh and the drogue does not roI1. These reference axes are
2 "
" I_i' mo,,ing _i_h respect.to inertial_ space_ and the roT.ati_,n rates-'about
: inertial axes instantaniously coincident with the reference axes are
F ., . developed a,..'-fellows: -
[ _ Denotilig the motion of the drogue by :the subscripted and that of
• [i" the refere1_de axes by F_b-"subscript r,J
. - • .
'_ _ __.l : Wid :_ ]_ _ (4o)
[; _: ,. : j = I ],i Jr
'_ .Since _d equals zero,
-_'i _d = _ "+u_ sin _bd - co cos _ (41)
- i_ _ 21 = _Yd _" xr Yr d_
"_'[! _d : w cos Qd : (_Jzd _ U'x sin Od-COS _d _ _ sin@. sin_d31 - _ -r ,_ Yr a
li ', _ z Od)" r"2
• /" = [wZd (WXr cos *d +_yr sin @d) sin ¢)d] cos @d _Zr (4i)
L "' G-5 _ _,_SL64-36'
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7
= + d.,,dSinOd = _ _ _ cosQdcos - cOSOdStn
_d 0 = _oIi xd x _dr Yr d
"F a.,,_.7SinQd + $ _ _inO d
r
= °xd + [_zdSiUQd -_XrC°S 6 d - _yrSin_d]/ cos_d (43)
The terms _ and w may be determined from the probe motion:
Xr Yr
@ = @ = _ = _ cos_ - _o sin_ (44)
r p Yr Yp' P Zp p
_ = $ = w = _ sin_ + _ cos_ _-(45)
= _r p z yp p - z p= r p
where, since there is no motion of the prob6 in O and with respect
to the reference axes, Q , _ 0 and _ are expressed with respect
p p' r r
to inertial space. On this basis, equation (43) indicates that
X r : -
thus,
@d = _" + c°s@d + sin @d) sin 4/d - _or cos _d (47)
Yd " "'d y
" (48)
_d = _z d cos Od - _Xd sing d - WZr
(49)= W - O)
X X
p r
Since the probe does not move in x and the drogue does not move
in y and z, it is convenient t3 select a reference axis system such: ,
that the X axis passes through the center of rotation of the drogue
and the y-z plane coincides with the probe y-z plane. In this case,
using U, V and W to denote translational velocities, and X_ Y a_d Z
to denote position,
I
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Ud = UdC°S@dC°S _d - Vd sin UPd + wd sinOdCOS _d
- u + _0 Z - _ Y (50)
P Yr P Zr P
{ V = v cos@ - w sin_ ud cosQ d sin qJd - Vd cos _ dP P P _ P
( -wd sin()d sinkb d + _o Xd + _o g (51)
i - z x pr r
W = v sin_ + w cos_} + ud sift@fl- wd cos0 dc p p D p p
- _ !_ - _ X (52)
x p
i_ r Yr d
k - Kd = Xd + it Ud dt ' (b3)"O ,
O
F : y = y + ft V dt (5-4)
_- P Po "o p
F Z = Z t
P Po 5o Wp at (55)
r" • t-
L-
_, " O
q/d--_d _+_ jt _d dt -._ (57)
= dt (58)
( P Po
Equations (ii) through. (22) must be mechanized for each vehicle
I and the appropriate initial conditions supplied. The andUo_ V o W o
values are the velocities of the c.g. at the start of the run. The
x, y and z values are the coordinates of the point on the real vehicle
- at which simulator measurements are made, based on an a "is system w_4_._,
its orig'in at the e.g. and with the x - axis parallel to the axis of
- the probe or drogue, whichever vehicle is being considered. If the
attitude of the vehicle with respect to fixed space is desired,
equations (23) through (28) .may be mechanized as an auxiliary calcu-
_-"_ "' .......... ' ..... "'_":m_'_;'_:_._k._41_'_--_"'"_:_" ,,o_,._.,,_!_',,,'/,_" , ' _ !, '_ ' _.._.'; ,'k_"_,'_'_,'_,.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."_.:'L", ' '," ,,}'_,,:,,
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lation. If the motion of the e.g. in inertial space is desired, Uo,
v and w may be substituted in the exF:nded form of (29) to yield the
O O
velocity components with respect to the inertial axes, where the angles
come from (26) through (28) and the f transforms come from (30)through
(38).
For simulation, equations (44_ through (58) supply all the answer _
and ar& convenient for the use of rate-commanded servos.
At this point, the forces required for equations (II) thro,_h
(13) and the moments for equations (17) through (19) have not been
developed. In the simulator, strain gages supply the forces and
i
moments at a point which will, in general, "not be at the origin of
mensuration. The forces may be used directly, but the moments about
the c.g. will be
M = M + yfFz - ZfFy (59)
X X °
M = M + zfF x XfFz (60)
" Y Yo
= M + XfFy (61)Mz z YfFx
O
where xf yf and zf are the coordinates (e.g. as origin) of the point
at which the forces _nd moments are applied and the subscript (o)
denotes moments applied and measured directly.
G-8 NSL 64-360
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APPENDIX H
FUEL SLOSHING
Fuel sloshing will be represented by presuming a point mass of
i sloshing fuel suspended by a spring-damper, l_e mass is presumed to
have no rotational inertia.
!i Taking the vehicle mass as m, the fael sloshing mass as ms, and the
location of the sloshing mass as 7, referred to the c.g., we can break
into two parts:
(])
{
where _is the neutral location and _ the deviation. Differentiating,
• -?-
_ = _ + _ x q (2)
and the velocity of the sloshing mass with respect to inertial space is
_'=_ + q= IJ+ _" X_ (3)
The acceleration _s
- " -- (r)
+_.q_-_ Z ,_ (4)
The force _equired to produce this motion is
- = m _'i Fs s (5)
It is produced by the elastic and damping restraints and is related to th
displacement by _ = f (_, _) (6)
S
{
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This force may bE divided into two parts:
F =F +F
s Sl s2 (7)
_" =m t _+-_ -.__" + _" × 'C + (_-",,-_J '_" __-_ _-_o_ (8)
Fs2 =ms Z'°X_+_+Z(_×©+(_"_;o) _- _ (9)
F is seen to be associated w_th the motion of the vehicle without
sI
sloshing.
Similarly, the moments may be developed as
._ = q x F = M + M (10)
s s sI s2
: _o (11)MSl x FSl
Ms2= _ox Fs2 + Cx _s (12)
Again, Ms is obviously associated with the motion of the vehicle without
1
sloshing(i.e., with the fuel rigidly restrained)_
Actually, the force of equation (6) and the mor_:;nto" equation (i0)
may be considered as being applied to a vehicle of mass
m = m - n_ (13)
V S
whose c.g. is6 units away from the c.g. of m in the directiun opposite
to _ . If an external force F'and moment _are applied at the c,g. of
m, the force and moment at the e.g. of m to produce similar motion willV
be F_ = F_- _ (14)
S
M ' = M - M +6X F -6x F (15)8 s
i
l
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!'
!' Since
_ }_+_c'x-_= & + _'x o:+ d_x 6 + (_'.-6")_'- o_26-- (16)
i;
where _is the velocity of the c.g. of mv,
-_i = mv {T +__ x -_'- _x'6 _- (_-"•6")_" + (_26"I (17)
- - (r {T" -F =-_t + F = m +_x_)+ m + cb x_S S
where
f
m
V
Now, _ F
s -- To_-_ (_+-Cx _)-[_'x +(_-._)_
S
--_2_-'o]--[_xT+ 2 (U" x _) + (_.. g)-___2g ] (20)
Substltuting (18),
.-r m F -- _)
_ S F m [_ x _o+ (_').To )_'_ w2To ]m m m m
V S V V
- _×T- z(_"x-_)-(_'"T)_+ JT (2l)t
( ,,t
_= (_)o + J _dt (22)i
t o
' - /r" (g)o + dt (23)! o
1
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The subscript o denotes initial con-litions.
Inspecting equations (i0) and (15),
s
Now, for the complete vehicle, about the vehicle c.g.,
M = @_adm - {_.o-)odm + dm (25)
and
/_ am = 0 (26)
The complete vehicle, without sloshing, would _eact according to
M / [7 [$ +-6_] + 6)din= &.f(o+6) • (_+o)dm-,i" •
+ I [L-'.(cr + 6)I[( x-_]dm
= &[ I_2dm +82m]-[)(&-o)adm +(_ "6) 6m1
+[ f (to.o){ o- x co )drn +V._)(6 x co)m ] (27)
Since the sloshing mass effect, even iu the non-sloshing case, is
included in _s and _s, the term [(6 + _o) x Fs]] should be subtractedto
; produce the actual response to M/. An _,Iternative means of expressing
the reaction is
2. i o_Z d,_ -j'(g_.-_)bFrdm + f (7,-_ ) (_'x-_) dm =.
-" g ..... (28)
M -[6 _ -i_o" 6 )6 + (_'!) Lrx z ] m
- _=x "S.= - (6 + q _ x Fs2 +,_' x F1
Dr__oting the left side' by R and subsuituting (9) and (18),
sI s2
uhere
I = m[6_--( _" 6 x (w. 6) (6 x _J] (30)
H-4 NSL 64-360
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= Alternatively,
_ .. _': _ R = M -,I _x Fs -_oXFs2+ 6x m(_.x_x_ ) (31)
_:- R is, of cou;:se, equivalent -to the moment for the nol.-sloshing cas_.
i__ To modify the: computing set-up_.-f°r-the, ihelusion of s._.oshingit is
-- ," !- desirable to keep sloshing separate. The three slosh-forcing equations
" j - ") (6)-due :set up. For: linear spring and damper the form is
S _ -
{
, .q= (3_)
. = . 2- - -
- i- _- _; :_ : aria F is the force _eveloped in the :simul_ter. Previeusly, the force i
"; / c:,_ F was the forc_nR input 'to the_ c.g. mo£ion equation_ Replacing F in
- " - this function, width ,
• | -. ,
• ' -- -" _'- _ (35)
FI
: : -. = F - FS2
L
: _-!:_ "" }.:" " S_i-n-ce_oiS fixed bY the locatio'rc-'ofthe-centroid of the tank.with
,i.,_-'- / respec_ ro the-c.g, of m, _ the, term
. "' _X = m x.,_o+ (_'._ )TS'- _Z (36)
_|_ " j
_m
.¢ may be c_'l_lated separstely an_ then 'sun.nedwith F and Fs2 prior to,.'_" . .;
i _ ' muitiplying the-,sum by the term_q. .+
l[[ Ii) :" ' "_ - "-. 2;C_'x,--- _(_"__'+ _'" (37)
,_ _.. and _ and g may be-calculated from(2_) and 2 ., -.
'5 :'4" :) ,"
.'.ii',[[-!,.. " -'- "" H-5 ' " NSi 64-360 -
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The M of the non-sloshing case is now replaced by the R of (29),
_.;hich is now rewritten
, _-_-q'rl-_ox_Sx_s_q_oX_8_
where
L
"-" S
i
D
;j. .-
', 'Y , 2
2
"2- ;
.2 c _
.j
t
'- 2_ "J
o
L'
2
-I
\\ , , ,_
. C _ "'. f
x --_x d _ , '. -f
L; r_
: _- H-6 NSL 64-36'0
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i APPENDIX I
ELASTIC CORRECTIONS TO EOUATiONS OF MOTION
l
! .
Struc.ural bending is represented by several modes of vibration,
_ i, there b':=ng a shape for the cmplitude curve represented by the s_hape
paramete_ referen_es 37, 38, 39, 40, 41) The motion of the
[ F int i due to mode j is obtained from
t_
9 F, , (l)
_i,k k i,k k i,k i,k "
: " where t _e _ , _ and mi, k values are supplied externally to this
: _. discuss.,on, The deflection, _, is obtained from
• i _i,k = _5i,, qi k (2)
and
_ = _k ¢i,k qi,k (3)
The angle, 6, due to this deflection may be obtained from
1
! _
1 6i k = _>i,k qi,k (4)
c
q (5):-- 6 = d?i,k i,k5 -'
[ *' and .* are deve[oped a_ong with 0,, and _[_ .
" developed in the following manner:
I.} " _k.  ak_'k+ _k _k = -Yk F-Yk_M-. : , I _ (61
-,_ I,.I NSL 64-360
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. -- °o
_k = dt (_)
-_ =/t .-.
o
V k is a constant developed along with_k and _k"
- ( )b, = kk i x_ k (9)
where the unit vector i is in x direction.
_' _f = :E _k (I0)k
i Z
., E ;k (llk
o!
where all motions are relatiw _- to the r_gid axis system of the vehicle.
In the case of torison, the _%f is develop_ed directly from an equation
having_ the same form as _(6) except that 6k is substituted for _k
and there is no force term. There is also no deflection.
Equation (i) of Appendix G gives the velocity of a point referred
to inertial axes. Modifying this equatfon,
(12)
"; v = _ +_f + _x_ +wx_f
where is a constant.' Since If only appears in y and z this is
:_ot as large a change as might be expected.
Assuming that _ngle_ developed due to stn_ctural deflection remain
7
small,
(15)
_f = (.,,}x_
where
7
1"2" NSL 64-360 ;
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- ? (!6)
•-, f- _.w_f+jwy_+ kw_
and a[_ non-linear terms a_re neglected.
I
The desired axes are rigidly fixed to a point on the probe or
drogue and rotate as the material around this point rotates. The axes
iii_ are, generally, rotated through the angles @f, 0f and_f with respect
tothe rigid vehicle axes. "However, presuming small deflections.
Vil = V i + _V (17)
[! wherew llbeusedtoreplaceV--i forthe vehicle
U = U + Wyz - Wzy + Wyzf - Wzyf (18)
i_ : iI c
:: Vii = Vc + WzX - WxZ - WxZ f + yf (19)i
Wil = W + zf + - W X _- (2"0)•-. c WxY y WxY f
= U = U + Vi I _f - Wi 8f (21)i 11 " - I "
!: . -
v._ = V.zl + W._lOf - Uil<U f (22)
- "f Of
!" W. = W. +U. 8 (23)
1 lI i] - viiI
; • " : Simil iarly, -._
_ Wxi I = Wx + Wxf (24)
Wyil = Wy + Wyf .(25)
..... Wzi I = Wz + Wzf -- (26)
I _ Wxi I = Wxi I + Wyil _f - Wzi] 0 f (27)i [ _ -
Wyi =-Wyil + W.ZilOf - Wxil _ f (28)
Wyil _)f •ef " J(29)= W + Wxi IWz I Zil
lhe Wx i ,Wy i and Wzi ',_lues given involve small additions to
I the Wx , Wy and W z _alues, of Appendix G, and substitute for them.
[
':i _ " 1-3 , NSL 6L_-360.,
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Similiarly, the u i , i end i values given here substitute for the
u v. and w. values of Appendix G The U , V and W values ofi ' i l " e e e --
(18) through (20) are the u ,v and w te_s of Appendix G. With
C C C
these changes , no further changes need be made.
1-4 NSL 64-360
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I APPENDIX J
i EFFECTS OF GRAVITY ON EQUATION OF MOTION F
i-
I
The primary effect of the gravitational field for this problem is
1 the differential acceleration on the two vehicles, and on the various
elements of each vehicle. The first effect causes one vehicle to
i• translate with respect to the other, and the second causes rotation.
Since the effect is small, the assumption that the vehicles are in
Ii very nearly a circular orbit i_ _=_onable for determining the effect.
! ,
Because the vital motions are those of one vehicle relative to
I-i the other, it is convenient to use the drogue as a base, The drogue
L
vehicle is given an initial orientation with respect to the responce
[ axis system in terms of the Euler angles _, @, and _. Separately,
_ the Simulator initial angles, _d' Od and _p have been established.
From these two sets of angles, the Euler angles for the probe vehicle
l "
_ with respect to gravity reference space may be established. Then the
constant
f
I. R 3
i is established, where
G = Newton's gravitational constant
i _l = planeta_'y mass* R = uistance of drogue c.B. from center
of planet
I
_ J-i NSL 64-360
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For orbits close to the earth_22 will be about 1.5 x 10-6 per second 2.
For drogue vehicle c.g. starts at the origin of the rotating
system thus formed 3nd any velocity imparted to its c.g. will cause
it to move. The probe vehicle c.g. starts off the origin. The
position of the drogue is determined first by the formula
/ _t -_
= .J_ q d t (2)
_ -- -- (3)
n = F -- (k_2)x G
-'i,,
where _ is obtained by axis transformation from the c.g. velocity of
the drogue. The position of the probe is determined first by
establishing its position in drogue space (origin at drogue c.g.),
transforming this position to gravity space, then adding to the drogue
position. For each vehicle, then, the acceleration due to gravity is
a = -- g ix-+- jy + k z (4)
The separation of the two c.g.'s is in the order of 40 to 50 ft. At
the end of five minutes, one vehicle will move about 6.5 ft. under the
influence of di._ferential gravity.
The acceleration is then transformed back to vehicle axes and
summed into the occeleration produced by other forces.
To perform the transformation, the angles sre needed. For each
vehicle
$ = _ cos_ - _ sin_ (5)
y z
_ = (co sin_ + co ¢osO)/__osO.._ (6)
y z
I $ =co +_ sin @ (7)
x
Q = @ + j't _ dt (8)
O O
qj=¢ + j't _ dt (9)
O O
= _ + it _ dt (i0)
O O
i
J-2 NSL 64-360
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Each vehicle is also acted upon by the moments,
M = _F2 Ifll (fl3ixy fl2ixz ) + f13f12 (izz yy) + 2 2'i x - I (f13- f12 ) lyz (11)
__2 iMy = f12 (flllyz fl31xy ) + fllf]3(Ixx- Izz) + Lfll,2 _ _13)_2ixz (12)
_- - - - fli) Ixy (13)1 Mz = -_2 i_i3 (flElxz flllyz ) + fllfl2(lyy Ixx) _- (f12 2
I which act along vehicle axes, the f terms being determined as in
Appendix C for the angles as determined above. Near t_e Earth, the
i maximum angular acceleration will be 1.5 x 10-6 rad/sec 2.
i
!_
I
I
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APPENDIX K
PROBE-DROGUE RELATIONSHIP
For checkout purposes, it was necessary to substitut.e fo_: the
simu _or probe and drogue with the analogue computer. The method of
doin_ this is to assume a probe consisting of a spherical tip on a shank
which has length but no other dimension.
The center of the prooe tip • located at
xt = xt --xt (1)
p o
' from the point of interest on the probe vehicle. The probe consists of
a spring damper arrangement which is non-linear.
l
I
' Xt = A (Fx - F ) (2)x
Pl P
F
x = _ (Xt ,Xt) (3)P
t
it = io Xt dt (4)
t. dt (5)
Xt =,_ Xt
In =ddition, the prqbe tip deflects:
Yt = BF (6)
p Yp
(7)
?, Yt = BFz
P P
'i
K-I NSL 64-360
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However, some simplification cesults flom circular similarity and we may
write
Xt = X t (8)
,_ Pl
Yt = sF (9)
Pl YP
t
J
= BF (I0)
Z t z PP
F = F cos _ - F sinf$ (ii)
YPl YP P o P
F = F cos 0 = F sin _ (12)
z z v p
P P _p
On the drogue, the apex of the cone is at a distance X fror. the
a
point of interest. The distance of the center of the probe tip from the
apex is, then,
i x I = - (Xd - xt ) cos _d co_.,.. _ x (Z _ z ) sin 0d
,._ a p c
P Pl P
= (Y -.-v ) cos Od in_Jd 13)
'I
1 Yl = (Xd - xt ) sin' d * (Yp + Yt ) cos_,_d [4)
P Pl
, _ ,, (Yp+Zl = - (Xd "_t ) _n _I c°sq2d + Yt ) sin 0d s_ ,l
Pl Pl
! + (z* % ) cos _d (15)
-_'1
Let
- 4yl 2rI + Zl2 (16)
I
t
K-2 N$L 64-360
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and
rl - kXl + r (17)
= t2rc , + ;-
x I + kr Ix = (18)
c r':-'--'-----'/----
_ x 1 + ',:
= dx
c e <tQ)
dt
$ = Yl Zl Zl Yi (20)
C 2 2
Yl+Zl
_0 = r _ (neglecting effect of _ ) (21)m c p
V 2 + x (22)
C
S
F = 0 for r 0 (23)
n c
i Cr for r 0 (C very ].alge) (24)
C C "
/,
F s -- _.F n (25)
x
F = : c (26)
(2 S _
V
S
F0 = F _70s " (27)
V
S
= F -
Fxd c Fmk (28)
N'I + k 2
F kF
F r = _ n + c _ (29)
\'hi-,v-g-k:
- z F_F = Yl Fr 1 v (30)
Yd rl----
L
l
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[- i "-- zIF + ylF :: , _ - " : = (3l)
: " -: F =
-= .:- z d! . : I .
! t (32)
"- ,: X = X_ _1- X -I--
.... : m z a _!I +k 7
i: -- - : rm - rl t
,_ : l/_ 2 . (33)"
- ; . . rt/rl
Z : Ym = rm Yl r_ Yl :
: -I-; " ;: " ri - yl + rl\t/-_-_K _= Y! (1 -kVl--+ K 2 _(34).
'_}: {J -.- _.-, z 1- . - & :Zl__ " = z_i,(l"+ __rt/rl :
•,-_- .>, . _ : 5 z._. =-r. m -- = Zl-+-r I ,k2 , - _s-rab*,v;]-
: . ' r i :- "_ ._.Ft + : _TI + l_ ,
} _"'>" --; _ d - m _:Yd rl :_.rf+-'-k2"" -
-- . __ q - ,-" ., _-.
14-" = z F - x F ':> (37)
'" " : --]/'Yd : m x d m z d
-._ -. _
- .-" J S =
_i - . : ./ M ="x _ F - YmF : " (.3S).'
.-, _ C: - - - _/- . .Z_cl ml -eV- x_cl
'-'_" I_" "//// -: l_n_eterms Fx _ Yd' -d'-x : Yd' Zd " _-
, -: / . F Fz M ,-M and M are the forces and
-i /
_. __>-"."_ .moments- app.lied td'-_he drogue ve_icle at the poirt..of.,interest.
!/_-- - They ar_ thus substituted directly for the forces and moments to be
supp_Ae__.__y:-_ne_sinralator. '-' _ . _=
'-_ _' '" _ For the probe vehJ.cle, :the values of F and F , are reverse_d
: -. ., ., _ za
='" -,- i,_nsign and transformed by the equations, xd' Yd'
_ - _x '- F eo.s @d cos _d;+ F sin_,d F sin ec.s_d (39)
: "'Xd Yd - Zd •'
=: _ Fy ,,Xd d Yd d F--d _,
=, Zp . -_ . _
_ , "', .,, " Fxd sin Od - FZd cos (_I)
"_ ,_ Then_ F may be developed-,from (3) using _equation_ (I)',°(2'), i4) and (5).
: "-' K-4 NSL -64-
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t
F = F , cos ¢ +F siu _ . (_;2)
yp p z p
-YPl PI
7
F- = F cos ¢ - F sin ¢ -" '(43) :
z z p - p
P " Pl "YPt
There is'a S,mati moment on the tip of the probe: -
c = T
: - M = - F_ r _ (44) ---
t
: .: _ M =- F" r " _ '- (45)
YP4 " "
- "'from w_'_i"h-==1== : "" " '
- - v ;~ . ::, .:.
-'- - :_/#t+:k -::i" : - :-":"M M -_ : (46) _ -. .;
". -,--:.-: X X '" : - -_ :
. , "i -.;- - :, " - O
; ,,3- " C_ ;' . "L L" - _ c "_ --
." z. 'J - ' ',
M =M , , _, (48)-_,-- ,
__ t;_.-x _ X , - i ,, _ -_ :, "-_P_ P_
L.
a J
-z .-- -J .:., - .
4 _
--Yi o _ {49) _ -.--i-
YP-2 -.YP3 'r 1 P3 rl .. " "'" '" _ .5_ -: ' -'f"-
,,, "_.-'" _, M :.= M Y:I_ - M ZI .-- (_01 :-'_
• '_ _ -i _ P_.,. .,- '
. , M_,xpi_.= Mxp2 cos- cos ._bd-". M,"yp2_s.in:._d + P2sin. 0 ,. . .- ,,"' --
_- ".... _ +y F :- _-F ' ,,
" o. PI -PI'- -,.Pl' -"p - "
.y .'_ - ....... : , , Y , . (
. u • -,
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t
; :. M --Mx cos 9d sin_: d + M cos_Jd +_M .sin 0d sin_d
" - " YPl P2 " -YP2 " ZP2
d I -
:, _ + F - x F (52)z x t z
- -. -. _ -. tn P P 1 -----
,,- ' :' _1 P_ " "
i
](_ ' "_" - -c C
':_- - .M = - M sin 9d + Mz cos gd _ X-t F - Yt Fx (53i
; ._ -:z x - _': :YP1
- j, "-" "Pl "P2 Pl P Pl. P
,:. .,, (54)" "1_ _[ D % = .: _ : X . ")
< ". ,_ L: :2- _:_" :._;-'.:- " . - "--=" _ ._- O
_-:-_..:..._ ;- ,,_:-:: ;-,:_ '....,::,_:,_=-: Co_:_ + M:" sin _.... -" ': -" #(55)
'-_ " i _ - " " " :-- ' i- o . _ -i : . " _ - .> - --
--.::..-M-:-- M: cos-¢ .-M --s-".¢ _' : -i:56)C.
are directly applicable to-the
?
.: _ .:The, ter_s--_F ,"F. _ F , M , M _ and M_
"-':--'I-'_.'- . ...._. . ", -:x-- . y z -.x - y "
"" " i r} L._- -:.... P - p P-_ -.p- p ,,.-,,p.._ ._ =- __: --,,
.," " ' " . ._ - - _---/-T " "" - '" _"-" - ' _,''"
--....._ - :.....v"_'point Of interest on the p_bbe.. - " -:_
_- _ " " -'These" _be-mecJian{zed and used _Eor checkout of the
- ""4. : _ c0mputer,,set-up.: 'Howev'er, the large requirement for multipli'eri, may
;- _."i _ 0- : u create_,equipment .p'r_blem_..'An approach to:.av°id.excessiVev complications.._
-"-?-- i" . _'is to presume tha_ the_angles_d , Od,- and 0_ a're small. By maRing_d
" _ _!' [_-- and _.pCne_g[igible, _he-, terms .containing _ine_ of-these _ angle_s' are
J'-_ - - eliminated and rl"becomes I z112. Th-is_permits the.-use of sw-i6C_ihg tO
i ' "'_'_ca'ti'°nm.ay_ be linearized. (cos"@d-'=i.),_thus eliminat_ing ._.o_'e multipliers,
".: _ " ..-"". _ ,_'_e"fina_lmeehanization at Nor.throp involved 8 mult4pli-ers , some o£:
• " _ '-"_" " " _ - "_o checl__to x-y plan• _: .I ' " """_ e in_te.ad'
" ' 'those not really'needed. If the desire _s
" _ ' " "'" ""'- '-" " "'"_ " ' ' " _ -the-:.same,_J_ usinL"yl_'_ -""_, " ,-', ". .of#x-_z-,the'mechanization is substantially
. _., f-:: . - . -. ' .- ,,.- . , -
-,,,-_|;,___ :" _nste.ad o_ z I. '- . ._ ,.; ., o.
: ,,,L, "._, . , ' ' '
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APPENDIX L
,.. z,
_ ANALOG coMPUTER PROGRAM
C
h
WIRING NET,WORKS AND DIAGRAMS :
r, ._
:. "-._ Figure.'_L-i shows_ the _-symbols used in the analog computer circuit
O
diagrams. _"/_ - :
• ° , g Z "
:) _ Figures_L-2 through L-10 sho_ the analog computer-°sch_ematic for: :_,"°' ./
the solution of the basic rigid-body_problem_ The force al{d moment
5 _ " g "
amplifiers are _"buffers between _he simulator force balance outpui: ") *
:5 "?
:_ resolver' circuit (not showh) and the computer proper. They mav be _ :'
used._.as summers when additional forces ,and moments _(e.g. ,zdue to
'_ cohtrols_ gravity, fuel slosh) r,mst be considered. _ - _ :;
--.. As developed in these diagrams_ the computer will act simply as -"-"
a_substitute_ for thevehi_cles, the main outputs being the_motions
diret;tly applicable to-the simula_.or. Although the information re-
quired to develop" individual vehicle motion with respect to fixed
space is available, the circuitry for making the_ne,-essary computations
is not shown. : -_ _
: _" _his portion of the computer utilizes 58 electronic multipliers,
• 6,electronic resolves,- 170 amplifiers (_18 as integrators) _and 96 _s "
1 servoset potentiomegers., It includes every term in the rigid-body
o
I equations of motion, and ha_ been checked out'on the Northrop-Corpgr-
; ation AD 256 Analog comp,:t=r. Development of the m6tion with respect "_" /
,: .to fixed space ,:ofeach vehicle wil!,_require 54 additional electronic
i 0 multipliers, 12 additional electronic resolves, ll4_amplifiers (12 as
.j
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i., A Amplifier with Unity Feedback (Line AB ,is summing
t [_ junction)
S
: "- _ -- ttigh Gain _m_plifier
; _ : _._ '.--: integrator with ..'initialCondition Po:entiometer:
%
1_ () " :_ ---- Coefficient Potentiometer with Inpu'_'-Gain 'Resistor
5 •
'_- @ Amp l_fier Input Gain Resistor (Eff._ctive gain:is
_, . shown inside circle) :, .,
+,oo .Ampl-'ifierLiiiter _Shown with +I0(_ and 0v limiting
:_ o set on its pots) _ _-• , -j _ .
i "' '_ t
_ X + E_ect.ronic Mmltiplier (Requires both. polarities of each
,_'_ Y _ _ _ input variable X and Y. Polarities shown are for nor-
'2 - me] Jr outpu,t B, polarities actually appl:ied a're shown
- - on diagrams closer to input variables. Output Z must
' -, be wired to:amplifier surmming junction.) .
-_ , , ..
" _ ___________ _A, _ '_ Resolver (Requires both polarities of input variable) _
X '_ _- Z" __ : Logic ComparatOr (When _-y) = +voltage the unit has a
y _ normal ou_q_ut, _., of logic one. Lower output _- _,:ith
...... solid dot is the complir._nt.)
__ _ Logic Electronic Switch" (When a logic one,-is at point7 , "A", the va iable applied to the N.C,. i put shows ap
" at the output Z)
'- ¢ _ _ Logic "C.S.T." Flip Flop '_'(shown with normal and corn-
, pllmentary outputs. )
g c
". _ _.uf_.-_ _ Pulser (Digit <at bottom of block is pulse time in
• _ _seconds.),
"OR" Gate
-_ -" FICURE L-I KEY TO ANALOG SYMBOLS
_" L-2 NSL 64-360
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- _b_ I'- / _--C.,:,__--__,., _.,,_
-= I.b;i p<' / _:,<_,:__,°
IXX .I , . _ _ _V_x --
_ F_ +
w7_J_ i-""-"'/',,,,(!.],_) ,/,x,, [ F_ - "
-#,,t-W) I',, /,,<,,¢
t
+ c,>-,,'% _F,, / ,,,_(.!_ _ , --1Mil
_Fx -
FIGURE L-2 PROBE VEHICLEMOTiON - ROTATIONAL MOTION
(All Identitios On This Sheet Are To Be Subscript P)
f
t
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+ Fxo _
. - t i__£_ /
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FIGURE L-4 PROBE VEHICLE MOTION - ROTATIONAL RATE PRODUCTS
(All Identities On This Sheet Are To Be Subscript P )
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FIGURE L-5 DROGUE VEHICLE MOTION - ROTATIONAL _OTION
(All Identities On This Sheet Are To Be Subscript d)
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FIGURE L-6 DROGUE VEHICIE MOTION - TRANSLATIONAL MOTION
(All Identities On This Sheet Are To Be Subscript d)
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FIGURE L-8 SIMULATOR MOTION - ANGLE DEVELOPMENT
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i-
_ :_ integrators) and twelve additional servo-set potentiometers.
i Figure L-II shows a single-cha,nnel attitude control usingon-off
'. -- control to produce moments and unbalanced forces• The on-time minimum
is continuously variable from the minimum coa'outer response time to
0.i second Since -ho attitude control information has been received,
-_ this diagram is included as representative. If this represents the
_ .: vehicle control systems, then 12 operational ampl fiers (one as an
integrator), 2 electronic switches, 3 comp_rators, 3 "or"_ gates, 2
,[- flip-flops limiter and 5 potentiomet_-rs wi-ll be needed for each
_. "_ . , control channel,: of which there are six.
-_ .. _The inclusion Of fuel s_loshing in the computer schematic' is;not
_, .. shown, but w-ill add about 12 electronic m_ltipliers, 18 operational
_(" _i amplifiers and 20 potentiometers per tank. Conceivably, some of'the
_ multipliers might be dropped onthe basis that the"contribution will
_. " "' be below ,the level of inaccuracy introduced by the basic assumption
-" :'_ _of the fule acting,, as'a spring-supported point mass. Fuel.:. slosh'ing may: 2
_i' _ _ "'_ -occur _n 0, - 2: or 4 _tanks for _.he' two vehicl, s .-'
"j_: 'Structural flexure"_n_ay be-incl;ided;rather simply, although the
_- schematlcs are not shown here. The requirement is for 3 operational
_ amplifi¢.rs t,2integrators)and 5 potentiometers per mode. Because
J defl_ctiens are sumr_,¢dtogether before further opergtfons are performed_.
i the. rest of the equipment required is per v_ehicle._ This totals _44
•'_- _ amplifiers (5 integrators) c and"16 multipliers. •Three types of
_ ' [i / _ flexure may _be handl_d: symmetric, anti-symmetric/ and torsional.
P _ Assuming 9 modes per type, ,the total requirement for handling two
_ [i •vehicles will be 250 amplifiers (118_ as-integrators)270 _potentiometers
• and 32 multip.liers. __ -.
i _' I! "_ .The gravity.,influen•eeL_ _ is ;41so not shown, but -,.appr°ximate re-
, -quirements may be inferred from_ the information in Appendix J. To
, °generate £he'Jangles (2 vehicles) will require 12 multipliers and 16.
i ,ampiifiers, assuming that_only roll needs be considered to + 180-_ and
, J
•. :- ,L-12 .... NS:L-64.-260
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that _ and 0 are neutral at 90° increments from the gravity axes. The
axis transformation coefficients require 24 multipliers and 48 amplifiers.
Resolution of drogue vehicle velocities and computation of its distance
from the gravity axis origin require 9 multipliers, 9 amplifiers (3
(
integrators) and 6 poEentiometers. Resolution of probe vehicle c.g.
position is done in a different manner to preserve accuracy of the
i intervenicle distances and requires 21 multipliers, 21 amplifiers and
3 potentiometers. Generation of the six components of acceleration
f : (three per vehicle) reouires 12 ampl_fiers and 6 potentiometers.
Transformation of these accelerations back to vehicle axes requires
,-- 18 multipliers and an amplifier. _eneration of the moments requires
_. 12 multipliers, 30 amplifiers and 12 potentiometers. Thus, a total of
96 multipliers, 160 amplifiers (6 as integrators) 12 resolvers and
27 potentiometers is required. -The only realist2c method of getting
the smali voltages through is to generate the accelerations and
J _" moments at h_gh voltage levels and then reduce them just prior to
su_uling into the motion integrators.
FSgures L-12 and L-13 show the probe-drogue interaction mechani-
zation used to check out t.he-Northrop sel-up of the basic equiations of
motion. This simplified coplaner solution was i1_tended only to indicate
-_ the nature of the collision and did not attempt to duplicate exactly
I- the action of the real equipment. The _ircuit requires 8 multipliers ,
_ 40 amplifiers (3 integr@tors) 18.potentiomehers, 2 li_iters, 3
• comparators, 2 e!ectronic switches, 2 single-show multivibrators and
[_ I flip-flop, inclddes a cut-off circuit <Figure L-14_ which returnsThis
the computer to initial condition when the probe tip ente;s the apex
[ of the _This circuit be used in the simulator fordrogue
cone. may
• safety cut-off either returning the computer to "hold" or initial
_ condition. - .
li
2
ff--
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FIGURE L-14 COMPUTER OPERATION CONTROL
!
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Table L-I summarizes the estimates of computer requirements.
The first 7 items constitute parts of the program, the rest various
combinations of these. At the end of the table is a listing from
the computer specification from MSC (Reference 42) showing items avail-
able without additional purchases. It should be noted that the provision
for obtaining orientation with _espect to fixed space is the most demand-
ing and that a reduction in the number of flexure modes greatly relieves
the strain on numbers of integrators.
Six items of information are obtained from each force and
moment balance and transmitted to the computer. Calibration curves
must be entered for each signal, but the shape of the curve w_11 b=
restricted by choice of strain gauges to two slopes ma_i_ m. The
calibration-corrected signal is then combined with the other five
signals linearly to produce the three forces and three moments acting
on the vehicle. To arrapge for this in a general manner, the input
is fed througL the calibration section consisting of 3 amplifiers,
2 potentiometers and a limiter. This arrangement provides the entire
correctien required. There are six channels per vehicle making a
f tota] of 36 amplifiers, 24 potentiometers and twelve limiters. Where
the corrections are linear, 1 potentiometer, 1 _mplifier and 1 limiter
may be dropped. The six signals _e then combined and a zeroing
signal added to give the output szgnal for summing into the computer.
One amplifier and 7 potentiometers per channel are required for this
I total of 12 and 84 potentiometers.
operation, adding amplifiersa
Thus, for a general solution, 48 amplifiers, 12 limiters and 108
I potentiometers are required. However, 12 of those amplifiers may
be taken as already _ceounted for in the basic computer set-up so that
I the amount to be added is 24-36 amplifiers, 0-12 limiters and, by
proper adjusting of gains, 72-96 potentiometers. The circuitry for
individual calibration and resolution channels are shown in Figure L-15.l
L-18 NSL 64..360
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